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—News In Brief

Eldern couple
found bound
at home alter
bt.ing- robin .1

Congress plans to aid kin
of Gander air crash victims
WASHINGTON AP
Congres- plans to provide temporary
housing assistance and increased death benefits to dependents of
the 2-15 Army personnel killed in the crash last week of a
chartered jetliner in Gander. Newfoundland.
The aid package would give victims dependents 90 days of free
or subsidized housing and increase the current maximum life insurance death benefit from 235,000 to $50,000.
The House and Senate unanimously approved separate versions of the package on Wednesday. and the Senate approved a
compromise bill by voice vote. The House was expected to give
final congressional approval today. sending the bill to President
Reagan.
The death benefit boost had been scheduled to take effect Jan.
1. hut the legislation would apply it retroactively to include the
Army's 101st Airborne Division victims, who were killed I /et. 12
while returning from peacekeeping duty in the \fiddle East.
The nil)orary housing aid also would be retroactive. and addi•
tionally would apply to dependents Of military personnel who the
in the future while on active duty.
Currently, housing aid ceases when a,service person dies. but
the military has discretion to allow dependents living on base to
remain there for up to 0 days — provided they begin paying rent
Those currently living off base must to pay their rent without thy
benefit of an allowance.
The compromise measure approved by the Senate would allow
dependents living on liaise to remain there free for 90 days_ If they
live in ofrbase•housing for any part ot 90 (lays, they could collect
ca•sh allowance
Thr housing benefits would be discretionary rather than
automatic. hut sponsors said there was no question the I ivjense
1)epatIment would extend the benefits in every case. The department now lacks statutory authority to grant soch assistance
No estimates of the size of the housing benefits utak.: the compromise bill ss-ere available Rep Patricia Su. hroeder. D-Colo .
chief sponsor ot the House-approved bill, said dependents of a
ty incal enlisted member of the armed forces would have received
more than 8750 under the House's 410-day housing allowance
-We have oven-looked this in the past.- said Rep. William NI
Dickinson. R-Ala. "Correcting that deficiency should have bye?'
dune before nu m- '
S(..hrttede_r_added
_
telt hopc1-12*.t.tn44-444-414-1-ess and
didn't know how to respond- to the Gander crash "But it dal la_ ail!, thi4:::,to,,oilr;attention It du uesn't c(nne near to c.ompensa
the salmis' dependents
But. said Seri Pete Wilson.
. the hill - will literally keep
a roof over the heads of these w alows and children...

Elsewhere...
the %..ociated

M.4‘11..4. Philippine. — The Philippine Supreme Court voted
7-5 to allow a special Feb. 7 presidential election
WASH!% GTO.% — Congress plans to tie up some fiscal loose
ends and head home for the holidays, but limy leave unfinished
Jhe deficit-reduction package.
WASHINGTON — Fearing "they'll be left hanging- out to dry.'
by l'resident Reagan. Senate Republicans are unlikely to support
the president's call to kill the deduction for state and local taxes,
the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee says.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan is being pulled in different
directions over whether to sign the 1955 farm bill.
13 ASH/Al:TO% —
he's not a lame duck yet. The climactic
passage by the House of a major rewrite of federal income tax
law, coming as it did after what nearly was an equally dramata•
setback for Ronald Reagan one week earlier, demonstrated that
this second-term president still wields impressive political clout.
11.4SHIAGTO.% — People who smoke are 50 percent more likely to need health care than non-smokers, the surgeon general's
annual report on smoking said today.
BOSTON — The belief that saliva doesn't play a significant role
in the spread of AIDS is supported by new evidence.
Pfill..4DELPH1.4 — On his first day in office, the interim
police commissioner appointed a panel to clean up the scandalridden department from the inside. Within three days. two
members had resigned after being tied to various coil-11140in probes of the nation's fifth largest city.
BEVERLY HILLS. Calif. — Between Georgette Klinger ta c ls
and the low-tide sushi buffets, holiday shopping in this most at. ,
fluent of communities is a holly-decked study in conspiciams
consumption

Youngsters meet Santa and Mrs. Claus
Adam Hicks tells his Christmas wishes to Santa and Mrs. Claus as his classmates eagerly await their
turns. They are members of Ann Carr's (next to Santa) four-year-old afternoon class of the Child
Development Center at Murray State University. Sitting next in line on Miss Carr's lap is Tyr(er
Williams. Area children may visit with Santa in the Curris Center on campus from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and from 2 to 3 p.m. Monday through Wednesday.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of This Murray Ledgar
Timms by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday througtN Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - S a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 8
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

By Leanne Waxman
Vsseieated Press Writer
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(API — T116''''
101st Airborne Division's last 234 soldiers
on peacekeeping duty in the Sinai arrived
home today for a private reunion with
relatives, a week after 248 of their comrades died in a plane crash in
Newfoundland.
The fatigue-clad Screaming Eagles
shuffled off two Air Force jets shortly
before 7 a.m. CST and loaded onto buses
to meet loved ones waiting at the base
gymnasium. The homecoming comes the.,
day before a massive memorial service
for the dead soldiers that is expected to
draw military dignitaries, 17.000 troops
stationed at Fort Campbell and up to
25,000 civilians from the community and
nearby towns.
"It's wonderful to be home." Private

11/1' .1

it M %Rh R.('lit 1.1.4.1(1;
A..0eiated Pres. 11 riter
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP) —
Toyota Motor Corp. and its 3,000
jobs in Scott County were a big
catch, but not the only industrial
recruiting Kentucky has been
doing in 1985, says Gov. Martha

Kentucky Governor
Martha Layne Collins

through
Sal I/ r(1:1
Monday w ith high- mainly in
the mid 2os to m id :ios and
lOw-1 in the teens to loss or

the base gymnasium where about 100
family members were gathered.
The 101st Airborne Division band played
the Washington Post march and relatives
cheered their loved ones' return.
Reporters and cameramen were riot
permitted inside the gym but hoots and
whistles and upbeat cheers could be heard
behind the closed doors.
Several of the soldiers on today's pair of
C-141 Sta,rfighters had been bumped from
the Arrow Air military charter jetliner
that crshed last Thursday shortly after
takeoff from Gander International Airport
in Gander. Newfoundland. Eight crew
mmbers were also killed in the fires'
crash as the soldiers made their way
home for Christmas. Sharon Ramos. 19. of

Commerce Secretary Carroll
Knicely said the net gain of
37,589 jobs in two years is 11.000
more than the net total of new
jobs that were created during
the entire four-year administration of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Collins also announced that
ralISS Nlattet Corp ot Munich.
%%est 4.:ernianN • will spend S7
to build an 80.0041 square
toot pla r-1 It processing plant in
the Northern Kentucky Industrial Park A prelionnary
work torce et 115 will. grim to 131
‘% Ohm three years. Ktucely said
Ci.1/11tY

IS:
,t1t.

Fisc.tl

111111.1Si 11:i I

COlIrt

1VVVIllIt'

founds to assist in the I inancing
or the new plant and the Kentucky Development Finance
.xiithority also w ill help ss ith
inancing
must
reprrsvnt an ins estment ot 81 811 billion by 195
.11,
1:1)rilli1.1: to figures
ompiled by the Commerce
Cabinet
Most ot the new jobs are
reateul 1•1 I /It' :11111V:11 of 119 ne‘s,
manotiii luring plants t•:•p.in
ill plants yielded PI 67o
sums in
lobs vi hile 4.059 come in "sup

Layne Collins
portis c Oultistries.'• or those
During a news conference
I hat d
Iy St' r vi'
he
Wednesday. Collins revealed,
tua Mit au till ing‘oper.aiiiris
that-Kentucky set.a record this.
Oillins said it is intportant
year in the nu'inber of new jobs
.1 hat l Lii uu u ky expand its
created in new or expanded
t
onoma
mfinufacturing plants
,
The 23,348 new jobs surpasses
(('onf'd on page?)
the record set last year of 22,009

LAKE LEVEM •
354.5
Kentucky Lake
354.3
Barkley Lake

(('ont'd on page?)

Kentucky sets record
number of new jobs

1.

hg lit :-./louV, iii

OrieltiriiiiiiiOldieig 1i-1*a:de-their way into

Evansville. Ind . who was the wife of
returning Sgt. Carlos Ramos. waited for
the planes to touch down at an airfield
coffeee chop with reporters
Her 23-month-old son. Eric, wearing a
tiny 101st Airborne fatigue outfit. and her
mother, Karen Cox. drove the 212 hours
from Evansville early today.
"I'm so relieved it's not a charter.''
Mrs. Ramos said. "I thought. 'They
couldn't use a charter airplane on this
flight.'" Mrs. Ramos said she had not
spoken with her husband since he
te14honed her from the Sinai peninsula
three weeks ago.
Ramos. a native of New York City, will
be treated to a surprise party if he and his
wife are granted permission to go to New
York for the holidays.

Collins announces progress

SHOPPING 'r
DAYS Till\
CNRISTMAS

.01,

Matthew Butler of Orange County, Calif..
shouted to reporters as the five busloads

•

1ellt011

Elifended Vorec :9•1
The e\tended !ere(

(Cont'd on page 2')

Remaining 101st return to Kentucky

V. Ili

The forecast for today calls
for sunny skies with cold
temperatures. Highs should
be in the mid 20s. Friday
should be about the same with
a slight chance of flurries.

An elderly Murray couple
was bound and robbed at gunpoint Wednesday afternoon.
according to the Murray
Police Department. Both
were unharmed It! ."the
robbery.
Willis Bucy. 75 and his wife.
Mavis Bucy. 71. of 800
Bagwell Boulevard. were at
home Wednesday shortly
after noon when a black man.
described as being in his 50's
knocked on the door and
entered their residence with a
white male, also described as
being in his 50's.
The suspects. armed with
what police described as a .38
caliber handgun, then bound
the couple using.grtickes from
their home.
According to the police
report. approximately $90 in
cash and a piece of jewelry
were taken from the
residence and the two
suspects arefsbelieved to have

234 Fort Campbell soldiers home from the Sinai
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A silver setting
Dr,...,Niginia slimmer. chairman of the 11epartment of Home
_ _
f.vivitaffc• at NI tirra 110*1,„phe,r_sit3 and Dr. Netttlell
:—don of Renton itsamine pieces of the sterling stiverftalwarr collection presented "Ili the department ti Gordon and his wifeh the Gordon. in mertutry_of_their son
._loanti. The %el, .111\u
id. w ill he lewd is teaching equipment in classes and as a ser.
%ice for department 4,pon•ored meals. Roth 11r. and Sir.. Gordon.
as well as their children and Gordon'. father, were" students at
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Higher Education
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14* ttarmillt
study in Janual-y and March.
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''We .ire going to aut. but
thel't• amtIng the players.** Maim
we•re not going to act in haste."
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I do think there art,
board Chairman Jantes
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Marine Sales
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some of the blame being placed
today on colleges of education
. mUit be shared by colleges of
arts and sciences that fail to instill students with a solid foundation of general education in their
freshman and sophomore years.
She likened college curriculums to a "cafeteria line ...
where everybody is picking the
dessert and avoiding the main
course."
"It's no wonder we get out
there in society and don't know
how anything works. We don't
have the foundation," she said.

.-.111I1y

o .0 0

Light the
way for a
holiday
with love
and
happiness!

would not rule out 19$6." Mann,
however, said a public hearing
M'Mardi-WM.11d be too late to
have .any istfect on the 1.956
session.
The state board adopted a
policy statement earlier this
month that said it found most of
the MGT recommendations
"generally acceptable." But it
said the state board should
maintain its authority over
certification.
Eva Galambos. a consultant
to the Atlanta-based Southern
Regional Education Board. said
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Local offices announce closings
for the upcoming holiday period
Several local offices will be
closed for the upcoming
holidays, with the Murray
Ledger and Times not
publishing on Christmas Day
and New Year's Day.
The Calloway County Library
will be closed December 24-26

and January 1, but will observe
regular hours through the remainder of the holiday season,
according to Margaret
Trevathan, head librarian.
Administrative offices in Murray City Hall will close
December 25 and January 1, according to City Clerk Jo Crass.

Airport board reviews
three subsidized projects
An updated report on three
federally subsidized projects at
the, Murray-Calloway County
Airport was presented to airport
board members during the
board's regular quarterly
meeting Wednesday night.
Two of the three projects,
which are classified under Airport Improvement Projects and
are funded through federal,
state and local funding, are near
completion, board chairman
Hugh Oakley told the board.
A parallel taxiway project for
runways 23 and five are "virtually complete with only a few
minor adjustments remaining,"
commented Oakley.
A third project, involving
three items, is in the process of
getting started, with two of the
three items expected to begin
this winter with the third item to
begin in the spring, according to
Oakley.
REILS (Runway End Identification Lights) will be installed at the airport and a constant

.)tirt

inn thrce
%Ming machines from
neighboring Marshall
Calloway County Fiscal Court
will buy three voting machines
from Marshall County at a cost
of $200 apiece.
Marshall Ctunty Fiscal Court
agreed to sell three of its 17
surplus voting machines to
Calloway County during a
meeting held Wednesday. The
other machines still are for sale,
according to a spokesman.

Local car salesman
indicted on charges
A local car salesman has been
indicted by a federal grand jury
on eight counts of altering
odometers.
James Bogard, who was
scheduled for arraignment today. is charged with altering the
odometers of six cars, a pickup
and a Jeep in a period from May
to September 1984. The indictments do not elaborate on the investigation resulting in the
charges,

The police and fire department's
will be on duty both days.
Administrative offices in the
Calloway County Court House
will be closed Christmas Day
and New Year's Day, according
to Judge-Executive George
Weaks.
The Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex will be closed
Tuesday and Wednesday, for
both upcoming holidays, according to Ann Wilson, circuit court
clerk.
The Farmer's Home Administration office will be closed
Christmas Day and New Year's
Day. Area banks will also be
closed December 25 and
January 1.
All government offices, including the Murray Post Office,
will be closed Christmas Day
and New Year's Day.
The Calloway County Health
Center will be closed Christmas
Eve and Christmas Day as well
as New Year's Eve and New
Year's Day.

current regulator will also be installed for use with the airport's
electrical system.
In the spring, an aircraft parking apron will be installed, according to Oakley.
In other action, the airport
board approved a motion granting Oakley the power to proceed with preparation of plans
for a possible storage building
for aircraft maintenance
equipment.
Tommy Walker was named
vice chairman of the board,
replacing Jim Fain, whose term
of office had expired. Dr. Ronald
Babb was named to the board to
(('ont'd from page 1)
replace Fain.
"Wt; can't just sit here and do
An updated report on the profarming and coal mining." she
gress of Sunbird Airlines new
said. "Wt. must continue to look
commuter services was
for other jobs. other means.''
presented by the president of the
There were also 7.74Th jobs lost
airline, Dudley Bourne. Oakley
during the two years of the Colsaid the new service has been
lins administration because of
"fairly favorable., and hopeful199 plant closings.
ly we'll have more local use of
Knicely said thP cabinet does
the service."

Record jobs...

Remaining •••
"He's going to put up the
Christmas tree. We waited for
him so he could do that," Mrs.
Ramos said.
All the soldiers who came out
after listening to brief remarks
from brigade commander John
P. Herrling told reporters they
were relieved their 12-hour trip
from Cairo was not on an Arrow
Air charter.
All said their homecoming
was a mixture of relief, happniess and sadness over the
deaths of the soldiers they had
worked beside for six months in
the Middle East.

Elderly...
(Cont'd from page 1)
•
fled the scene on foot, according to testimony given to
police by the elderly couple.
No suspects have been
taken into custody as of late
this morning, according to
police.
An investigation into the incident is underway.

not count jobs lost in layoffs
because, those workers might be
recalled. Several companies
have announced layoffs
Ceill Weeks Jnvolving thousand
of employees.
Collins also announced that
she will ask the 19511 General
Assembly to provide S350.000 annually to reopen a European
trade office. A state office in
Brussels, Belgium. was closed
in 1ie51 because. of widespread
state government cutbacks.
"This will not be an extravagant. throwaway operation." Collins said. "We're going
to be frugal with it."
Kentucky's office in Tokyo has
proven the benefits of having a
representative nearby when
seeking foreign investment. Collins said.
"We've lost some contacts
there already." Collins said.

referring to the European office.
which will promote the sale of
Kentucky products and the state
generally.
Knicely said most of Kentucky's success in attracting
new business has been in the
manufacturing sector, which is
a shrinking part of the national
economy. Special efforts are being mach. to attract businesses
from the growing service sector
of the economy. he .said.
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We'll keep on trucking
this holiday season to
bring you all our best
and most sincere wishes
for a joyous Christmas!

GIFTS
CILITTEIR
May your Christmas he wrapped
U p in smiles and joy us we say,
"thanks- to our many customers

Murray Insurance Agency
Bel Air Shopping Cantar
753-4751

(A Christmas Card Will Be Sent)
•

•

Bob Billington
Guy Billington
Owen 811110;00n
Dan Shipley
Torn Scruggs

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

_
Vickie Allen
Anna Ruth Harr),
Ann Thompson
Melva Hatcher

Roger D. Hudson Trucking
Rt. 3, Box 237, Murray, KY

753-4545
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PERSPECTIVE

Mirrray Ledger 81 Times

garrott's galley

Judicial pragmatist
Potter Stewart's colorful formed of their rights to recandor and his common-sense main silent and to have legal
approach to the law made him counsel before interrogatio
n
a rare figure on the U.S. Su- by the police. His was the lone
preme Court. Among the dissent in the 1962 decision
many opinions that he deliv- that it was unconstitutional
ered during his 23-year tenure for students in public school
s
on the high court, he is best to be led in voluntary, nonderemembered for his pithy def- nominational prayer.
inition of pornography. HavOn First Amendment issues.
ing conceded the difficulty of however, Justice Stewart asestablishing the precise mean- sumed a more liberal stance
.
ing of obscenity, he concluded He was part of the six-memin 1964: "1. know what it is ber majority-in the 1971 Penwhen I see it."
tagon Papers case that apJustice Stewart, who died proved the publication of clasSaturday at the age of 70, sified documents. And he
lamented that this phrase dissented sharply from a 1972
would doubtless become his majority view that report
ers
epitaph. But court historians could be required to identify
are more likely to recall the confidential sources to grand
pragmatic judicial philosophy juries. He chided the court in
he applied to problems that this famous case for its "dissplit the court and the country turbing insensitivity to the
along ideological lines.
critical role of an independent
A frequent dissenter from press in our society." _ •
the activist decisions of the
From 1958, when he was apWarren Court, Justice Stewart pointed to the high court .by
was an eloquent advocate for President Eisenhower, until
judicial restraint. "A judge." his retirement in 1981, Potter
he said, "is not free to inflict Stewart combined an
indiscriminate damage when- unswerving commitment to
ever he acts in his judicial ca- the Constitution with a refusal
pacity." Generally supportive to take himself too seriously.
of police and prosecutors, he
These rare qualities and his
objected to the controversial eloquent, pointed opinions will
Miranda rule that required be the enduring legacy of this
criminal suspects to be in- gentle. learned man.

looking back
Ten years ago
Representatives of Drexel
Tolan Associates firm were present at
meeting of MurrayCalloway County Hospital-Board
to present results of feasibility
study made on possible medical
office _ building on grounds of
hospital.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Irby on Penny-Airport road was
destroyed by fire last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Norva Riley will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 24.
Live nativity scenes will be
shown at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Kirksey United
Methodist Church. Bethel
United Methodist Church and
Murray City Park.

ment. High team scorers were
Vic Dunn for Murray. Stewart
Martin for Trigg. Terry Burgess
for Carlisle and Terry Peck for
BentOn.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCuiston are observing their 50th
wedding anniversary today.
Landowners of Calloway
County planted 170 acres of trees
last year.
Mrs. Harmon Whitnell was
hostess at her home for the
December meeting of the
Wonr}an's Society of Christian
Service of Martin's Chapel
Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
Topographic map coverage of
Calloway County has been completed. Copies are available for
distribution at the Agriculture
Mrs. Salvatore Matarazzo. and Industrial Devel
opment
chairman of the Sigma DepartBoard office here.
ment of the Murray Woman's
A donation of $400 to the
Club. held open house for
Murray-Calloway County
members at her home on
United Fund Drive has been
Keenland Drive.
made by Murray Woman's Club.
Dorcas Sunday School Class of
Recent births reported at
First Baptist Church held its
Murray Hospital include a girl
Christmas social at home of to Mr. and Mrs. Benton
Mullins.
Mrs. Neil Brown.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Twenty years ago
York and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
The low bid of $821,490 for conBobbie Gene Jones.
struction of a building to house
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Burchett
Nursing Department at Murray
will observe their 50th wedding
State College has been submit- anniversary on Dec. 27.
ted by Hal Perry Construction
Methodist Men's Club of MurCo.
ray Methodist Church will have
Murray High beat Trigg Coun- its annual Christmas
party on
ty and Carlisle County beat Ben- Dec. 23 with Al Kipp
in charge of
ton in semi-final games of the decoration.s„
and Mrs.
Calloway County High School In- Howard Olila to direct
group
vitational Basketball Tourna- singing.
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by m.c. garrott

The story of high-flying Abner P. Stork
and how he came to Santa Claus'rescue
Every year at Christmas
time, the departments at our
local hospital knock themselves
out trying to out-do the others
with original, creative seasonal
decorations in their areas.
Too, every year, everyone
curiously and anxiously awaits
to see what Brenda Hobbs will
come up with in the Labor and
Delivery area - where the
babies are born and cuddled.
Consistently. Brenda comes up
with a clever theme and an
original Christmas story to go
along with it.
A native of Trigg County and a
registered nurse. Brenda has
been with the hospital for seven
years. She earned her nursing
degree at Murray State in 1978.
Her husband, Stephen, works
at Murray State as herdsman of
the school's swine and beef cattle units on North 16th Street.
They have two daughters Teri, 4, Lacey, 1 - and live at
705 Sycamore.
• • •
The sign on the door of the
Labor and Delivery area this
year welcomes you to "The Little Doll Factory." It goes on to
urge that you "Take Home A
Little Doll of Your Own," and
directs you to the "Retail Shop,3
Doors West at 1866 Nursery
Blvd."
This is where the babies are
kept, and the big window
through which you observe them
is painted to symbolize small
panes with snow on them. The
"little dolls" inside are in cribs
labeled with their names.
The sign also advertises "Service While you Wait," and
directs you to the "Foremen"Jones (Dr. Conrad), Cook (Dr.
Gene), Green (Dr. Tom), and
Drake (-Dr. Tripp."
• On one wall of the nursery's
hallway and in big letters appears Brenda's story for this
Christmas season, the story of
Abner P. Stork. Here's how she
tells it:
"Abner P. Stork is one of those
birds you hear about all of your
life, but never meet in person.
Abner's family is frequently in
the public eye. They have gained
fame, not only by their wellknown aviary skills, but also by
some unusual talents not normally associated with the common bird.

Storks feel a special closeness to
children.
• • •
"Abner spent many years in
indecision trying to discover the
vocation that would be right for
him. After graduating from
Murphy's Stork University with
a degree in undecided, he worked as -a waiter in a fancy
restaurant. He even wore a tuxedo. That job didn't work out so
well. Everyone thought he was a
skinny penguin with long legs.
• • •
"Then Abner tried his
"His Uncle Casey is a good.exfeathers at selling cars. His first
ample. He is a retired colonel
sale was a real.success for the
from the W.S.A. (World Stork
purchaser. You don't see many
Alliance), and is well known for
new cars selling for $49.98, even
establishing an adoption agency
in today's competitive market.
for sixteen-inch children with
But Abner wanted only to make
strange names.
people happy. He made the
"You may be familiar with the
buyer happy, but not his boss.
face of Abner's brother, Elwood.
So, Abner's career in the
He has gained notoriety over the
automotive industry came to an
years as a model and spokesbird
abrupt halt.
for a national pickle
"His next venture was in real
manufacturer.
estate. He invested in some nice
"As a matter of fact, Abner
'For Sale' signs with his name
and his brother were named
printed on them and placed
after a star on the silver screen., them in strategic spots on
some
Abner's mom brought Jimmy
nice lots with lovely homes,. But
Stewart into this world. She
being an airborne creature by
thought so much of him that she
birth, storks just don't have
named both sons for the
knowledge when it comes to real
characters Mr. Stewart played
estate.
In Mrs. Stork's favorite movie,
"You see. Abner forgot to get
HARVEY.
permission from the
"The character in question is.
homeowners to put his nice signs
of course, Elwood P. Dowd. on their lots. That's when Abner
Brother Elwood Stork got his big
decided to go back to his natural
modeling opportunity because of
talent - flying.
his name, and we all know
• • •
where he is now. Unfortunately,
"Abner was a terrific flyer.
all Abner has to show for this
He could do all the exciting loops
remarkable association with
and turns, manage the most
Hollywood is his initial, 'P', and
treacherous landings without a
that alone just didn't seem to get
hitch, get from place to place in
him very far in life.
record time, and without acci"Abner always had aspiradent, not even a minor feather
tions of doing something big.
bender.
something REALLY important
"But most remarkable of all
with his life. He wanted more
was Abner's unerring sense of
than anything to make people
direction. He knew more about
happy, especially children.
altitude, longitude and latitude
103 years old!
This coming Sunday, Dec. 22,
will be Mr. Quint Guier's 103rd
birthday, and his daughter,
Martha, is helping him
celebrate it by hosting a party
for him at the Bank of Murray's
branch on 641 North from 2 until
4 p.m.
Everyone is invited, Martha
says, so go by and wish this
remarkable and gentle man a
"Happy Birthday."

than anyone else in the entire
world.
"He got a job in the delivery
service, following in his mom's
webbed footprints. He found that
delivering babies was challenging work. He made deliveries in
any weather, at 21.ny hour, and in
the most remote ,places. Abner
was finally making people happy. He became famous anlong
flyers as being the best delivery
stork ever. Abner had at last lived up to his initial, "P"
"Then, Christmas Eve, it happened that Abner received a
telegram from Santa Claus.
There was trouble at the North
Pole, S-E-R-I-0-1U -S trouble!
Rudolph was ill. It was a head
cold. Rudolph's nose was stopped up and would not light, and
when Rudolph's nose won't
light, Rudolph has no sense of
direction!
"That meant that Santa Claus
would not be able to deliver his
toys to all the boys and girls in
the world. They would be terribly unhappy. Santa and his
elves had heard of Abner's flying ability, and they needed him
to take the lead in the harness of
Santa's Christmas sleigh.
"Abner knew this was
something he had to do. He was-getting his chance to be important and to make all the children
happy on Christmas. He put on
his winter boots, for it would be
cold. He donned a pair of
authentic-looking antlers and a
semi-authentic-looking hose it
didn't light upi, and was ready
for the flight.
"Off they went on the special
delivery mission,. leaving gifts
.for all_ the children and making
them very happy.
"Abner is back now on his
regular delivery route, but Santa Claus knows that he will have
a stork to fall back on if
Rudolph's nose ever goes out
again.
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THE WOVE to GiMPEACH SANTA
CHAPTER NINE
By Robert J. Boyle

After Jinkersnipes testified during the impeachment hearing for
Santa, the judge Dag Whood recessed the trial for the day.
"I want all of you here in the IN
Assembly room promptly at 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning," he said.
As Jinkersnipes and Juniperper
per walked out. U.B. Fruitful and D.
Dear Editor.
Lightful Wynter came up to them
As 1985 draws to a close, this is
and said. "You did fine today. I bea good time to look back on a year
lieve Santa will win without any
of progress and high quality
trouble."
telephone service in Kentucky.
"Now-, how about tonight," U.B.
, Nearly two years after the
Fruitful said. "Would you two honor
breakup of the Bell System and
us by having .dinner with us at the
unprecedented changes in our
Rocky Fellow Plaza?"
business.some things remain the
"I'm sorry," Juniperperper said.
same at South Central Bell - in
"But I have a prior arrangement. I'm
particular. our commitment to
having dinner with Julia June, a
stewardess on North Pole One."
provide the best possible service.
"How about you. Jinkersnipes?"
We feel we've done remarkably
asked U.B. Fruitful. "Can you join
well fulfilling that commitment.
us?"
But it was quite gratifying to us
"I'd like that." the elf replied. "Af..:l:i::%itrrlii)itm.,',1•)•:or•"
that an objective third party con•
ter being on the stand today 1 could
ducting a management audit of
Hand
in hand the t,tiol,ed the streets• of Nev%., ork
use
a
night
out."
'South Central Bell in Kentucky
"We'll pick you up at your hotel at
also found that we are doing a
S o'clock," D. Lightful Wynter said. will have all the toys ready for
WRITE LETTER - Letters
good job - that we are serving
III held ,,tit hi,
"I'm sure we'll have a delightful Christmas. Peako the pup is sitting
to the editor are welcomed and
our customers effectively and
‘kt.r.t
71t.
time.
along side me anti In. tail is ‘eagr..e.-ini.:
encouraged. All letters must be
efficiently.
1:a‘i I., I hi
IOW Tr* thc1.1..aghl Syndocate
When
Juniper
a
perper
mil.
and
a
minute..
Jinker.,
signed by the writer and the
The comprehensive review of
111C1
r
!
snipes returned to their hotel, they.
-Pet hun f.or Mr.- Juminirperiter
I
writer's address and phone
k r11,k. :t 1411 ;,4•1 0...,04 •
our operations was a healthy proshowered and prepared for a night said. ''H ire
Jinher
snipes
.
pi.•a• a:I.i
number must be included for
rti 1 “!
cess, which not only affirmed our
•-•••. 1
on the town.
‘yants to say henti."
'hit
verification. The phone number
strengths, but gave us ideas for
"Do you think it is rig.ht that we
linkersinpcs got in t he ph..ne and
nontn
will not be published.
improvement. We don't consider
should be having fun w hen Santa is said. "Santa, how arc y tiu! Can Nye
Letters should be typewritten
the audit an end product by any
in so much trouble'!" .1 uniperperper
titnight?t•r1.1. ,1
1.111Ipt
rpt I
and double-spaced if possible
wondered.
means. Rather, well use it as a
-Hold on. linkersiiipes.- Santa
and should be on topics of
"Gee. I don't know," linkersnipes said. -First. you did tine today and
wo-rking tool to meet today's
Th,
it ha,
1
replied.
general interest.
challenges of technology, comcertainly you can vo "tit tenu...- ht "...10 "0,
•
14
II kk
"I'll tell you what We Will do. well Where xe ill ‘
Letters must not be more than
. eu
petition and deregulation as we
11.1,11"11
TLC
r.tr.
call Santa.- Juniperperper said.
"Well. Santa." Jinker,nipe, re
500 words. Longer letters cannot
work to provide Kentucky home
I • I h.it,ott Iii -•
.0'ItiL 1111i ,*
"It'll he great hearing his vi'ill' and
-.1uniperperpur has a date
be published.
and business customers the
,,..!
I'll ask him if he would mind it' we wtth Julia June and Fut liax mg dintelecommunications services
Editors reserve the right to
went
out.
ner
‘‘-ith 1..1i. Fruit fill and 14.
they'll need in 1986 and in the
condense or reject aRti letter
The k
- •
They had the hotel operator put in fiil Wynter.11 lir!.
years to come.
and limit frequent writers.
the call and wit hin minutes June
"Tell
them
I
said
hello... Saul:,
'1 I ,it
,,!,,
Thank you for your support this
Address correspondence to:
Jawing, the North Pole operator was said. "And tell Juniperitcrlier
•Ilittlperpc11,41'
past year. and I wish you and
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
i •
on the line.
ha % e a fine time.your family a healthy. happy and
Times, Box 1040. Murray. Ky.
"Hi, there. Jolly:. .1111111ierperper
Santa.- litiker-nipe,
prosperous new year.
12071.
said. "How are things at the North said.
•11M1 - •....1
r
Sincerely.
Pole?"
Juniperperper toel, the ph,in,-!Mt.\ 14 - 4 H•,
T. Dwane Tucker
"F"ine. uniperperper, June Jaw- said, "Sure you don't mind if ‘‘,•
1hr
h
t
,
,
South Central Bell
ing replied. "We all saw you tin tele- out?"
1.ii r..re
I! it.,
vision today and thought you did
Santa laughed and replied. "Yell I', 1;11i
wonderful."
have. fun. It isn't often .‘oil
1,.
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*
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Odell C. Tutt presented medals, DAV event
Odell C. Tutt, a com- wounded in action there
bat veteran who served in World War II,. was
in Metz. France and was presented with special

medals.
This presentation took
place at the Christmas

dinner meeting of
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary held Friday!!
Dec 6, at 7 p.m. in the
DAV Hall.
Chapter Commander
Joe Smith presided and
welcomed the 50
members and guests
present.
Tuft was presented
the Purple Heart Medal,
the Bronze Star Medal
and the Combat Infantry Badge with accompanying ribbons. His
records had been lost or
misplaced which is the
reason for the medals
being presented at this
time.
Comrade Tutt is one
of the four charter
members of Chapter 50
who have attended
every meeting of the
chapter since it was
organized on Jan. 10,
1949.
Tutt was accompanied by his wife,
Mildred. and their
daughter, Mary Tutt.
"A standing ovation was
given to this fine
American who gave his
greatest measure of
devotion to his country," Smith said.
Also given honorable
mention was Comrade
Weldon Thomas, head of
the Disabled American

Veterans Group in Murray and Calloway
County.
Cominander Smith
said "that the state of
Kentucky has recognized Weldon Thomas as
one of the greatest
representatives of
Veterans Affairs in Kentucky. They also mentioned that Comrade
Thomas works as hard
for the widows' benefits
as he does for the
veterans.
Comrade Thomas
said "there is a greater
need for financial aid
for veterans services."
Because of the efforts
of the DAV and his office, they have secured
a sum of $360,000 for
veterans and widows'
benefits per year. This
is one dollar out of five
that comes to the
veterans and widows- in
Calloway County.

CODY WORTH ADAMS, right, was iecognized and meritoriously promoted
to E-6 Staff Sergeant with the 614th M.P. Co., Kentucky National Guard, at
Its recent Christmas dinner. With Adams are Capt. Phillips and 1st Sgt.
Pennell.

Adams receives promotion

This yt•ar at the all. 1943 and was i in Christma:i dinner mediately drafted into
The chapter is
of the 1d4th M.1'. Corn
the United States Navy.
pushing for one million patty.
Kentucky
Army
He served on three batCOMRADE ODELL C. TUFT,center, was presented with special medals for
life memberships in
National Guard. held at tleships during World
combat duty in World.War II at a dinner meeting of Chapter 50 of Disabled
1986. Thomas also talkCalloway County 'High War II.
American Veterans and Auxiliary. Comrade Weldon Thomas, second left,
ed about c.harter
School Cafeteria. Sgt.
Adams has served in
also was recognized for his special services. Joe Smith, left, commander of
members.
Cody
Worth
Adams
was
the
_S. Naval Reserves
Chapter MI. made the presentations. Pictured are Tutt's wife, Mildred, seSpecial guests also inrecognized and for eight years'•and has
cond right,'and their daughter. Mary Tutt, right.
cluded Calloway County`
Judge/executive meritoriously promoted been a member of the
to E-6. Staff Sergeant.
614th M.1'. Co. since
George Weaks and his
Adanis is one of the 1975.
wife, Jo, and members
III ost decor t d
He holds the following
of Mayfield Chapter No.
numbers of the 6141h ribbons and medals:
106.
AP
WASHINGTON
from school-age to
M P
He has
Victory Medal,
— The Middle -Age adulthood, and populadedica ted nearly 20 Navy Commendation.
Boom is about to-begirt tion experts agree that
years of his life serving Anierisan_ Area ('ann.
Those millions of this large group will
both in the active and
mign Medal. Phillipine
Americans born in the continue to have a mal'eSerVe components of
Liberation Ribbon with
years following World jor impact on America.
A newborn admission 'Violet Jackson, Rt. 2,
the Armed EorceS
Iwo stars. Asiatic
War II — the Baby
and dismissals at Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs.
He graduated from
Pacific Area Campaign
Cheryl
Russell,
editor
Boom generation that
Murray-Calloway Coun- 'Colleen Scull, Rt. 8,
School in Medal with tour stars.
Kirksey
.11igh
has rocked society of American ty Hospital for Wodnes- Murray;
throughout it
life — Demographics day. Dec. 18, have been
Mrs. Opal Roberts,
begins to turn 40 in 1986. magazine, estimated released as follows:
809 North 20th St., Murcentral center 733-3314
The sudden ap- that 9,293 Americans
Newborn admission
ray; Mrs. Auberna
pearance of the extraor- will turn 40 uesJan. 1 —
Wiggins baby girl, Halstead, Rt. 2, Murdinarily large popula- marking the first of the parents. Larry and ray; Mrs. Marie Wood,
tion group has: produced Baby Boomers to reach Frances. Rt. 1, Sedalia. Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.;
1)1)1 114)1.1
THRE I IN; I", 4
- to -491511
1114•1111;e1Vt..S.
upheavals in society as that milestone of middle
Dismissals
Mrs.- Willie Turner,
W.,
EV HIT., .111111
supply of money all
eneration grew age.
Mrs. Rhonda Redden, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
With the approach of year
1304 South 16th St., Mur- Ruth Tabers, Rt. 2 ,
It became tlw custom
ray; Paul Copeland, Rt. Almo; John Feity, 502 New Year's I lay, it is interesting to consider for families to visit their
2, Murray; Mrs. Mellie Beale St., Murray;
syLvESTER
Merrell. 1504.Henry St.,
Orvin Malcolm, Box some facts about its neighbors on the day to
STALLONE
join in welcoming in the
Murray;
313, New Concord; origins and customs.
New Year. The custom
The day has been
Mrs. Rhonda Lamb, Sterling Moody, HC Box
celebrated at different of holding festive parMrs.
Murray;
Rt.
6,
770,
New
Concord.
•.1)• TI1•114
..%
times through history. ties became.. popular.
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'all'
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In ancient Rome the gave recipes for such a
chestnut at. 753-3314_ 411.
wonderful
time to get
diiy was dedicated to holiday gathering back
engaged!
,Janus. the ...two-faced in 192s. Among its
god who looked ahead desserts was this forRing enlarged
and backward, and for mula for Glace Fruit
whom the month of and Nuts:
Three tablespoons
January is named.
sugar. caramelized by
held
a
Roman
families
Ventral shopping Center
gala dinner on New melting over high heat
Murray. Ky.
until brown
1 cup
Year's hay.
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Open: Nlon.-Sat. 9:311-8:00
-In America, various
regnms featured local
foods for New Year's. In
the South. bl a ck-e.Yjd
ELMORE CITY.
peas symbolizing pennies were served. And Okla. (AP) — The
Dutch residents of this Golden Trend, an area
country ate sauerkraut covering more than
100,000 acres in southcentral Oklahoma, is an
•—
active oil exploration
and development spot.
During the 1940s.
some 2,500 wells were
drilled there. The
number of development
Vic's 44 M

Boom about to start

Patients are named

Origins and customs of New Year's Day
celebrations discussed; dates different
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ROCKY
Iv

Army Service Ribbon,
NCO Development Ribbon. Army Achievement
Ribbon, Army Reserve
Components Achievement Medal and Kentucky Service Ribbon
with t wo
k
.ea I
Clusters.
Adams is married to
the former Estelle Hall
and t hey reside on
Highway 121 North. He
is employed as a boiler
operator by General
Tire and Rubber
of
'ii a yt.ic 141
They have one son.
n (.11,
dams. Iwo
daughters, Stacy Murdo(k and.TWila I 411111,
and five grandchildren

BEFORE
A LIFETIME
OF ADVENTURE.
THEY LIVED THE ADVENTURE
OF A LIFETIME.
37-E vEH <510/548Eir615

YOUNG
SHERIDCK
±IOLMES

•
SPECIAL

The Diamond
Solitaire...

$1295.00.,

Cook's Jewelry

sugar. I.: cup boiling
water, I, teaspoon
cream of tartar. blanched illmontis or walnuts.
assorted candied fruits.
dates or figs. strawberries, seedless grapes
and oranges
To caramelized
sugar. add the cup
sugar :111(1 boiling water.
'When dr:4solved, add
cream of tartar Boil until candy thermometer
registers 300 to 305
degrees Remove trom
heat and pour into top of
double boil er over boiltrig water. I /ip nuts and
fruits in this I do not
prick fruit while dipping
as juice will spoil the
glace 1 I'lace on greased marble Or stoneware
plate until cool. Store'
loosely covered.
To obtain °the r
recipes, taken mostly
froni Toni Hogs's
Gourmet Corner over
the past years. semi S2
tor your copy of -101
Recipes" to 1;ourmet
(.• o r ner
A 1,
50
Newsteat r e s
Rockefeller I'laza, New
York. NY 10020. I

Explorations noted

HOLLAND DRUGS
is STILL located at
109 S. 4th St.

This Week's Specials
Cough Mixture

Also remember our new phone
number — 759-9755

40z.'2"

Extra Absorbent Bag of 10
Depend Disposable

Under Garments

'4"

Reg or Unscented

Sure Solid

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th
on the Square in Murray
Phone 753-1462
EVERYDAY LOW
PRESCRIPTION PRICES

9

well locations declined
in the 1950s but oil companies never gave pp on
the area.
Phillips Petroleum,
for example, renewed
its interest in the field in
the early 1980s, and
several deep oil finds
have led to increased
operation in the area by
some 14 oil companies.

With
our sincere
...thanks, we wish
.a.happy holiday
season

to alit

2

0 u Off
14 Kt. Gold Jewelry
Dec. 19th-Dec.
And Remcmher...

Giorgio makes the
perfect stocking suffer.
?.,
.•
( /
11•.,, wow') /

•Yar
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Cromwell Hauge's exhibit at library

CROMWELL HAUGE prepares her paintings and drawings
for the exhibit
of her works now on display in the meeting room
of Calloway Public
Library.

Nineteen paintings
and two drawings comprise the exhibit by
Cromwell Hauke in the
meeting room of
Calloway Public
Library, 710 Main St..
during the remainder of
December.
The exhibit has been
reorganized since the
close of the production
of The Nutcracker" by
the Community
Theatre. Although the
door in the hall will be
locked, one may enter
through the rear door in
the main reading
room.1

Mrs liauge, a charter
member of the Murray
Art Guild. received her
formal training in art at
the Art Academyaof Cincinnati. 1942-47, with the
last three years spent on
a daily basis
*Her first academic
training was received
under the direction of
Maybelle R. Stamper in
Saturday morning
classes, and it was
through her inspiration
and encouragement
which set Cromwell's
course in life.
Mrs. Stamper had
studied under Kimon

Nicolaides at the Art
Students League in New
York City. whose book.
Th
Natural Way to
Draw is used as a text
book in several art
departments.
Leading up, to her
training at the academy
were classes through
the public school system
and free Saturday morning classes at the Cincinnati Art Museum.
She recalls her very
first drawing lesson in
the third grade. Her art
teacher, Mrs. Dorothy
Pease. had arranged a

bouquet 01 goldenrod to
be painted in v,atercolor It r%as such a
traumatic experience
she cannot remember
what her painting looked like. She says -it was
never put on display .•
One trivial thing she
remembers about the
museum classes was the
forbidden eraser. Some
would spend the entire
session erasing their attempts._ thereby .accomplishing nothing;
therefore the teachers
would not allow their
use

•‘%e were taught to
make use of our
m tstakes' by.. making
adjustments." she
recalls, and adds, "the
habit has stuck. Little
mistakes don't bother
me 1 still make use of
them, then try not to
repeat them on the next
attempt'
Mrs. Hauge has
painted the view of the
alley opposite the art
guild three times.- The
first two have been
given to friends. The
last rendition is on
display at the library

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

Stubblefield, Smith on squad
Debbie Stubblefield
A senior accounting
and Erin Smith, both of major, she was a
Murray. are membes of member of the 1985
the porn pon squad at Homecoming Court and
Murray State Universi- is one of 20 finalists
ty that provides enter- selected for the 1986
tainment at basketball Miss Murray State
games and acts as Pageant. She is a
athletic ambassadors member of the Accounfor the university.
ting Society and the
Racer Express.
Miss Stubblefield of
Miss Smith, daughter
Rt. 5. Murray, is co- of Dr. and
Mrs. Wayne
captain and a second- Smith of
Rt. 7, Murray.
year member of the is a little
sister of Sigma
squad.
Chi social fraternity.

trorfOrorl

A sophomore computer science major,
she is the secreary of
the Association for Computing Machinery.

All You Can Eat
Boneless fish or catfish steaks.
Served with choice of potato,
white beans, cole slaw, hush
puppies and all the trimmings!

Squad members are
sleeted on the bases of
athletic and dance ability, vitality and personal
interviews.
The 14-member group
performs at pre-game
and half-time shows of
Racer and Lady Racer
basketball games.

$400
*Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd

759-1864

IFITS
Juniors collect food

im•I,)‘/14 \ \IL "")

41

JUNIOR CLASS of Calloway County High School has had a project of collecting food for Need Line for this year. The class asked each person attending
Calloway-Marshall basketball game to bring a staple item or give a donation to the class Se buy food. Eight large boxes of food were collected or purchased from donations by the class. These were, delivered to the Need Line
office at 209 Maple St. to use in the Christmas food boxes to needy families or
for emergency situations. Shown loading part of the dottations into the
drivers' education station wagon are Greg Futrell, left, and Mike Garland,
members of the Junior Class at CCHS.

Have A Murray Christmas
Let Cherry's Be Your
Shopping Guide

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W111111111111111111111111111111111ffitt

SPECIAL
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PreiChristmas
Savings Bonanza
Exciting Savings Throughout The Store & Beautiful Free Gift Boxes Too
==

/14

.
4+

COATS
n,
•

Cosmetic & Christmas
Gift Sets & Scented Candles

GERMAINE

1

Cosmetics &
Gift Sets

UIIIII

444-

CX4-4.4=&1,

1

Atte-

MONTEILChristmas

I, Charles of the Ritz Cosmetics &
Christmas Gift Sets

in

EVYRN PERFUMES,
& Christmas Gift Sets
4

Christmas Gift Sets
Liz Claiborne Holiday Fashions
Scarves
Sportswear
Handbags
2 Belts
Exciting Jewelry
Wallets for men by Buxton
Billfolds for women by Buxton
J. Christopher Gowns & Robes
Isotoner Gloves & Comfort Slippers
Guess watches & Rally Watches
Free Gift Wrapping

Come see us for that
special gift on your list
at

.41leot
Ott ctle stnto
'Use our Layaway
(We're open Sundays 1-5)
•
. .

SHOES•SHOES•SHOES
titt
v4 Y3
SPORTSWEAR

Junior & Missy

Fall & Winter

Selected Styles

COORDINATES

PANTS

SUITS

BOOTS

-1/3

1/4

Entire Stock

- Great Gift Ideas..

HATS

HANDBAGS

1/4 1/2
1 Rack of Assorted

1/4 1/2
Junior & Missy

SPORTSWEXEL SWEATERS
2
/
3

1/4

VISA'

599 9999

/
1
2

Sparkling Fashion

Junior & Missy

Entire Stock

VINYL

JEWELRY

BLOUSES

BELTS

RAINWEAR

1/4

1/4

1/3

1/4 1/3

1

WARM

Junior & Missy

Famous Name

Bah • vanity Fair • Olga

SLEEPWEAR

JEANS

HOSIERY

BRAS

1/2

1/4

Z
1-2.

•

•

1/4

\.

1/
3

44.11i

r

•
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Couple will be married for 65 years
Nir and Mrs Eric Burton of 211 East Second
. Metropolis, Ill , will observe their 65th wedding anniversary on Friday. Dec. 19.
They were married under the "old Chestnut
tree- just across the Tennessee-Kentucky state
line on Dec 19. 1920. Dewey Coleman and Ruby
Moss were their attendants.
Mrs Burton is the former Bessie Smith. She is

the sister of Truman Smith of Murray, Hubert
Smith of Quincy, Ill., and Mrs. Modena Wilcox of
Metropolis.
The Burtons have resided in Metropolis since
1922.
No formal celebration is planned for the
occasion

Barbara Chilcutt presents program
eceptor iirmcron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
l'hi met Thursday. Dee
p iii at the
7
I
'
Orli
t• I'k' e
Cent re
lircuda F:stes. fires).1.•nt presided
\1/4 end Emerson.
1'
I t
chairman.
,..,, ported for the her
,ui•liittee The chapter

members will meet Chilcutt. She
Thursday, Jan. 2, at demonstrated yarn
Murray-Calloway Coun- wreath making.
ty Hospital to give
Refreshments were
blood. This is one of the served by Barbara
chapter's services for Williams, hostess.
1986
Other members pre"Decorative Hand- sent were Lois Ruiz, Ha
crafts" was the subject Brown, Joyce Thomas,
of the program Glenda Wilson, Peggy
presented by Barbara Shoemaker and Mary
Graves.
Mrs. Ruiz. social
chairman, announced
plans for a progressive

dinner and Christmas
party to be held tonight
(Thursday). The first
course will be served at
6:30 p.m. at the home of
Rowena and John
Emerson.
Other courses will be
served at the homes of
Mary and Joe Graves,
Glenda and Bobby
Wilson and Joyce and
Bruce Thomas.
Husbands of members
will be guests.

Board accepting new .
Dolls given to Need Line
MEMBERS OF THE JACKSON Purchase Doll Club recently donated
vacancy applications distribu
these dolls to Need Line to
te during the holidays to families with children receiving baskets.
Each of
The Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc., is accepting applications
from residents of
Calloway, Graves, Livingston and Marshall
counties to fill vacancies on its Board of
Directors.
One member is needed from each county.
The Board of Directors
is the governing body
for the programs offered by the agency in
nine Western Kentucky
counties.
It is important that
those persons submitting applications have
an interest in either
mental health, mental

itt
it
ityL,
SALE!
Gowns /

the members dressed
a doll with top winners selected in a contest. Winners were,from
left, Lorene Babb, Mayfield, third, Anna Lou Tarry,Lynn Grove,second,and Grace James, Murray,
first. The club meets each first Tuesday
of the month at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. Interested persons
are invited to attend.

retardation, and/or
substance abuse and be
able to attend both
Board and committee
meetings.
The board meets at
7:30 p.m. on the third
Thursday of alternate
Local persons recently dismissed from
months at the administrative offices in Paducah hospitals include the following: Clara
Paducah. Committees Williams of Murray and Stella Hutchens of
meet on altenate mon- Puryear. Tenn., from Western Baptist; C.L.
ths at designated times. Warren of Murray and Arthur Proctor of New
Application forms for Concord from Lourdes.
these vacancies may be
obtained from Beverly
O'Nan, Executive
The Murray Singld Connection will have its
Secretary, Western
Christm
as dinner on Saturday. Dec. 21, at 6:30
Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental. p.m. at the home of Jenna Carter at Hazel.
Retardation Board, Members-will meet at 6 p.m. at North Branch of
Inc., P.O. Box 7287, Peoples Bank to carpool to the Carter home.
Paducah, Ky. 42002-7287
or by calling Ms. O'Nan
at 1-442-7121.
All of the Trifles games of the Murray Band
Applications miist be Boosters are now at The Green Door in the Dixcompleted and submit- ieland Shopping Center. Persons who have purted prior to Jan. 10 ink'-*based a game are urged to go to The Green
order to be considered Door with their certificates to get the games.
A
by the Nominating Com- few of the games at $15 each are still availabl
e
mittee at the January for sale, according to Jerry and Karen Bolls,
Board meeting.
presidents of the Boosters.

DATEBOOK

Padents dismissed

Singles plan dinner

Games at Green Door

I
I

Lodge plans event
Murray Lodge No. 2011 of Loyal Order of
Moose is scheduled to have its, annual Family
Christmas party on Sunday. Dec. 22, at the lodge
hall which will open at noon. Santa Claus and two
elves will arrive at 1:30 p.m. Parents are requested to help Santa by bringing a $5 exchange
gift for each child in your family. Please bring
gifts appropriate for age and sex of your child or
children and please mark the age and sex on the
underside of the package. Dinner will be served
at 2 p.m. with the lodge furnishing the meat and
bread and each family bringing a covered dish
proportionate to the size offamily. The lodge will
close at 5 p.m.

Grace plans supper

Program at Memorial
happy holiday

-

NOW S41

NOW S40.
NOW S31.
r NOW 551.
NOW S63

The

MADEMOISELLE SHOP

In the true Christmas
tradition, we'd like
to wish all our good
friends and patrons a
warm, wonderful day!

6th and Walnut
Mayfield, Ky.
247-4704

...and to
all our customers,
a big "Thanks"'

Christmas
Is In
The Bag

a
i
u,
ll'

-Yuletide
reefinqs

JERRY'S
SPORTING GOODS

Downtown Murray

V
-111
A

-•
1111111

.5..s.—
Last Minute(
)

Lovett Brothers
Gulf Service
309 S. 4th
753-5081

;I'terry sentiments for
a holiday abounding
in joy and goodwill.

Best
Wishes
Here's to a wonderful
Chnstmas and a world
of peace and beauty'

Joe Todd
Motor Sales
507 S. 12th

753-2814

THORNTON BODY SHOP
& WRECKER SERVICE
2112 Coldwater Rd
759 1596

A MICROWAVE

"tis the reason
they'll be jolly...

Christmas Sale

Sat., Dec. 21st—Tues, Dec. 24th

/
12

A fellowship meal at Coldwater Baptist Church
will be held Sunday. Dec. 22, at 6 p.m.• at the
church. A devotion will be a part of the evening
events. The Rev. George Culp is church pastor.

Grace Baptist Church will have its annual
churchwide Christmas social on Friday, Dec. 20,
at 6:30 p.m. in the Fellowship House of the
church. Meat and drinks will be furnished with
persons bringing vegetables, salads or desserts
for the meal.

de Barsal .

Cozy
'ghts Ahead

Coldwater event Sunday

The Music Ministry of Memorial Baptist
Church will-present the Christmas protions of
G.F. Handel's "Messiah" on Sunday. Dec. 22, at
7 p.m. at the church, located at 10th and Main
Streets. Soloists will be Kay Outland, soprano,
Judy Gallenstein, alto, Linda Stalls, alto, and
Tommy Wilkins, tenor. The ensemble is directed
by Milton Gresham and accompanied by
Margaret Wilkins. Members of the ensemble include Carole Bogard, Jim Galenstein, Judy
Gallenstein, Marla Geib, Jerry Joyner, Robbie
Key, Bill McCutcheon, Kay Outland, Phil
Powell, Fred Stalls, Linda Stalls, Jerry Walker,
Oneida White and Tommy Wilkins. The Rev.
Stephen Seaford is church pastor.

Telecourses on KET
Kentucky Educational Television is continuing to provide
higher education programs for Kentuckians.
KET telecourses,
made possible by the
Kentucky Council on
Higher Education, are
fully accredited collegelevel courses. All across
Kentucky, state universities, community col
:
leges and independent
institutions grant credit
to KET telecourses.
Just as with on campus courses there
are textbooks,
assignments, tests and
tuition. However, with
telecourses the majority
of classes are broadcast
on KET.

KET's Spring 1986
Telecourse Semester
begins Jan. 19. This spring's curriculum includes telecourses in
business, computer
science, anthropology,
sociology and health. A
graduate-level course
for teachers also is
available.
A free Spring 1986
Telecourse Booklet with
telecourse descriptions,
registration dates and
financial aid information is available from
KET. For a copy, call
the telecourse hotline at
1-800-432-0970.
Registration for KET
telecourses is in progress now at Murray
State University.

Price on all Toys
stocking stuffers

/
1 2 Price on Jewelry
(Excluding Rhinestones and
Spring Jewelry)

/
12

Price on Brass & Wicker

—We have lots of Gift ideas—
•Backpacks •Do0s •Robots •Gontos •Nlokoup •Scorvo
s
•Log Wormers •Lots More

BOLD
QUIDATORS
Downtown Murray

Tappan Microwave
W /Defrost Cycle
302 N. 12th
753-5842

$
Special Low Price

1641110

divo
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STEELENALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd St.•
753-5341

MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
•
We are your
Mobile Home
Insurance Headquarters

t ;'

MI 'MAI

.5. TIMES

Tilt it's1/Ali

1/1.1"
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Keys will observe 50th anniversary Many people afraid of loneliness

M r . and Mrs.
Maybern Key of Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., will
observe their golden
wedding anniversary on
Tuesday, Dec. 24.
No formal celebration
is being planned.
The couple was married on Dec. 24, 1935, at
Paris, Tenn., with the
late Judge A.L.
(Dolphus ) Paschall
officiating.
Their attendants were
Mrs. Key's sister, Mrs.
Francis (RV.) Deering
and Mr. Deering. The
latter is now deceased.
Mrs. Key, the former
Cleo Wilson, is the
daughter of Mrs. Ovie
Morris Wilson of Paris
Manor Nursing Center,
Paris, Tenn., and the
late Riley Wilson,
Mr. Key is the son of
the late Quitman Key
and Betty Jones Key.
They have one'
daughter, Mrs. Ralph
(Barbra) Young of Covington, Tenn., and one
son, Jimmy Key and his
wife, Kay, of Puryear,
Tenn.
Their four grandchildren are David
Perkins and wife, Betsy,
Jackson, Tenn., Mrs.
Steve (Debbie) Lusk,
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
and Kevin Key and
Jeremey Key, Puryear.
Their four greatgrandchildren are
Dereck Lusk and
Lauren Lusk of Chattanooga and Brook
Perkins and Jordon
Perkins of Jackson.

/6)(5.1.5010POLIT
A Hearst Magazine

Mr. and Mrs. Maybern Key

Waterbed today different from roots
CLEVELAND 1API The beds are now
waterbeds can be pur"They have
— The waterbed of to- available in varying
chased with a brass or discovered the
day is far removed from degrees of firmness and
any conventional head- therapeutic qualities of
its countercul re roots movement — from 'full
board that fits with a a water mattress, parin the late
s, says motion' to 'super waterbed frame.
ticularly for backaches
Ernest M.
er, a waveless.'"
"These beds have the
bedding industry
Wuliger says waterb- appearance of tradi- arthritis and other
official.
ed furniture manufac- tional beds while offer- sleepdisturbing problems that can be
"Waterbed design and turing has also grown
ing the comfort of a
construction has grown into a prosperous
treated with a heated
waterbed," he explains.
up along with its en- business In addition to
fluid surface that
The most surprising
thusiasts, and the the platform waterbed
growth, according to alleviates painful
waterbed is the fastest furniture, hybrid — or,
Wuliger, has been pressure points while ofgrowing sector of the as the industry calls it,
among middle-aged and fering firm support," he
bedding industry," says "soft-sided"—
older people.
says.
Wuliger, chief executive
officer of the Ohio Mattress Co. here. "Each
year for the past five
years sales of
waterbeds have increased at the phenomenal
rate of 25 percent."
Wuliger reports that,
according to a 1984 industry study of major
markets, one out of four
U.S. homes has a
waterbed. And the product potential continues
to grow among non(All we need is some proof of birthdate)
owners, he adds, with
many considering such
a purchase in the future.
"If your perception of
a waterbed is a squishy,
leaky blob lying directly
on the floor, look
Hwy. 641 North Murray, Ky.
again," says Wuliger.
Open at 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141
"Specialty stores and
even traditional furniture and department
stores are carrying
quality beds with
sophisticated trappings.

One quarter of the
adult American population lives alone — and
the wise ones learn to
cope with it.
Some people can ride
out periods of solitude in
comparative comfort,
according to an article
In the September issue
of Cosmopolitan, while
others have almost a
phobia about being
alone.
"People who are most
afraid of loneliness may
never have let
themselves actually experience it," said New
York City psychologist
Carin M. Rubenstein,
author of a national
study of loneliness. "It
th,en becomes
something like a fear of
snakes. The more you
avoid what scares you,
the harder it is to ever
face."
Women sometimes
dread loneliness
because they see it as a
permanent condition.
"In the realm of relationships, these women
think if they risk being
alone, they are doomed
to be 'terminally single,'
"said Arthur Freeman,
a clinical psychologist
and senior consultant to
the Center for Cognitive
Therapy in
Philadelphia.
"Many are convinced
there are just no eligible
men out there, only
gays, married men, and
nerds. If a woman concedes there may be a
few good men around,
she is convinced that
none of them would ever
be attracted to her. So
she figures she'd better
stick with what she's got
and Tiretend to like it."
Chronically lonely
people do have problems, according to a
survey by psychologists
Rubenstein and Phillip
Shaver. They found the
lonely prone to depres-
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If so, come to Seven Seas and
deduct up to $5.00 from any dinner
item.

SA
;

Birthday Cakes Available for Minimal Charge
on Request.
Call for More Details.

sion, insomnia,
headaches, heart
disease, weight problems and loss of sexual
interest.
The healthy person
rides out periods of
loneliness. Here are
ways the experts suggest it can be done.
r Face your Fear.
Remember that fear of
being lonely is a normal,
even healthy, anxiety
that almost everyone
experiences.
r Realize loneliness
isn't forever. Periods of
singleness often follow
life changes such as the
end of a relationship or
the start of a new job.
Believing you are
powerless to change
your solitude can keep
you from making overtures to others that will
help you move beyond
loneliness.
r Make the first
move. "We want
meeting people to be effortless," said Columbia
University psychologist
Jeffrey Young, "the
way it is in a college
dorm, where you would
Just walk out of your
room and find a whole
floor of people to
socialize with. But adult
life isn't like that.
Especially if you're the
new person in a situation, chances are you'll
have to actively work,
really reach out to
people.
r Discard old labels.
"Let's say the thought
of being alone makes
you feel somehow defective ," Young said.
"Well, approximately
one-quarter of the adult
American population
now lives alone. Do you
really believe each of
these people is a defective human being? Isn't
it possible many of them
simply haven't found
the right person yet, and
aren't willing to settle
for just any
relationship?"

r Don't forget your
friends. Keep up other
frAgs.ndships when you
are involved in a love affair and they will form a
safety net when you
need them.
r Explore the
pleasures of solitude. By
learning to appreciate
time by yourself, you

help overcome the fear
of loneliness.
The objective, according to Marian Sandmater in -Cosmopolitan,
is to get comfortable
enough with yourself to
be able to make choices
based on what you want
in life — not what you
are afraid of losing

MURRAY TODAY
litirkt- un cairn!

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
OPEN 9:30-8:00 M-Sat. Til X-mas

Santa's Elves
take time out
to stay fit...
Why Don't You?

club.

e‘

nautiko

nun •.etto

AEROBIC & FITNESS CENTER

is extending to you
a One-Year Membership
for

Snap Shot
Photo

$

This SI 95 Value
_

FREE
Kodak 3'255Print Frame
Your .0 tree now rth
the coupon
dew•lopong of
126

110

All Christmas
Decorations
Including Ornaments, Tins, Calendars, Cards, Candleholders, plus
much more
1/,,s
All
Price

Plus.. Our
of Toys

1/
2
Price

of dosc him

Use Our Convenient
24 Hour
Film Depository
Me

k

146.5 66

*Personalized service
for men & women
of all ages

Entire Collection

35n,,
,,

Coupnr,•I pints Dlic 18 198 S
While Supplos tint

tP

*Give the gift
of health
for Christmas
or start off
your New Year
with a
NEW YOU!

2 Day Service

COUPON

(Regular $250)

(Offer Expires Jan. 1st)

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
759-9347
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.

*Black & White Prints
*Wallet Size Prints

68

Pier I iiIflrts

9-8 M -r
9-6 Sat.
1-5 Sun.

Bel Air Center
Murray 753-1851

1413 Olive St.

753-6515 f
1

etto

*
Iminsiepi5amournallorannor,
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Coming events announced
Thursday. Dec. 19
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star is scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at lodge hall.
---The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church. For information call 753-9414.
436:2174 or 759-4940.
---Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens will not meet
this month.
- - -AA and Al-Anon will
not meet tonight at First
Christian Church,
Benton.

Thursday,Dec. 19
Prepared Childbirth
Class will meet at 7 p.m.
In third floor classrootti.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---Men's Stag Night with
Jerry perry, Willie
Scott, Harold
Shoemaker and Larry
Contri in charge will be
at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.
---Murray Women of the
Moose will have a
business meeting at 8
p.m. followed- by a
Christmas party at 9
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Preceptor Omicron

Ramsey's
Discount Shoes

Thursday.Dec. 19
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will have its progressive dinner party
starting at6:30 p.m. at
home of Rowena and
John Emerson.
---Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
--Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant at
Draffenville.
---Hazel Woman's Club
will have its Christmas
dinner party at 6:30
p.m. at The Feedbag,
Hazel.
Carol P- oe G- roup of

Friday, Dec.20
First 4 laptist Church
Square and round
Women will meet at 7 dancing with music by
p.m. at home of Sharon Ken Tenn Country
Clark.
Sound Band will be from
4
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Murray Civitan Club Grove Roller Rink.
is scheduled to meet at 7
---p.m. at Homeplace
Paducah Chapter of
Family Restaurant.
Paredlts Without Part---ners will meet at 8 p.m.
Friday. Dec.20
at Jaycee Building, off
Hazel ang Douglas Lone
Oak Road and
Centers will' be open acros
s from Hannan
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Plaza
, Paducah.
for activities by senior
---citizens.
Both varsity girls and
---boys basketball teams
Mothers Morning Out of
Murray High School
will be at 9 a.m. at First
will be hosts to Calloway
Christian Church.
County High School
---teams for games starMurray Magazine ting
at 6:30 p.m.
Club will meet at 1:30
---p.m. at home of Mrs.
Photography exhibit
Jim Garrison. Oakdale of
"Things As They
Drive.
Were: Kentucky,
1935-1943" will close today at Pogue Special
-Collections Library,
Murray State
University.
---Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
At,
Moose Lodge.
---AA and Al-Anon will
392$

Give Quality,
Luxury and Beauty

1303 Chestnut
Across from Dixieland Center/753-3120

MERLE noRmAn

Name Brand Shoes For
The Family At Low Prices

fiel Air Center
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DIRECT FROM GE
WHEN YOU BUY GENERAL ELECTRIC
REMOTE ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS
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25" Diagonal
CONSOLE COLOR W
MODEL 25PC 58511

25- Diagonal
CONSOLE COLOR TV
MODEL 25PF6802

•

• High performance electronics design
ed for
reliability
• Color Monitor ." System automatically
adjusts color
• High Contrast picture tube
• Lighted channel numbers for easy viewing
• Modern styling

• High performance electronics designed for reliabil
ity
• Direct channel selection or channel by channe
l scan
remote control
• 112-Channel cable connection ready electro
nic tuning
• High Contrast picture tube
• Color Monitor- System automatically adjust
s color

Friday.Dec.20
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton, from 9
to 11 a.m.
---Grace Baptist Church
will have its churchwide
social at 6:30 p.m. at
Fellowship House of
church.
---Harvester's Class of
Memorial Baptist
Church will have a
social at 6 p.m.

Saturday, Dec.21
Sunday,Dec.22
Administrative ofMusic Ministry of
fices at Murray State
Memorial Baptist
University will be closChurch will present
ed from today until Jan.
parts of "Messiah- at 7
2.
p.m. at church.
------Dance featuring
Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
music by Night Shift
Lamb will be honored on
will be from 8 p.m. to
50th anniversary with a
midnight at Murray
reception from 2 to 4
Moose Lodge.
p.m. at Coldwater
---Church of Christ.
AA and Al-Anon will
---meet at 8 p.m. at
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
American Legion Hall,
Gould will renew marSouth Sixth and Maple
riages vows on 40th anStreets.
niversary at 4 p.m. at
---Christian Community
Sunday,Dec.22
Church. A reception will
AA will have a closed follow.
meeting at 4 p.m. at
---American Legion Hall,
Quint T. Guier will be
South Sixth and Maple honored on 103rd
---birthStreet
s.
day from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Events in Land Bet---University Branch of
ween the Lakes will inChristmas party by Bank of Murra
clude The comet at 1
y. The
and 3 p.m.; Skywalk at 2 Murray Moose Lodge family requests that
p.m.; Christmas will be today with lodge guests not bring gifts.
to open at noon.
Medley at 7 and 8 p.m.;
---all at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
---Saturday, Dec.21
Mr. and Mrs. Relmon
Wilson will be honored
at a buffet reception
CHICAGO (AP) from 3 to 9 p.m. in Com- Fewer than 20 percent talking about sex won't
munity Room of North of American parents cause children to want
Branch of Peoples have ever had a signifi- to experiment with it.
Bank. This is in celebra- cant conversation with Studies indicate that
tion of 50th wedding their children about sex, children who have neyer
talked to their parents
anniversary.
according to a new about sexua
l feelings
---publication from the Na- and decisi
ons are more
Mr. and Mrs. Euel B. tional PTA.
likely to experiment to
Morton will be honored
The brochure, "How
on 50th wedding an- to talk to your child satisfy their curiosity,
niversary with a recep- about sex," offers the brochure says.
However, the PTA
tion from 2 to 4 p.m: in parents advice on
points
out that parents
Fellowship Hall of South everything from the age
should not force their
Pleasant Grove United at which they should inchildren to talk about
Methodist Church.
itiate discussions about sex if the
children are
---sex to how to get a con- not
ready, or are relucMurray Shrine Club versation started.
tant to talk about it.
will have its dinner and
The PTA suggests
For a free copy of the
dance at 6:30 p.m. at thast parents teach
Kenlake Lodge at their children about sex publication, send a
stamped,self-addressed
Kenlake State Park.
in a number of talks long envel
ope to: "How
---throughout their to talk
to your child
Events in Land Bet- growing-up years,
about sex," National
ween the Lakes will in- rather than in a onetime
PTA, Dept. AP. 700 N.
clude National Audubon conversation.
Rush St., Chicago. Ill.
Society Christmas Bird
Experts believe that 60611.
Count at 5:15 a.m.; The
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m.,
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Christmas Medley at 7
and 8 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
---WINSTON-SALEM. properly mowed looks
Christmas dinner by N.C.
(AP I - The good. But its not always
Murray Single Connec- avera
ge homeowner as practical or as
tion will be at 6:30 p.m. uses
far too much grass desirable as plant beds
at Jenna Carter's home. when
_landscaping. _his Ancl,ilatul'alized,areas."
For information call lawn,
according to one
Harris recommends
753-9414, 436-2174 or
company horticulturist. using a base of
759-4940.
"Grass is the most ex- evergreens with bloom---pensive, most labor- ing plants, such as
Lady Racers will play intens
ive thing a person azaleas, highlighting
Kentucky State at 5:15 can
use." says Ron Har- the area. He says planp.m. followed by Racers ris of
R.J. Reynolds tings and naturalized
and Southern Illinois Tobac
co Co.
beds should be carefully
University at 7:30 p.m.
''The finished, set out in groups "so
at Racer Arena, Murray carpe
ted appearance there is a pattern that
State University. Ad- grass
gives a home set- the eye can follow
mission is $5.
ting when it is lush and throughout the project."
Trees also should be
kept within .the plant
beds as much as possible. Harris adds.
"Remember." he
says, "for every tree in
a grassy area, the
homeowner adds five
minutes to his mowing
time."

National PTA offers
special publicadon

Horticulturist says

too much grass used
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Ham sprout
salad recipe
listed for lunch
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
LUNCH FARE
Grilled Cheese Sandwiches, Ham Sprout
Salad, Fruit and
Beverage
Ham Sprout Salad
In a saucepan cover
giung bean sprouts with
Water; bring to a boil;
drain well and chill.
Make a dressing using
vegetable oil, white rice
vinegar, sugar and salt
to taste; mix enough of
It with the bean sprouts
to give good flavor. Add
slivered cooked ham
and toss.

v&i.oirb
1/2 off

One Group, fully-lined, all wool,
Koret Sportswear in camel, teal and tweed
1/ Off
/2

%11 Joyce Sportswear in Black, Brown and Plaid

off
All Winter Coats & Sweaters

Your General Cectric Dealer In Murr
ay
212 East Main Street
753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

••••••••••••• .010110acser......•••••••••••••••••_•....,
•

• —_

Town:& Country
Dixieland Center

753-8365
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w2ND BIG WEEK
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

Prices Good
12-19-85 Thru
12-24-85

.27th

We Accept
Food Stamps

Sale

Open Sun. Dec. 21 For Your Shopping

Convenience 8-6

Pet Ritz

79°
COCONUT
89°
CREAM CHEESE8oz 79°
PEPSI COLA, 7 UP,
PEPSI, DR. PEPPER DIET 890
PIE SHELLS

Mite Ftrithsr
Grade "A''Lg.

,-":".-- 7-21

,,
.,,

EGGS )oz.

37:
0 0L
"
8 1sonni 39°

12 Oz

$15.00 Additional Purchase
ilicir
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy ,
Limit 2
'

Nestle Semi Sweet 12 Oz.

ICE CREAM...... th
POTATO CHIPS

59
Gal. $2

Lays All Flavors

CHOCOLATE CHIPS..

7.z.89°

MILK

ORANGE JUICE

Gal.

16 Oz

89

Prairie Farm
160z. $

39

WHIPPING CREAM8.0z.2/$1 19

Prairie Farm

°Pt

Prairie Farm

SALMON

BUTTERMILK

149

I
16)1 Or.

I*CHERRIES

Place Your Orders
Now For Christmas

ORANGE JUICE ih Gal$ 39

Double 0 Pink

Gal

99°

Flav-O-Rich

Oregon Bing

160z.$ 1

39

SOUR CREAM
PEAS

Pit Baked Hams-BBQ ShouldersSmoked Turkeys-Baked TurkeysRelish Tray-Vegetable Trays- I
AN Kinds of Party Trays. Alks.
1444%

8

Green Giant Sweet

2/89°
Field
oz. 59° MILK
° Field's Kentuckian Boneless
69° MARSHMALLOWS 49° HAM $"
1 $21
Field's Finest

111

17 Oz.

Emprsss Mandarin

Carnation Evaporated

ORANGES

11

120Z.49

1 Delmonte Crushed-Chunked-Sliced

Kraft Miniature 104 Oz.

PINEAPPLE

/5%2 Oz.

Bakers Angel Flake

COCONUT

Whole Lb

129
I

. 14 Oz.

Kraft Marshmallow

CREAM

1111
Lb —....4

Ocean Spray Cranberry

JUICE

89

48 Oz $

French's Instant

BAKED HARE) $299 :fest

Field
69° POTATOES
BOLOGNA
69°
CORN
2/89° Field's
79°
BACON
GREEN BEANS76Gz 2/89° Field
Originals or
69° COCA COLA, DIET COKE890

7 Oz.

'Duncan Hines

16 Oz $ 1 19

Green Giant Cream Style or
Whole Kernel

CAKE MIX
NAPKINS

$ 1 29

17 Oz.

9

Green Giant Cut

50 Ct.

Sunshine Premium

CRACKERS

Lb

$ 14

2 Liter

Lb

'Mazola Pure

$459

CORN OIL

Lb

18 Oz.

Kleenex Dinner

WIENERS

SPRITE

Lb.

'

rem
wien

$'
129 "eeee
z

48 Oz.

69°
41ERE
Et
2
SUGAR
L
D
/
p
49°
Kraft
DF21!:109Yeqirk

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Lb.

$329

PICNICS

$389

99

ox

Emge
Dry Cured Smoked

RIBEYE
STEAK

BACON

5 Lb

VELVEETA CHEESE

U.S. Choice

Owens Best
Sliced Slab

Gold Medal Plain or Self Rising

I

Minute Maid Frozen

Hyde Park Whole

Barna Seedless Blackberry

'JAM

l

Philadelphia

2 Liter

I Breyers All Flavors

1

10 Oz

Tropic Isle French Frozen

79

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

_

,

U.S. Choice Extra Lean

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

25°
59°
89°
69°
99°
Size 49°
Lb.

Red

GRAPES

Lb.

Red or Yellow Delicious

APPLES

3 Lb. Bag

Red

POTATOES.

.5 Lb. Bag

Florida

ORANGES

4,Lb. Bag

Fresh Crisp

CELERY

36

U.S. Choice
Boneless

CHUCK
ROAST
$ 129
th.

Owens Best Deli Baked

GROUND CHUCKLb

$ 169

U.S. Choice Boneless Arm Cut

SWISS STEAK

HAM

$329
Lb

Owens Best Boneless Pit
Lb $

79

U.S. Choice Extra Lean

BAKED HAM

$329
Lb

Owens Best BBQ

STEW MEAT

Lb

$ 1 89

Frying Chicken Legs or

THIGHS

Lb

Harpers Whole Country

69°

BEEF

Lb

Baby Swiss

CHEESE.

$298 I
$329

Lb

Owens Famous BBQ

HAMS

Lb $

49

RIBS
Owens BestbBQ

Sliced

Lb $ 1 59

*CHICKEN

•

Lb.

$298

Lb $ 169
al
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Kings& 100's /
Also available in Menthol. i

Kings 10 mg "tar:' 08 mg nicotme
100's 12 mg "tar:
mg nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method

0-13

• fo ,the price of 20.

".SURGEON, GENERAL'S WARNING: Srnaking
Causes Lung 'Cancer, Heart Disease,
Imphifsema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

a

Mfrs suggested pricing based on full-price brands

•
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Car dealers cited for tag permit misuse
Read our classifieds

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state Motor
Vehicle Commission has
cited 47 car dealers for
allegedly permitting
their dealer license

plates to be used by
unauthorized persons.
Among the
"unauthorized" drivers
listed in the citations,
according to a story in

Mickey Mouse goes to France
PARIS (API —
Mickey, Donald, Pluto
and the rest of the
Disneyland gang are
coming to a mammoth
recreation complex in
suburban Paris partly
because next to
Americans, the French
are most enthusiastic
about the Magic
Kingdom, a Disney official said.
France was chosen
over Spain on Wednesday to become the site of
Europe's first Disney
entertainment park, ending a year-long competition for a lucrative
project that Disney officials say will be 13
times larger than the
original Disneyland in
California.
Walt Disney Productions President Michael
D. Eisner. said France
won the contract in part
because, next to the
United States, it is the
"most enthusiastic of all
countries toward
Disney, its merchandise, its culture."
"Mickey Mouse is a
star in France," he said.
The amount of the
contract was not
disclosed, but estimates
over the past year have

today's editions of The
Courier-Journal, were:
— University- of
Louisville basketball
coach Denny Crum,
assistant basketball
coach Bobby Dotson and
baseball coach John
Mason.

put it at $2 billion.
— Steve Sutton, son of
Prime Minister
University of Kentucky
Laurent Fabius and
basketball coach Eddie
Eisner signed an agreeSutton, and two assisment in Paris to con- tant
football coaches,
struct the entertainJake Helium and Dave
ment park in suburban
Likins.
Marne La Vallee, about
— Morehead State
12 miles east of the
University football
capital.
coach Bill Baldridge.
Eisner said the
David Garnett, exFrench site was
superior to the proposed ecutive director of the
Spanish location on the commission, emphasizMediterranean coast ed that the citations are
between Barcelona and against the dealers to
Alicante. About 200 whom the plates were
possible European sites issued, and not the
were evaluated, he said. drivers.
The citations require
French officials put
the cost of creating the the dealers to appear at
park and the equipment hearings in January and
alone at about $1.3 February to show cause
billion. They said the why they should not be
figure does not include penalized.
A number of dealers
the planned construction of 5,000 hotel rooms denied that the drivers
and hundreds of lacked authority to use
thousands of square feet dealer plates and said
in office space.
They refused to
disclose details of the
financing, which they
said will be worked out
in the next three months. But Eisner said the
park will be run by a
European-incorporated
company in which
Disney will hold a
minority interest.

they will contest the
citations.
State law limits use of
dealer plates to "a bona
fide salesman or
employee" of the dealer
or to a "bona fide
customer" for one trip
or demonstration.
Crum and the other
two coaches at
Louisville were
unavailable for
comment.
Last month, UK
Athletic Director Cliff
Hagan issued a
memorandum ordering
athletic officials to get
rid of any dealer plates
and to buy regular
license plates.
"They were told to get
rid of them and he
(Hagan) assumes
everybody has," said
UK sports information
director Russell Rice.
David Ridenour, Mike
Alexander and Mike
Bernard, doing business
as Green River Ford
Mercury of Campbellsville, were cited for
letting Steve Sutton,
who is a UK student,
drive a van bearing
their dealer tag.

Ridenour, when asked
if Sutton was test driving the van, replied,
"Who knows? Yeah, he
was test driving the
vehicle. Hopefully, I'll
sell him one sometime."
Morris Brown and
Jewell Brown, doing
business as Brown Bros.
Cadillac of Louisville,
were cited for letting
Crum drive a Cadillac
on a dealer plate on Nov
19.
The firm's vice president and general
manager, Gary Brown,
said he believes Crum is
authorized to use a
dealer plate because
Crum and Brown Bros.
have a "contractual
agreement" covering
such things as television
commercial
appearances.
Baldridge and Larry
Fannin, who runs a
dealership in Morehead,
said the citation may
have been caused by
Baldridge's driving a
dealer's car for a few
days while waiting to
buy a new car. Fannin
said he considered it a
demonstration trip.
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Rent all the movies you want

With every three
Get one FREE
Pick up Fri. bring back Mon.

V.C.R. Rentals
$9.95 For
The Weekend

12.50

For
The Week

Your Professional Movie Store
has the best selection with
the best prices. Now
over 1700 titles to choose

753-8201
Open Fri Til 8

Sat. Til 6

Christmas

This week at

L
A
N
D
BETWEEN THE
LAKES

Murray Hours:
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

TR30Q0
•10,800 BTU's

Friday-Saturday, Dec. 20-21
Christmas Medley — Celebrate the holidays
with us at this festive seasonal program. Traditional stories and songs of Christmas are combined with planetarium and audiovisual effects to
delight audiences of all ages. 7 and 8 p.m. Golden
Pond Visitor Center Planetarium. Fee: $2 adults,
$1 children. Reservations required; call (502)
924-5602. extension 238.
Saturday, Dec. 21
National Audubon Society Christmas Bird(bunt
— If you are a professional birder or serious
amateur willing to learn, you may want to participate with us at LBL as a part of a nationwide
survey of bird populations. This is the 30th annual
Christmas bird count to be held in this established survey area. If you plan to stay for the whole
day, bring a sack lunch. Dress for cold weather.
Car pooling will be arranged. $3 fee. Woodlands
Nature Center. 6:15 a.m. Note: Earlier owling is
encouraged.
Sunday, Dec. 22
Golden Pond Planetarium closed for the season;
reopens January 22.
Experimental Trapping Season opens.
Please Note: Woodlands Nature Center is open
only for scheduled programs. Empire Farm and
The Homeplace-1850 will reopen on March 1. The
Golden Pond Planetarium will be closed
December 22 through January 21.

/11acklin /11acklin

•Ifick Stop
•Tuel Gauge
*Removable Tank

TR4000

•I2,300 BTU
*Push Button Ignition
*Wick Stop
*Fuel Gauge

TR6000
*22,600 BTU's
*Push Button Ignition
•Fuel Gauge
*Wick Stop

$99.97 $109.97 $119.97
The Dever

blades and oak
motor band ccent this good look
mg ceiling fan Light adaptable and
comes with 2 different length
down rods Reversible motor 5
veer limited warranty 3-speed
58241

every ceiling fan in stock
on sale!
ixtf

The INIntheor

°laded poi,shed
brass fan for makimum effic*ncv
and aa movernen! Re,ersibie
switch tor r".otor L ,ght
adaptable ‘) year rn.lt•r1
Warrartv 3 speed
I5819

The Windsor Reautifu, Ian lea'
1
,
oak blades oak motor Srde bar
oak top motor plate and oak
bottom motor plate Reversb+e
101 *looted. 5 year ornaeo
warranty (5828)

A NEW Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
*Prescription Mail Service
*Computerized income tax and
insurance statements—We will
also help you fill out your out-ofstate insurance forms.
*We Fill State Medicade
Prescriptions
*We accept Blue Cross, PCS, Medi
Met, Paid and APS Prescription
'Cards.

'' Circular Saw Powerful 2-1/8 H P.. 10 amp. motor
delivers 4,603 RPM La*ra I lock-off button Cuts
23 8- at 90'and 1-7/8- at 45° Equipped with corn
bination blade and wreneh 320637 SIS0t0

3/8" Venable Speed Reversing Drill
1 4 H P motor 0 1200 rmp Double
gear reduced Two year warranty
loisgi '144 15

SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY PRESCRIPTION
Our Most Important Service

••••

Smoke Doteetoe. Installs easily
ionization sensor, solid state
circuitry Low battery signal
Battery included S191101(14)

Two Speed Awto-ScroNino Jig
Sow. 1/3 H P 2500 SPki,)ow
3200 SPM high at• left or
right bevel Cuts' 304425

Electric Heat Gun

for re
,
u4 ria,nt & varnish

1
• "10

learesletri0earmo"."'"'"'"

,
4,
11 111#11fiedWilliageWilMilleafi1laWl.reimirol
4111010a,

,ionerra-=

••••

• •A
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Aerospace engineers say instrument could have prevented crash
KNOXVILLE. Tenn
I —
The instrument, about the size
The pilot of a I)C-s that ,ished
of a 'regular book, gives coninVanada last week might have
tinuous readouts telling pilots
boon warned of any problems
how tar they have traveled down
developing before takeoff if he
a runway, how fast the plane is
had a new cockpit instrument
accelerating and whether there
designed to gauge aceleration
is sufficient speed for takeoff.
down a runway, a IThiversity ot
-I can't say for certain that
Tennessee aerospace engineer
this instrument would have
says
prevented that crash, but if the
The chartered jetliner crashpilot was having a hard time geted shortly after takeott last
ting off the ground. this device
Thursday from t;ander Internawould have given him enough
tional Airpot in New foutuiland.
warning." said Milligan. who
24• servicemen trom Fort
developed the prototype with
Campbell. ky , and eight crew
fellow UT aerospace engineer,
members
Dr. Joe Wilkerson.
1)1. Maned Milligan said , • • If the problem occurred
after
ednesd.iy the so-called takeoft
they were airborne, this instrupertormance indicator might
ment would not have provided
have given the pilot enough warany useful information." he
ning to ,ihort the thght
added

The cause of the crash has not
have distance markers, and
been determined.
pilots do pre-flight calculations
No instrument currently prowhich tell them how fast the
vides such information, he said.
plane should be traveling at
Charts are available to tell pilots
each marker.
that the airplane should be
Milligan said he is certain the
traveling 120 knots at 2,000 feet
device could have helped pilots
down the runway, for example.
guiding an Boeing 737 that
but there is no time to check the
crashed into a bridge over the
progress when the craft is ready
Potomac River in Washington.
to take off. Milligan said. .
DC., during heavy traffic in
"If he sees he's going 120 knots
January 1982.
and seems to be too far down the
"It was bad weather and ice
runway, he might think
had begun forming on the
something's not right," he said. • plane," he said. '-'Their engine
"But he has no instrument to
pressure was reading wrong
check that, and he may Or May
because the probes had iced
not have time to abort before it's
too late."
The U.S. Air Force uses a
manual system to give pilots the
information. Military runways

Lakeway Village

Paris, Tenn.

FREE PORCELAIN NIGHT LIGHT
0 or more
with any Purchase of'25'

1

Scooby Doo

Yogi Bear

Fred Flintstone

Share the magic of Christmas with one of these
decorative lighted figurines — — — Each piece is
hand painted, high fired porcelain. Suggested
value $25.00.
Special Group Swag Lamps Reg. $34.95

Only$2295

20% Off on All Mar-Kel
Ceramic Lamps. Plus our already
low wholesale prices.
Sale ends Dec. 24,1985.
Hours: 10 a.m. til 6 p.m. Mon. thru Sat. —

1 p.m. fit 5 p.m. Sunday

WASHINGTON i AP i —
Federal Aviation • Administration inspectors have been flying
aboard virtually all Arrow Air
flights since the crash of one of
the airline's jets in Newfoundland killed 248-soldiers and
eight crew members.
FAA spokesman Stephen
Hayes said the stepped-up
surveillance, which includes the
Miami -based airline's
maintenance operation, would
continue to early January.
"The purpose of this is to take
a very close look at.their opera,
tion." he said.
An Arrow Air DC-8. chartered
by the Army , to carry U.S.
soldiers back from peacekeeping duty in the Middle East.
crashed Dec. 12 at Gander. Newfoundland. The cause of the
crash has yet to be determined.
Speculation on the
. cause
centered on a possible problem
with one of the plane's engines.
although other possible causes
also are being pursued. according to sources knowledgeable
about the investigation.
Investigators have found
evidence that the right outboard
engine of the four-engine jetliner
.may have been in "reverse
thrust" — a position used to slow
the plane when landing — during
the takeoff. Such a condition
would make it virtually impossible for a pilot to control the aircraft in takeoff, according to
aviation experts.
But investigators have said
that it has yet to be determined
whether the engine was in
reverse thrust during flight or
b'#came that way after the impact of the crash. A detailed examination of the engine is expected to provide the answer.
authorities said.
The airline, which this year
has a $13 million contract with
the Pentagon to ferry military
personnel and cargo, has continued its government flights as
well as other charter service
and regularly scheduled flights
between Puerto Rico and

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL
25% Off
OUR ENTIRE
LINGERIE
DEPARTMENT!
Velour Robe
Reg. Price 44.99

Our Price

35.99

25%off

26.99

Baby Dolt Pajamas
Reg. Price 16.99

Our Price

12.99

25%off

9.74

Nylon Robe
Reg. Price 39.99

25% Off
Sleepshirts• Slippers
Teddigs • Gowns
Camisqles • Slips
Baby Doll Pajamas

Our Price

22.99

25% Off

17.24

Nylon Gown
Reg. Price

23.99

Our Price

14.99

25% Off

11.24

R bes
'
6P '
Central Shopping Center

Seventy-eight people were
killed, including four motorists,
when the plane crashed into the
14th Street Bridge. Testimony
during National Transportation
Safety Board hearings focused
on whether the plane's wings
were properly de-iced. No
evidence was found to suggest
structural or mechanical
failure.

"The pilot says, 'This doesn't
look right' and the co-pilot says,
'Yeah. ,but the engine pressure
looks all right' and the pilot
says, 'Well, it still doesn't look
right' and while they're talking
back and forth the plane crashes
into the Potomac," Milligan
said.
Milligan and Wilkerson, who
are both pilots, have tested the
instrument and demonstrated it
for manufacturers. The instrument still needs some adjustments before commercial
use. Milligan said.

FAA inspectors flying on board
with Arrow Air, looking for clues

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Highway 79 East

over. "Those guys knew
something was wrong, but they
had nothing to confirm it. This
takeoff evaluator would have
done that."

Murray, KY

several mainland C.S. and
Canadian cities.
FAA officials said they have
no basis .on which to consider
suspension of the airline, which
prior to the crash had not had a
fatal accident.
Arrow Air came under close
scrutiny from the FAA in early
1984 when a series of special inspections of nearly 400 airlines
cited it as one of 16 in which
some significant safety problems existed. Last summer.
Arrow Air agreed to pay a
$34.000 fine as a result of infractions found during the 1984
inspection.
FAA officials also said the
agency has begun revamping its
overall airline inspection program to ensure a systematic examination of more than 100
airlines, those operating larger
aircraft, as soop as manpower
permits.
Hayes said the new inspection
pmgram. does not. necessarily
"involve any increase in inspeclions" but will give the agency

"a national schedule" by which
each airline will be examined in
detail.
Aviation safety experts have
questioned whether the agency
has enough inspectors to keep
close watch on nearly 400
airlines from the giant major
carriers to small commuters.
Last summer. the FAA said it
would add about 500 inspectors
and support workers to the inspection force of about 1,600
people.
The FAA has also ordered an
inspection of 20 jet engine repair
facilities, 14 operated by airlines
and six operated independently.
according to a report in The New
York Times.
The newspaper said in today's
editions FAA officials were worried that several incidents involving the JT8D engine, including two fatal crashes, might
be a sign that engine
maintenance is deteriorating.
The engine is used in many commercial aircraft, including the
Boeing 737 and the DC-9.

Senate Republicans may be
unlikely to attack state tax

WASHINGTON AP — Fearing "they'll be left hanging out
to dry" by President Reagan,
Senate Republicans are unlikely
to support the president's call to
kill the deduction for stale and
local taxes. the chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee
says.
Chairman Bob Packwood. ROre., told reporters Wednesday
that the Senate probably would
not make major changes in the
tax bill passed Tuesday by the
House. A senior Democrat on
the committee, Sen. Lloyd Bentsen of Texas. said it would be
difficult to significantly change
the House measure.
Those assessments raised the
possibilitlb-- unlikely though it
might be — that the final bill
that emerges from Congress
next year might be one Reagan
would veto. Reagan supported
the Democratic bill that passed
the House on Tuesday. but mainly he just wanted to get it to the
GOP-controlled Senate where,
he hopes, it can be changed.
Several members of the
• Finance Committee, which probably will start work on the
legislation in February, expressed serious reservations
about the House bill. Most of the
comments were similar to those
from Sen. William Roth, R-Del.',
who said the bill "essentially is
anti-growth" because it would
raise corporate taxes by more
than $140 billion over five years.
"The most important thing we
can do in tax reform is to create
the kind of policies that will
make us competitive in world
markets," Roth said. "We've
got to have a major overhaul of
the House bill."
Democratic panel member
Bill Bradley of New Jersey said
the bill was "a great victory for
the general interest of the
special interests."
The House bill, written chiefly
by Democrats on the Ways and
Means Committee, is patterned
after the measure Reagan proposed as the top legislative goal
of his second term. But there are
several major differences, in-

eluding treatment of the deduction allowed for state and local
taxes paid.
Reagan wants to repeal the
. deduction: . that would provide
about- $150 billion over five years
to help pay for lower tax rates
and other changes. The Ways
and Means Committee concluded there was,no way to get a tax overhaul bill passed unless the
deduction was retained.
To coax House Republicans into supporting the Democratic
legislation. Reagan issued a letter spelling out the minimum requirements of a bill that could
win his support. Among those requirements were a $2;000 exemption for all lower- and
middle-income Americans and
sufficient incentives for
business and investment.
Paekwood told reporters he
does not feel bound by that letter
and said there is no way to pay
for the improvements Reagan
wants if methods of raising
revenue are closed off. Repealing the state and local tax deduction is a major revenue source —
but Packwood said Republicans,who control the Senate, are
unlikely to stick their necks out
for repeal.
Packwood reasoned that even
if the Senate were to vote for
repeal, House negotiators would
never approve a bill that included repeal. Reagan would sign it
anyway and Republican
senators would be "left hanging
out to dry" just as they were
earlier- this year when Reagan
bac d away from a major
ial Security initiative.
Tile House bill would provide a
tax cut averaging 9 percent for
most Americans while raising
taxes on corporations by more
than $140 billion over five years.
Tax rates would be cut for individuals and corporations: the
personal exemption mow $1,040)
would be raised to $2,000 for people who don't itemize deductions
and $1,500 for those whO do.
More than 6 million lowincome families would be exempted from the income tax
altogether..

A message from the President
for the 1985 Christmas season
ASHINGTON API — Here is
the text of President Reagan's
Christmas message, issued by
the White House on Wednesday:
Nancy and I are pleased to
share our warmest greetings
with all Americans during the
celebration of this Christmas
--season.
Amid all the hubbub and hit:.
tip _this Utile_ af.ygar always b1=tngs," we should "not forget the
simple beaOty of that first
Christmas long ago. Joseph and
Mary. far from home and huddled in a place barely fit for
4

habitation, felt the universal
love that binds all families
together and a unique awe at the
special purpose for which God
had chosen them. Gathertng
around them first the shepherds
and later the Magi
poor and
rich, humble and great, native
and 'foreign
etZetor bowed
before the King whose dominion
knows -no • boutrieries.--Abeve,-them was the. Star. the guiding
light which would shine down
through the centuries or
everyone seeking the Way. the
Truth. and the Life.

•
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Dickens character stands test ofiime_

Is there still some 'Scrooge' in us?

"I have endeavored in this Ghostly little
book, to raise the Ghost of an idea, whic
h
shall not put my readers out of humour with
themselves, each other, with the season,
or
with me. May it haunt their hous
es
pleasantly,„and no one wish to lay it."
That was Charles Dickens' preface to a
little story published in December, 1843,
titled "A Christmas Carol." In the ensuing
140 years, no one has wished to lay the
ghosts conjured by Dickens in his famo
us
tale. If anything, it has seemed to grow
more popular, as evidenced locally by
the
Playhouse in the Park's recent theat
rical
production of the story, and nationally
by
the latest film version aired on telev
ision
this week.
What accounts for the enduring popul
arity of this story filled with fairy-tale spiri
ts
and implausible characters?
Dr. Mike Miller, Murray State assoc
iate
professor of English, thinks it may
have

"You have never seen
the like of me before!":
Scrooge meets the
Ghost of Christmas Present.

Judge ordered to review law cases

M Ott E HEAD. Ky. impartial.
he said, adding "she inAI' - A special judge
The act permits a formed the
grand jury
has overturned a Rowan spouse-abuse
victim to she had struck Mr.
District judge's ruling obtain a
restraining Dillon first and had
no
that he was not required order against
the accus- serious injuries."
to consider a woman's ed abuser and
an order
Mains said Clay was
bid for protection under that the accu
sed person still required to consider
a 1954 spouse-abuse vacate their
shared the petitions. He said
relief law.
residence. It also con- Mrs. Dillo
n "was clearSpecial Circuit ,Judge tains provisions
fortem- ly t*ateti
Fsaw her
Ellen Ewing of porary cust
ody of the next day." The
Louisville reversed children and temp
orary charge against Dillon,
Rowan I nstrict .Judge child support.
he said, was brought by
.1 a in e s
a y's
Mains represented a Kentucky State
Police
declaration that the Teresa Dillon
of CleaF- officer.
Domestic Violence and field, who said
her husThe question had
A bu se Act w as u n - band. Michael
Dillon, arisen prior to the Dillon
constitutional. and ''brutally
assaulted' case, however. In a July
ordered him to review her with his
fists on Aug. 12 letter. Mains asked
all properly filed peti- 27. She soug
ht an order Clay to rescind an oral
tions under the act.
restraining him "from order he said
the judge
Clay was hospitalized committing
further acts issued to Rowan Circu
it
this week. His son, Tom Of domestic
violence Clerk Wathan ArmClay, said though his and abus
e" and from strong's office not to file
father "feels it's still un- disposing of
or-darnag=- -a-ny of the domestic
• crinstitutiotro- ing their prope
rty.
violence petitions.
------1571ifppeal the
Clay refused to conIn a handwritten reply
de. ision.
sider the request. He oh Main
s' letter, Clay
Ewing's ruling came entered an orde
r refus- wrote: "We had ample
earlier this month. She ing to gran
t relief and criminal laws on
the
was assigned as a declaring
the statute book,s to do everythi
ng
special judge afte't• unconstitu
tional.
the new law provides
William Mains, the atIn a response filed in for, in
my opinion. ...
torney who filed the ap- the appeal,
Clay said Also divorce court is
peal, said Rowan Cir- Dillon was
arrested on-a open with all thes
e
cuit, Judge James M. first -degree
assault remedies. The main obRichardson had made charge and
spent a night jection to the new law
I
statements indicating in jail. Two
grand juries have, is that it requires
he co U Idn't be refused to
indict Dillon, officers to go to home
s

1

without warrants, and
D.V. (domestic
violence ) cases. I think
this part is unconstitutional and if used, a
dead officer or officers
are going to be out
there, the law is going to
be declared bad, and
eVeryone is sorry."

much to do with Scrooge,
the irascible
enemy of Christmas cheer
. For, as onedimensional a literary
character as
Scrooge is, he resonates
with emotions
modern man can recognize
within himself.
"You wouldn't think a characte
r that's
such a 'Scrooge as he is. that
people could
read themselves into him," says
Miller,
who wrote his doctoral disse
rtation on
Dickens Yet most people feel them
selves
to be Scrooges of one sort or
another, he
feels.
"Who doesn't feel that he has sold
out?"
Miller asks. -It doesn't necessaril
y have to
do with money You feel that
somehow the
best part of you has gone astra
y, or that
you've lost 'contact with it."
Therefore,
Scrooge's change of heart, while
contrived.
still moves most viewers and
readers.
Scrooge. Tiny Tim and the rest
of the cast
have become figures intermingl
ed with
holiday tradition and mythology
since the
'story's publication. Although
it wasn't an
overwhelming sales success
when first
published. Miller says, its impa
ct was such
that a friend of Dickens observed
that the
story "had done more good than
all the sermons delivered from all the
pulpits that
year."
It was the first of five Chri
stmas books
Dickens wrote in the 1840s: "The
Chimes,"
"The Cricket on the Hearth,"
"The Battle
of Life" and -The Haunted Man.
" None of
those successors, however,
achieved

anything approaching the popul
arity of the
first story. Dickens':first publi
c reading for
charity, in 1853, included excerpts
from the
"Carol." and he also read from
the work in
his farewell readings in New
York and London, Miller points out.
"Probably, the Carol was the most
wellknown and his favorite of all his
readings."
Miller says.
The story was highly topical at
the time it
was written, for in incr
easingly
materialistic Victorian society
rich and
poor were becoming two natio
ns. Miller
says: "It was becoming more
apparent
that the two parts of society
were drifting
apart, and money was king.
In Scrooge,
readers saw a man "grasped
by the great
Victorian sin of money-making"
who was
rescued, through supernatur
al intervention, from the worst manifestat
ion of the industrial economy.
Far from losing its pertinence
through
the years, the
.story's condemnation of
greed and concern with chari
ty has only
evoked more strongly our sens
e of guilt, as
Christmas has grown far more
commercial
than it was in Dickens' time.
The author
"would be appalled at what he
would see
now," in Miller's view.
Editors Note:
This article was written by Charles Honey in
19S4 and is repeated for the interest of our readers
and the season's topic.
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Farm bill contains both setbacks and gains for Reagan
‘1ASHINGTON II,
the House Agriculture
- President Reagan is Committee
being pulled in different
A presidential veto
directions over v,hether
ould.obe •'a political
to sign the l9.5 farm disaster in the farm belt
bull, an expensive mixed tor the Republican parbag that contains p0!o.'. t y ." the Illinois
gains anti Setback,. law maker added
alike
And a hopeful Senate
\Lin \
Merit hers
of Majority Leader Robert
(.',IngrcS,. %%Inch passed l)ole, gesturing to wrapthe massive legislation ped packages under a
%.% edhesday . decorated Christmas
are 1.11:,1111..: the preSldent _ tree in his office. quipI. approve the bill as a
ped
That big one's the
,•ornproinise that VS0111(1 farm bill"
• I't•-tiiirt.
Market
cornHut administration
petitiveness to sources said other
Arrit-rir an agriculture torces within the exV. hilt
of tering farmers ecutive branch are
aII 111conle safety net
weighing in against the
The [louse endorsed bill citing policy protie 1.:itT••page com- blems on trade and
promise bill on a 325-96 foreign policy and obote. and the Senate ap- jections to the bill's
pro\ ed It 5-3. a few cost
hours later
The five-year farm'
\griculture Secretary bill is the result of a
1310ek was said by year of struggle to
,,,einhers of Congress to reconcile powerful and
• . I. ommended
competing forces: a
aI h% Reagan. deep and extended
k
tilt-.- depression in the farm
U
Ifi that sub - economy. massive
:h.! sonie
budget deficits and the
members of need to cut federal spenht ding . and a slump in
▪
-ignature to farm exports, which
the harsh traditionally have been
taliout of a the backbone qf U.S.
foreigrr trade.
es the
The administration
h:ng he won victories on several
.t1 the way of inlportant fronts, the
.._, except tor the toremost of which was
H.•.],• on which he the issue of commodit
( - 11atlge77 to
price supports The sup:-•.1.1d Rep
Ed - ports for export.
Madigan. the dependent crops such as
publican or
0, heA cotton. rice

and soybeans will be marketplace rather life of the Itgislation.
substantially reduced than federal stockpiles. although at a slower
and tied more closely to Farm exports have rate than price supprices on world dropped alarmingly. ports. That means that
markets, rather than from near $44 billion in nearly all the inbeing set at arbitrary 19s1 to a projected $29 comefarmers lose in the
levels decided by billion next year. while short term due to lower
Congress
farmers have forfeited commodity prices will
their crops to the be made up from the
The aim is to lower government rather than federal treasury.
prices enough to restore sell them below the
Among policy
the attractiveness of price-support rate.
negatives for the adU.S. goods to foreign
ministration were provibuyers and let crops
sions offering retaliaIncome subsidies also
I low into the will be reduced over
tion for foreign trade
the

BEVERLY HILLS.
Calif. Al'1 - Between
Georgette Klinger
facials and the low-tide
sushi buffets, holiday
shopping in this most affluent of communities is
a holly-decked study in
C onspicuous
consumption.
Bargains this
Christmas in this highrent community that is
home to the proverbial
men and women who
have everything:
-A heart-shaped atoll
north of Tahiti for $4
million. Former owner.
Marlon Brand°.
-A two-week cruise
for 100 friends, going for
$1.2 million.
-Ice cream at $400 a

gallon.
-A $90,000 custom
bowling alley. .
And $25,000 diamond strands that clip

onto the back of seethed
stockings, the ultimate
stocking stuffer.
For $300 a day.
Budget Rent-a-Car in
Beverly Hills can let you
have Krystle Carrington's blue RollsRoyce Silver Spirit,
Thomas Magnum's red
Ferrari 308 GTSI or
Joan Collins' white
Rolls Silver Spur.
And for the Japanese
and Thai restaurants
popular throughout
Southern California,
any well-heeled diner
worth his sashimi simply must have a pair of
aluminum chopsticks
called ChopsTech at $50
a pair.
This 5-square-mile city is served by 15
limousine services that
shuttle shoppers from
Wilshire Boulevard
jewelry stores - there

portraying it as Congress' first temptation
to chicken out 'on a
balanced -budget promise it made in recent
legislation.

But Jesse Helms,
R-N.C.. chairman of the
Senate Agriculture
Committee. said. "I
Sen. Frank think this farm bill ... is
Lautenberg. D-N.J., the beginning of a transaid the bill was at least sition to a market$2.5 billion over budget, oriented farm policy."

are 88 in Beverly Hills to the trendy Rodeo
Drive fashion stores.
Saks Fifth Avenue has
a $120.000 Russian lynxbelly coat, and -Rodeo
Drive specialty stores
abound with such items
as a $3,100 crocodile
briefcase, $350 Cartier
eyeglass frames and
stuffed animals ranging
from a $4.000 giraffe to a
$6 5,000 animated
elephant at The Original
Christmas Store.
Rather than department store catalogs, the
unabashedly rich have
already browsed
through the Robb
Report Christmas
catalog, Tova
Borgnine's annual gift
booklet and the NiemanMarcus catalog.
Mrs. Borgnine. wife of
actor Ernest Borgnine.
offers the cruise.

"Wouldn't it be great
to give?" she asked.
Several Christmases
ago, Borgnine surprised
his wife, owner of the
Tova 9 beauty products
company, with a
$100,000 Rolls-Royce.
The local Rolls dealer
sells eight cars a month,
several more during the
holidays.
"I went limp when I
saw it there with a big
bow," Mrs. Borgnine
said. "I already had a
good Mercedes."

Television producer $170.000 luxury tour of
Aaron Spelling, respon- Leningrad. a $360,000
sible for such shows as cache of gems and a
-Love Boat." surprised $2,000 leather suitcase
his friends last with three dozen Ralph
Christmas with police Lauren polo shirts.
cars to park in front of
In addition to $30,000
their homes as a crime sable seat covers,
deterrent.
Beverly Hills Motoring
Di Fiori of Beverly Accessories offers a
Hills is offering $10,000 $10,000 cof;ee table with
boots hand-painted by a rare Offenhauser
artist Peter Max, foot engine under glass.
art described as
For the stocking?
"fashion to the max."
European quartz
Robinsons' Believe in headlights for a RollsMagic catalog offers a Royce are $800 a pair.

Surgeons begin first artificial
Jarvik heart implant in woman
MIMCEAPOLIS tAPJ
- Surgeons late
Wednesday for the first
time began implanting
an artificial heart in a
woman, using a ver-gon
of the Jarvik-7 that is 30
percent smaller than
the plastic-and-metal
pump used' in men, a
hospital spokesman
said.
The gravely ill
40-year-old Minnesota
woman was being given
the smaller Jarvik-7 to
keep her alive until a
human heart can be
found. said Tom Horner,
a spokesman for Abbott-

Northwestern Hospital.
"Without immediate
intervention, she had no
opportunity for life."
said hospital admThistrator Venetia
Kudrle, adding that the
woman was suffering
from a viral infection of
the heart called acute
viral myocarditis.
Horner said Thursday
the woman was admitted to Abbott Northwestern late Tuesday and her condition
continued to
deteriorate. She had no
history of heart disease.
Surgery by Minneapolis

Heart Institute doctors
began at 7 p.m. CST.
If the implant is sucCessful, the woman, who
has not been identified,
would become the first
person to receive the
smaller. 70-nil version,
which can fit into the
chests of patients
weighing less- than 150
.pounds.
"Because she is a
woman and has a
smaller chest cavity"
the small version is required. Ms. Kudrle told
Cable News Network
early Thursday.

Kentucky burley sales listed
Best
Wishes

1111 the hest ti)

Here's to a
wonderful Christmas
and a world of
peace and beauty!

'II l'.' this hohtltiii:

N. L.P. Miller Rd.
762-5100

constituents, and others
objected to what they
saw as too much
spending.
"Farmers wanted a
change of policy, but instead they're getting the
same old, tired programs," said Rep. Dan
Glickman, D-Kan.

Gifts listed for the people who have everything

MERRY CHRISTMAS
• Season's Greetings
Joy SEASON'S
- GREETINGS 1T!'
HAPPY - Peace
CHRISTMAS
— PEACE Noel
•
• • Merry rr,
• - Christmas r-4
DECEMBER 25th

Kenlake Foods
300

practices Congress
regards as unfair. continued protection from
imports for the
domestic sugar industry
and a new assessment
on dairy farmers which
the administration
derisively calls "a milk
tax."
Despite the heavy
bipartisan vote in favor
of the bill, some
members opposed it as
insufficient to help their
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HOLIDAY
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Take an extra

LEXINGTON. Ky AP
sales of 97.404 pounds (1,f
- Kentucky burley leaf.
growers sold more than
The lowest average
13 million pounds of leaf price was four cents less
Wednesday, for an at Franklin, where
average price per hun- farmers collected more
dred pounds of $159, the than $1.57 a pound on
Federal-State Market sales of 85.645 pounds.
News Service reported.
For the season, KenThe price v,•as-clown 54 tucky farmers have sold
cents from the previous
day's sale.
Lebanon farmers
received the highest
NEW YORK (API average price, at more
than $1.61 a pound on Forgoing the usual
tinsel and trinkets, comedian Lily Tomlin fesBusiness Deductions
tooned her Christmas
This year may be the
lost year to get
tree with soup cans and
investment tax credit
silver pantyhose, then
Buy now in 1985
put it up for auction
Dwain Taylor
along with scores of
Chevrolet, Inc.
others for the fourth -anr r y 753 7617
S. 12th St
nual Night of 100 Trees.

morc than 319 million
pounds of leaf, for an
average price of $1.60 a
pound. Compared with
this time last year. the
growers have sold about
32 million poundOmore
tobacco, although the
average price is down 28
cents.

sr

Stars' trees auctioned off
The star-studded
benefit on bec. 10 for the
New York Special
Olympics also included
elaborately trimmed
evergreens donated by
actresses Elizabeth
Taylor and Joan Collins,
artist Andy Warhol, and
others.
•

Santa will be here...

20%

OF
Entire stoc
of
kF

SWEATERS
41.•
•

in our Main Office Lobby!
December 18-24, 1-4 p.m.
Bring the children for a visit with Santa, and
enjoy refreshments in our Holiday Room!

Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men & Women At
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Doctor works to ease children's pain
EDITOR'S NOTE —
Dr. Stan Szyfelbein has
been listening to
children's screams for
most of his professional
life. He has even recorded them. Pain, he says.
is — absolutely unnecessary." Through
Project Pain, a
research program at a
Boston hospital, he
hopes to someday
relieve the suffering of
burned children.

pmEs
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observations

failure. His humane art, pain, and a skillful children's burns.
The that leaves little time
so perfected in the translator could learn to worst are anony
mous for
operating room; often distinguish true pain human forms,
Even if the patients
totally
fails to relieve the from fear.
wrapped in white. Snap- could be kept entirely on
misery of burned
"Children are my shots taken before their intravenou
s feeding.
children's waking very special concern." tragedies are
taped to there is another prohours.
says Szyfelbein. He is a the tents, remind
ers of blem. Anesthesiologists
4
Medical technology large man, burly and the faces these
young are not scheduled for
Christmas . Day is a mg of peace and
restores the victims' forceful, with a voice people once
thanks brought laughter. He's
routine work at night.
had.
week away. You prevails
fluids. It outwits the tinged by the cadence of
quite an entertainer
During the months of when they would be
already know that, but I
bacteria that invade Poland, where he was recovery, proba
• • •
• • •
bly needed for the day's se- need
to be reminded of it
them. It salvages and born.
MUll'ayatIS returning
nothing is so painful as cond dressing change.
Mrs. Alston Alex— maybe you do. too this season
even crafts skin to cover
"To be honest." he -changing those dressmay find ander i Euva Is giving
Another possibility is
Just reminding myself themselves
their exposed flesh.
goes on, "I don't know if ings. It is a task that narcotic
wondering the program at the
painkillers. But that
the days are slipp- what has happen
It gives them back it's my Aquarian sign must be done
ed to Magazine Club F'riday
twice a here a difficulty is fear ing
• by all too quickly in 12th Street. especi
their
that
lives.
makes
But
it
does
me
senday,
ally afternoon "Greenery
morni
of
ns‘wi.q.us•vi
overdoses — and
ng and eventhese short daylight between
not stop the pain.
timental and naive. But ing. The pain gets
sir
riser
Chestnut and is her subject The itt
worse malpractice suits.
hours, helps me to col- Sycamore
Szyfelbein believes I've made some as each successive
Streets. All meets in the home ot
A standard pharlayer
BOSTON (API—
lect my thoughts and trees in the rightthis torment could be enemies among is carefully
of-way Mrs James Garrison
macolo
gy
peele
textbo
d
ok
lists
More than the parents
work by a plan to get for the four-l
vastly reduced. Pain pediatricians and away. Somet
ane con- who is entertaining for
imes a recommended doses of shoppi
who stare into , their can be conquered,
ng done, house struction have
just surgeons by just simply single -dressing change these drugs for people of
been Mrs 1. J. Hortin who :s
clear plastic tents, more as infections can
read. y, and food removed makin
be. But defending those little takes three hours.
g the still ill from a rune differe
nt body weights.
even than the doctors tearing apart healin
prepared
street in that area re- months siege ot
g kids by saying there is
Nurses give them pain However. not
and nurses who tend the from misery requir
Our. Christmas will mind one of
es a totally inadequate pain medicine, but often it is everyone's needs are
driving shingles I learned to
tubes and machines that C ommitment
follow the style of many„ through a
to control."
little town day that Mrs Hugh Notnot nearly enough to the same. Szyfelbein
feed them, medicate
years. Not only wilr somewhere in
understanding the
Now Szyfelbein and deaden the agony.
%%est — fsinger is suffering ot
says that one child may
them and breathe for origins of pain and
Christ
's' birthday be bare and bleak
two
colle
agues
the
at
Many shingles
"To deal with patients require 10 times the
them, the children's strategies that circum
- Shriners. Dr. Patricia on a day-to-day basis, recommended dose, remembered but so will familiar residences are
• • •
companion is pain.
my daughter's. There gone and
vent it.
F. Osgood, a phar- even the most dedica
the ones left
The Malta ge of the,
while another might
ted
They have been burnwill be the turkey. look so strang
In the special-case of macologist, and Dr. nurses have
e without Hong Kong restaurant
to block need only half. Yet dressi
ed, many of them, from
ng, fruit salad, the shade trees.
burned children, that ef- Daniel B. Carr, an en- many feelings,"
in Holiday Inn told na•
physicians are reluctant
says
the hair of their heads to fort has been neglec
sweet potato casserole.
• • •
ted, docrinoldgist, have Nancy Atchison, a pain to stray from the book.
that he had decided ni/T
the soles of their feet. Szyfelbein says.
coffee, tea, eggnog and
Bill Phillips. attorney. to build a nc
He begun Project Pain, a research nurse. "The
"Everybody just
Just a few years ago, blames his profession, research program
a relish tray.
entertained the dinner restaurant on North c4
that patients complain, and follows that formula."
youngsters so tragically his colleagu
Thanks will follow our party given
es' they hope someday will the nurses say. 'You he said. "If you double
Saturday He will take over th.maimed by fire would widespread, if
un• relieve the suffering of can't be feeling that the dose and somethiiig custom by holding evening by the local ('oloniti I House aholit
surely have died. Now conscious, belief
hands at the table and Masonic Lodge.
that burned children.
The oc- February.
much pain."
happens to the patient,
they often survive, but somehow children don't
hearing the prayer said casion was to
In the methodical way
• • •
honor the
Three years ago. a na- there are terrible legal
at a tremendous price in remember pain. Indeed that science moves
by the hostess. This widows
, tionwide survey spon- aspects. Practically any
of the lodge, an
Our hearts a:-.' Sad
agony.
year there will be annual occasion.
they don't really even they have begun at the sored by the Nation
dened by the air-plataal lawyer can say this is another
"Everything hurts," feel it. So, of course
at the table —
Food Was delicious. tragedy of last 11-,Ck
, very beginning — look- Institutes of Health was malpractice."
says Dr. Stan K. Szyfel- they don't need ing for ways to measu
the- month -old Sarah especially
the turnip when 24,, U.S soldierre conducted among
Since medical people
bein. "Every single analgesics to control
Hart Landolt. She will greens and
the sensation of pain hospitals that treat burn complain that
it.
cornbread and the crew were killthey
canthing."
be included in the join- brought by the
Szyfelbein has been itself.
Joe Pat ed. President
victims. Among the not distinguish screams
When Szyfelbein looks listening to children's
ing
of hands although I Farleys. Other
They have found that questions: How much of pain from cries
spicy' remarks and individual
of
into the sterile plastic screams for most of
doubt she will be awake goodies
his blood levels of natural analgesics are used?
included greeting at Fort Campfear, the Project Pain
tents at the Shriners professional life. He
in
her basket_ Grand- chicken, ham,
has painkillers known as engreen bell Monday were sell
"The thing that startl- researchers are looking
Burns Institute, where even recorded
them. dorphins are directly ed us," said Osgood. for an objective daughter Debbie Lan- and shelled beans and sitive and appropriate
he is chief of Perhaps in thos cries linked to childr
dolt
Schwinn, Katy. peas. red catsup. rolls. - as were
en's "was that they more measure of the
his remarks ;ft
anesthesiology, he sees there is a language
Texas. -will arrive to- potato salad.
• gelatin the Washington part
of pain. The higher their often gave children sensation.
day.
All the Landolt salad and an assortment yawn he
bodies' production of nothing at all."
read t he ,Good
Eventually the
family will be here at of Pies_ and cakes
these chemicals, the
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Said Szyfelbein. researchers built a big
my
table.
less pain they feel.
know they were good — Testament — the a(. "Most of the physicians red thermometer so
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journal Pain, is a first did not need any On this scale,
speaker_
zero Christmas tree.
But I everything was just
Step. It is a step, they analgesia.' This is
• • •
not represented no pain. failed. They
see to it perfect including the
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Newspaper prints secret interviews from war criminal
LYON, France IA13.4
— A newspaper today
-published excerpts from
confidential judicial interviews with convicted
Nazi war criminal
Klaus Barbie, how
awaiting trial on
charges he committed

crimes against
humanity.
The excerpts, published in apparent violation
of French law by the
Lyon daily Le Progres,
quote Barbie as denying
he had anything to do
with the deportation of

4 4 J e v..i s h plaining„at length about Court was expected to
schoOlchilelren from the his health and medical issue a ruling soon that
Lyon area 'to the NaZi care he IS receiving in could clear the way for
Barbie's trial early next
concentration camp prison.
where they were killed.
Observers said the year or set the entire
The 72-year -old publication of the ex- process back several
former World War Ii cerpts could have a months.
Gestapo chief for Lyon bearing on Barbie's
The court is hearing a
challenge by lawyers
also is quoted as coin- trial date.
representing some of
In France, it is Barbie's wartime vicagainst the law to tims who have objected
divulge details of the to the exclusion by Inpre-trial investigation in vestigating Judge Chrisa criminal case before tian Riss of alleged
the charges have been crimes against French
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
read in court. However, Resistance members.
the prosecution can, at
After the war, French
its discretion, make courts sentenced Barbie
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traceptive, long sought vance in reproductive
research.
The hormone inhibin
has the effect of inhibiting another hormone, called follicle
stimulating hormone or
FS1-1, one of two hormones considered
essential for fertility in
the ovaries of women
and in the production of
sperm in men, he said.
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Stock Market

murder of 4,000 people
and the deportation of
about 8.000 Reststalice
members and,Jews.
Riss ruled that the
trial should be limited to
crimes against humanity, including the deportation of the 44 children
on April 6, 1944.

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

Matthew 2:1-12
After the birth of
Jesus wise men came
out of an obscure past,
appeared on the stage
for one brief scene, and
The death penalty was
then disappeared
abolished in France in forever, but from their
1981 and the statute of visit we can learn some
limitations has expired
interesting and instrucon war crimes. There is
tive lessons.
no statute of limitations
The Search
in France for crimes
Matthew 2:1-2
against humanity,
The scriptures do not
which are defined as disclose the number of
crimes against someone
the wise men, their
because of race, religion
names,or the particular
or opinion.
country from whence
they came. They were
students of astronomy
and kindred sciences.
They were also men of
some cases of infertility rank, wealth and inthat doctors have been fluence. Their
earnestness of purpose
unable to explain.
"This is brand new," was revealed by their
Sadler said in a long and dangerous
telephone interview. journey to Jerusalem in
"The only thing we search of a heavenly
know for sure is that it king. In Jerusalem they
blocks FSH secretion. inquired where He was,
with a view to finding
We do not know whether
Him and rendering to
it would have any
Him due homage.
undesirable side effects
The Scriptures
in the body. We don't
Matthew 2:3-6
know what its normal
When they .inquired
role in the body is, but
about the newborn King,
the fact is that now it's
the whole city was
going to be available
troubled. Herod the
and all these tests can
Great, the jealous
be made."
usurper, was greatly
The hormone was
disturbed lest he should
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and his
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Many of his subCalifornia under a grant jects
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from the National In- ruthless and ungodly
stitutes of Health, he ruler to such an extent
said. It was developed that they would have
through the use of gene- been glad if all his
splicing techniques, he power had been taken
said.
from him. Primarily.
both Herod and the people were troubled on account of their sins. When
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chief priests and the
liecember 19, 1935
scribes where Christ
Kentucky Purchase Arra Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
should be born, they
Receipts: Act. 754 Est. 400 Barrows
answered him at once
k Gilts mostly .75 bleier Sows .50-11.00
lower
from Micah 5:2, even
I'S 1-2 210.240 1.bs.
147.75-48.25
though they did not have
IS 1-2 200-210 Lb..
1411.75-47.75
I.'S 2-9 210-250 l.bs.
$47.25-47.75
any personal interest in
ES 3.4 250-270 Lb..
$48.25.47.25
the entire matter.
Sows
I'S 1-2 278 350 Lb..
The Schemer
333.00-34.50
US 1-3 300-450 Lb..
*33.00-35.00
Matthew
2:9-10
IS 1.3 450.500 Lb..
S34.50-311.00
The wise men started
US 1.3 Over 500 Lb..
338.00-38.50
S 2 3`300.5118 Lb.;
332.00.33.00
immediately to
Boars

Male pill being researched

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

YOU CAN'T BUY this
washing machine...
BUT YOU CAN USE IT HERE!
50

Merry
Ihristmas

SOOMEIS
Laundry & Cleaners
1301 & Main
bth & Popiar

753-2552

Gene Starks

,

WED THURS., FRI., & SAT1, DEC 18 THRU 21

Christmas
Perm & Haircut
Special
$800

Child's Cut & Style
Reg.
$5.00

$400

Men's Cut & Style
Reg.
$9.00

$700

Perm-Bodywave

$225..0
srrgso

PADUCAH

MURRAY

442-4386

753-0542

•

Includes
Cut & Style

No Appointment
-Necessary

Mem
Owned IL Open/WI S Tom & Yvessoo Ktrf
2608 Park Avenue

Olympic

The original family haircutters.

Kentucky News In Brief
4

1,1 it 12\ 11.I,E, Ky
— Kour
men will share a SI.5 million award sterruning
nom a four-x-ellich• high \vay accident in which
s,',•' ured.
:111.4.aril. as 111V111i'd by a Jefferson County
c'irt tilt Court jury after a three-week trial. will
hA split bv- James
11. who will receive
S117.••:',1. Larry J. Ii gin. -12. S17:i,331: Carillon
I i Turner. :1.1. Stil,:i93: and Lester S. Curtis. 35.

1:[;:211.pitigerrierit

4 DAYS ONLY!

Reg.
$10.00

125.00.28.08

The Success
Matthew 2:11-12
The wise men were
filled with joy when they
stood in the presence of
the young child and his
mother. They were sure
that he was the one for
whom they were searching. Recognizing
Christ, they
acknowledged his deity
by falling down and worshiping him. After they
had worshiped him in
whom the living God
had become incarnate.
they opened their
treasures and presented
to him their gifts of gold,
frankineense and
myrrh. They simply
brought and gave to
Christ the very best they
had, which is exactly
what all of us should do.
Instead of returning
and reporting to Herod,
God spoke to the wise
men as they went away.
and gave them a personal and secret commission which thwarted
all of the wicked plans of
the cruel Herod. Enraged at their departure,
brutal Herod ordered all
male children in
Bethelehem under two
years of age to be put to
death, but the. Lord
Jesus was not slain.
Mary and Joseph took
Him to Egypt and resided there for a time. Failing to take God's plans
and purposes into consideration. God
thwarted Herod's plans
and refused to permit
him to harm Christ
Jesus. 4

753.2243

North 12th
b03 Main

tic
t
i
t
Ot

Ladies' Cut & Style

Hog market

Bethlehem in search of
the young King. As they
left the presence of
Herod, the star which
they had see.n in the
East again appeared to
them, and led them to
the very spot where the
Lord Jesus was. As
these searchers followed the light which they
had, they received additional light which -God
was pleased to give
them.

,Sarrt's

went against rniteti Parcel
Ser.\- ice and I 'PS truck driver Lester Largent. -11.
4.1 Lancaster. I /Mo. They ‘v ere injured I iet• 27. 19s1:. in the :Accident
on it y InterAatt. 1;5 near I ;rade Lant..
Curtis was driving north on 1-65 with the other
three Mel) as passengers when his car was
struck by the soul hbound (A'S tractor-trailer rig
that had crossed the rnedian.
Edward Post. a lawv•er representing the Tompkinsville men. s:iid Largent lost control of the
rig which vaulted tiver a guardrail anti %tent
over the median
\ Jetferson ('ounty woman was driving
another car and was- killed in the accident when
the truck landed on top of it. Neither her estate
nor the driver of a pickirp'truck that was struek
in the accident were invoIN:ed in the suit.
Lawyers for I - PS and lair-gent said ice on the

From all of us at

Showtime
Dixieland Center

We want to thank you
and wish you a very
Merry Christmas!
We will be open Christmas Eve
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Movies rented then
won't be due back till Friday.

fz
i Showtime's
Christmas
Special!!

i

Rent any three movies at our regular
price of $2.50 each and by saying "Ho
Ho Ho" receive your fourth movie rental FREt.If'Santa should leave you a Vr_s,R in
your stocking just bring us a letter
from Santa and receive ONE free
movie rental from SHOWTIME.

road made the accident unavoidable. but Post
said the icv• conditions should have cause
Largent to he more careful
Since the accident. Hagan and Arnett ha% e
been unable to work.and Turner can work just
half days. Post said. adding that Curtis has continued to work

LA GRANGE. Ky. i AP. — A Kentucky State
Reformatory inmate has been cited for coming
to the aid of a staff member who had been injured by a skill saw.
:1 group of inmates. including Rick Saetell.
Was working outside the reformatory Tuesday
witliGleti Combs of the engineering:department.
said June I /elaica. public information officer.
She said Combs was cutting lumber when the
saw jammed arid then ran cross his hand.
severely cutting several fingerSSaetell applied a bandage to Combs hand.
rounded up the other inmates and CirOVC the
group back into the reformatory. 1 /elaica said.
She said Sactell then took Combs to the administration building for treatment.
Sactell. who was admitted in October 1W,1
from Jefferson County. is serving -10 years on
three counts of robbery, 1>elaica said.
— — — —

46;5.r-416 c"-e7,4)
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The American Society,
of Safety Engineers 4
at Murray State University
4'

is offering this Ray Harm VI
4: print to raise money for
their organization.
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Eaoll print is individually signed and numbered A
and they sell for $42 00. The print carba putAtschased from

FRAME VILLAGE 4
Downtown Murray
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River and water supplies contaminated

l'Atit 17 A

Source of radioactive waste leak temporarily plugged

OAK RIDGE. Tenn.
(API - Radioactive
waste that seeped into
the Clinch River has
been plugged temporarily but a permanent solution to the problem may require
significant time and effort, officials say.
Contamination of the

rarer and water supplies laboratory's Enfor Oak Ridge and near- vironmental and Ocby Harriman stemmed cupational Safety Divifrom strontium -90. sion. said there was no
which apparently health risk. However,
entered the "river one government plant
through a sewer line at had to use water
the Oak Ridge National brought in by trucks.
Laboratory.
Strontium -90. a byDennis Parzyck,
director- of the product of nuclear fission, is low in radioac-

tivity but concerns waste into the Clinch
Temporary measures
health physicists River at diluted levels.
have stemmed the
because it tends to
Groundwater. con- radioactive seeping, but
deposit in human bones. taminated with radioac. permanent measures
where it can remain for tivity apparently seeped
may take "a significant
a long time.
into the sewage pipe at _period" to install.'' Par
It is generated at several points. Parzyck
zyck said.
several plants in Oak said. Abnormally high
The contamination
Ridge. including the levels of strontium were was
caused by aging
Oak Ridge National detected near the
underground pipes,
Laboratory, which nor- sewage -treatment
which were installed at
mally releases treated plant
the laboratory when it
was built during World
War II research on the
atomic bomb.
Heavy autumn rains
broke a storm drain and
flooded it constniction
5. (4) "60 Minutes,"
8. (11 ) "Highway to
CBS 24.6.21.1 million Heaven," NBC, 23.1. site contaminated with
strontium. he said. The
homes.
19.8 million homes.
6. (5)"Cheers," NBC.
9. (71 "Dallas." CBS, result has been tnerett24.0, 20.6 million homes. 22.6, 19.4 million homes
7. 18) "Miami Vice,"
10. i91 "Golden
NBC, 23.9, 20.5 million Girls," NBC, 21.9, 18.8 lohrilivasuri
homes.
million homes.

Nielsen ratings listed for Dec. 9-15
NEW YORK (AP) - clude the week's rankHere are the prime-time ing, with season-to-date
television ratings as
compiled by the A.C. ranking in parentheses,
Nielsen Co. for the week rating for the week, and
of Dec. 9-15. Listings in- total hprpes.

Singer is suing magazine
LOS ANGELES AP)
- Soul singer Luther
Vandross says he is suing a British magazine
for libel after it attributed his 85-pound
weight loss to AIDS.
Vandross said he
weighed 325 pounds
when he began dieting
in May to lower his
blood pressure. Fans

who saw a chubby Vandross in the 1984 video
"Superstar" noticed
how much slimmer he
appeared in a recent
television special with
Patti LaBelle.
The magazine Blues
and Soul said Vandross
lost weight because he
"has contracted the
deadly disease AIDS."

THE ACES®
"There is one thing certain, namely,
that we can have nothing certain;
therefore it is not certain that we
can have nothing certain."
- Samuel Butler.

a

South was certain that the spade
finesse would work. Had not East's
opening bid made it a sure thing?
South ruffed the second club and
drew trumps. Next came dummy's
spade ace and a spade to South's
jack. The "marked" finesse lost to
NORTH
12-19-A
•A 9 3
K 98
•K J 10 5
+753
WEST
EAST
•Q 5
4 10 8 6 4 2
IP 7 5 4 3
QJ6
•8 2
•4
+ 109842
4AKQJ
SOUTH
•K J 7
A 102
•A Q 9 7 6 3

+6
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: East.
The bidding
East
I.
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
2•
2 NT
3 IP
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
2
3•
5•

Opening lead: Club 10

An "X" in parentheses denotes one-timeonly presentation. A
rating measures the
percentage of the nation's 85.9 million TV
homes.
1. (11 "The Cosby
Show." NBC, 35.4
rating, 30.4 million
homes.
2. 121 "Family Ties,"
NBC, 32.6, 28 million
homes.
3. (3i "Murder. She
Wrote," CBS, 26.5, 22.8
million homes.
4. ( X ) "Bob Hope
Christmas Special,"
NBC, 24.8. 21.3 million
homes.

BOBBY WOLFF

West's queen, and later the defenders also got a heart trick for an inelegant one down.
"The odds were on my side for the
spade finesse," claimed South.
"You might have asked yourself
why West didn't lead a spade," chastised North. "That might have
helped you find a surer line of play."
After drawing trumps, South
should ruff dummy's last club and
then play the ace and king of hearts
and another heart. East wins and
must lead spades or offer a ruff and
discard. East's spade exit rides up
to dummy's A-9, and instead of taking a losing finesse, South picks up
the spade suit and claims his game
and rubber.

Director honored for
his years in movies
WEST HOLLYWOOD,
Calif. (API- Veteran
director Martin Ritt was
teased by celebrities
about his trademark
jumpsuit in a starstudded tribute to the
72-year-old filmmaker's
half-century in the
movie business.
Ritt. whose. films include "Hud."
•'Sounder," "Pete 8r
Tillie" and the Dew
"Murphy's Romance"
starring Sally Field.
i-ilways wears jumpsuits

PET PEN
1101 Story
739-1322

50% Off
Pet Sweaters S. Toys
Good thru Dot. 24

while shooting and at
most social events.
"I'm thankful for the
day. I'm thankful for the
lunch and I'm thankful
for all my friends coming here." he told the 150
guests who viewed a
montage of his films at
Chasen's restaurant
Tuesday. Miss Field led
a series of tributes to
Ritt that included
testimonials by Walter
Matthau, Eli Wallach
and Mary Steenburgen

,
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l'arzN- ck said.

For your loyal
patronage all
year long a
sincere thank
you!

erry, Merry

Wishing you,
your family
and your
friends all
the joys of
Christmas.

....

sending y011
we'rewishes
for a very

%AI

our -

best

CARROLL TIRE
& WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
1105 Pogue

happy holiday:Thanks:
Jerry Humphreys
402 Pine
Heating and Air
Conditioning
753-0112

753 1487

Prices Slashed On Almost Every Item!

ANSWER: Two no-trump. Shorter
route to a possible game than a
raise to three clubs.

Group of

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 1985, Vatted Feature Syndicate

Ladies'
Sportswear

Rain
Slickers

Up To

Priceo to ciar

70%

Ailkeue
HARDWARE STORES 8

BARGAIN
OF THE MONTH

$
5
44

Off

Large Selectio^

Men s & Boys

Thermal
Socks

Sweaters &
Outerwear

Woo

'C'

Orlon B

$299 ,,$49
'

Currier & Ives

One Week Only!

cRoyaf aina Company

Entire Stock Ladies.

Fashion & Western

Boots
Values To $120 00
One Week Only

$3999

Sock Caps,
Toboggan's &
Face Masks
Including our famous
4-ply super insulated
"Arctic Hat-

$1 99 to $399

1/3

Now
Off Reg. Price
Valuable Coupon

$200Off
Any Lade

Purse
With Coupon
Uncle Jeff's Clothing

-

While Supplies Last

9-Pc. Cake and Coffee Set

9.99

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing & Shoe Dept.

makes an entertaining holiday
gift The American charm of classic Currier & ves scenes is captured
in beautiful blue on white You'll get four•J-irl, cake plates and a
10-in serving plate, with four 11 -oz white mugs
Do,sci

QUANTITIES LIMITED
V

Murray Nome & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

rui-vc;ae :31°,711

:
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it gomp, to hIre
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing & Shoe Dept.
Stock Liquidation
Sale Continues

South holds:

I

in an ettort
dilute the stronlittn,
i .41111

q/WethiAP

Business Deductions
This year may be the
last year to get
investment tar credit
Buy now in 1985
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
S 12th St. Murray 733.2617
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Akron celebrates Faust hiring;
Zips want to leave conference
CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
AKRON. Ohio AP - Despite its 26,000
students, 240 academic programs and an 85-year
history of intercollegiate football, the University
of Akron may have been "the largest unknown
university in (he country" ifntil it hired Gerry
Faust, says university President William V.
Muse.
In an effort to make Akron "less unknown in
the athletic arena," Muse announced Wednesday
the signing of the former Notre Dame football
coach to a five-year contract worth $70,000 a
year. The contract includes benefits believed to
push its value into six figures annually.
Faust. 50. brought instant exposure to Akron at
a packed news conference Wednesday afternoon
attended by about 200 reporters. faculty
members and students.
The school is gambling that the exposure Will
continue and help Akron's football team to advance from NCAA Division 1-AA into the bigschool ranks of Division I-A next year.
-I hope I was picked as a person, and not
because of where[came from.' Faust said. "But
you'll have to evaluate that for yourself.
.4By

'We're going to Division I-A a year from now.
It'll be a Struggle for awhile. But I would hope
that in the fourth and fifth years(of the contract
that we would be near the top of our conference."
The Zips, who played this season in the Ohio
Valley Conference, have applied for membersh:p in the Mid-American Conference, which has

an opening beeoluse of the withdrawal of Northern Illinois. The MAC already includes five
other Ohio schools: Ohio, Miami of Ohio, Kent
State, Bowling Green and Toledo.
If they are not accepted by the MAC, the Zips
plan to play as a Division I-A independent, as
Notre Dame does.
Faust said he would approach his new job differently than he did when he resigned from the
head coaching job at Cincinnati's Moeller High
School to move to Notre Dame five seasons ago.
"I was a real rookie." Faust said. "I hope I've
become smarter."
Faust said he made a mistake in his first year
at Notre Dame by trying to -fit players into his
system, instead of tailoring his system to the
players.
"I should have used the offense they had
recruited the personnel for," he said.
At Akron. Faust is replacing 13-year coach Jim
Dennison, who was appointed associate athletic
director.
Dennison, 47, the school's winningest coach
with a career record of 80-62-2, took the Zips into
the Division I-AA playoffs after an 8-3 regular
season. Akron lost to Rhode Island in the first
round of the playoffs.
"I am very, very proud and I stand here with a
sense of accomplishirient." Dennison said. "I
think we are leaving Gerry Faust with a potential championship team, with 28 fine seniors."
Faust said he had received inquiries from 13
colleges since he resigned from Notre Dame
Nov 26. Nine of the schools made offers, he said.

Teams in Kentucky Invitational
bring sparkling records to Rupp
LEXINGTON, Ky. who averages 20.3
points and 5.2 rebounds
Al) - While the
•riiversity of Kentucky a game, is-t4opected
Invitational Tourna- wear goggles to avot
it
ment hasn't been a re-injuring the eye.
"1'n just trying to
dazzling affair the past
few years, the four protect myself," said
ba.sketball teams in this Walker. who has sufseason's edition bring fered two other eye insome sparkling records juries in his career at
Kentucky.
into Rupp Arena.
"If he feels more comIn Friday's first
round. Pepperdine, 6-1. fortable I wearing gogtakes on Southern gles I, I want him to
Methodist. 6-0, and East wear them," said KenCarolina, 4-1. plays 13th- tucky coach Eddie Sutton. "I've been coaching
ranked Kentucky, 5-1.
Kentucky suffered its 28 years and I've never
first defeat Saturday. had a player miss any
falling , 3-66 to sixth- game time because he
rated Kansas. The was poked in the eye."
Wildcats have posted
wins over Northwestern
Sophomore guard Ed
Louisiana. Chaminade, Davender follows
Hawaii. Cincinnati and Walker in scoring with
No 17 Indiana.
16.7 points a game, with
Senior forward Kenny junior forward Winston
Walker suffered an eye Bennett next with 10.3.
injury in the loss to KanEast -Carolina's only
sas, but will be ready to loss was a 98-66
play FrHI:iv
Walker, thrashing by third -

ranked Duke. The
Pirates have defeated
Campbell. Edinboro,
Long-wood and
Winthrop.
Junior forward Marchell Henry tops East
Carolina in scoring with
16.8 points a game,
followed by senior
guard Curt Vanderhorst
with 12.2 and 6-foot-10
junior center Leon Bass
with 10.6.
Southern Methodist
owns victories over Northwestern- Louisiana,
Morgan State, Prairie
View, Central Michigan.
North Texas and Illinois
State. The Mustangs are
led by senior forward
Kevin Lewis with 17
points a game, junior
center Terry Williams
with 13.7 and senior
guard Butch Moore with
12.8.
Pepperdine. after a
season -opening 67-61

loss to Kansas, has
downed Washington
State. St, Mary's,
Nevado•
-Reno,
California -Irvine,
Western Illinois and
Brigham Young.
The Waves are led by
junior forward Eric
White with 14.6 points,
followed by senior
guard Dwayne Polee
with 14.3. sophomore
center Levy Middlebrooks with 12.0 and
senior guard Jon Korfas
with 10.9 a game.
Kentucky has won its
own tourney on 24 occasions. including the last
six times.
SMU is the only other
team to have competed
befOre in the UKIT.
compiling a 2-2 mark in
the 1956 and 1979
tourneys.
The consolation and
championship games
will be Saturday night

Golf
ers LikePlAYProl
Have your golf clubs
custom fitted and built by
Golf professionals trained
and certified by the P.G.A.
Call for an appointment.
Murray Country Club
753-9430 or 753-4004

ti
peace anO joy
always
bit thr1/4-1:
‘(,11
If 'VC. IIc,I liii a111II 11,111111 I1C,
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DEEEFENSE - Southern Illinois shooter Ann Kattreh (20) faces a stiff obstacle during Wednesday's
game against Murray State. Forcing a higher shot is Lady Racer defender Sheila Smith (24) while MSI'
guard Rona Poe (20, white) jumps in from the side. Watching the action in the lane is Lady Racer
Duchess Jones (44). SIU won Wednesday's regional confrontation, 7443.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

MSU Lady Racers come up short
against tough SIU Salukis, 74-63
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Against the best team his Lady Racers have
played all year, Bud Childers said the Murray
State women turned in a performance they could
be proud of.
However, the final scoreboard favored the
visitors as Southern Illinois won. 74-63. Wednesday night in Racer Arena.
The game was Murray State's last in 1985 as a
game previously scheduled for this Saturday was
played earlier in the season. The MSU women
are idle until January 4 when they travel to Tennessee State in Nashville.
In the pre-Christmas finale, the Lady Racers
stayed on the Salukis tail for most of the contest.
With 6:18 left in the game the Lady Racers took
their only lead when Sheila Smith sank two free
throws and put her team ahead,56-55. The advantage was short-lived, though.
Murray committed three straight turnovers
aild the Salukis fired off an 8-0 scoring spree to
lotk up the win.
The Lady Racers fought back to within four,
65-61, but the Salukis again reeled off a bunch of
baskets in a 10-0 run.
Leslie Laile, who led the Lady Racers with
seven assists and three steals, hit a shot at the
buzzer to provide the final mara.
Bridgett Bonds led both teams in scoring with
23 for the Salukis. She also nabbed 10 rebounds.
SIU received 19 points from Petra Jackson, who
had six assists, and forward Ann Kattreh added
16 points.
"They were the best team we've played this
season," assessed MSU coach Bud Childers.
-They would win our conference (Ohio Valley). I
think they are better than Middle Tennessee."
The Lady Racers ran into some experience
problems during the Salukis first scoring stretch
as three rookies committed the three turnovers
to allow SIU to regain the lead.
The problem, according to Childers, stemmed
from what the Lady Racers call 'give-aways'.
"That's a category we came up with because
it's something we do constantly to hurt
ourselves," Childers explained. "Tonight we had
seven give-aways. That's something like when
we come down with a rebound and they strip it
away from us and put it back up for an easy
basket. Or, when we make a good play and then
turn the ball right back over to them. That's a

give-away and they are something we work on
every single day in practice."
The Lady Racers also ran into depth trouble
against the physical Salukis. Although only
freshman guard Rona Poe fouled out, both Sheila
Smith and Geralyn Feth finished the game with
four fouls and all three-were being shuffled in and
out of the lineup forprotectionirrthe-secorid•half.
"We just don't have the numbers that a team
like SIU has," Childers said, "and I think in the
end they just wore us down."
MSU had five starters play 34 minutes or more
with only two substitutes who scored seven total
points.
SIU played 10 girls with five subs contributing
nine total points.
The Lady Racers did manage to put four
players in double-figure scoring although the individual efforts were nothing compared to Monday night when Poe set a Racer Arena scoring
record with 34 and Shawna Smith added 27 in a
win over Southern Illinois-Edwardsville.
Against SIU, Poe and Shawna Smith had 10
apiece and both Feth and Sheila Smith had 15.
In the war on the boards the Salukis took a
whopping, 44-25 edge. The best Lady Racer rebounder was Sheila Smith with seven.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (74) - Kaltreh
16 WO 16. Jenkins 251 34 7
Berghuis 070.00. Jackson 9 153.4 19. Bonds 012 3 5 23. Kampwr rth I :t
1.33, Wallace 1-2 2-4 4. O'Brien 1-1 0.02 Fitzpntrick 0 1 0-00 Totals 31-63 12-21 74 Total fouls - 21 Fouled out - Herghtlis Rebounds - 44
Ronda 10o Assists - 15 'Jackson is Turnovers - 15 , Bonds 5,
MURRAY STATE (63)- Lade 3.7 110 6.
4-12 2-2 In. Sheila Smith 613
3-5 15. Shawna Smith 3-9 4.4 10. Feth 6-10 3.51 IS. Jones 30 I 27 Totals 25-56 13.1663 Total fouls - 19 Fouled out Rebound, - 25 Assists
- 13 ;Lade 7, Turnovers - 14 Sheila Smith 7,
Records 6-5. SR 5-3

College Basketball
College Basketball Scores
Wednesdays Games
EAST
Fairleigh Dickinson 71. Coppin St
59
Georgetown 63, American 59
l'rovidence 109, Holy Cross 7.,
SOUTH
('Iemson 100. Georgia St 611
fluke 69. Davidson 52
Louisville 65. Indiana 63
Miami Fla 51. Rider Sio
S Mississippi 101. Oregon Teo h 72
RE Louisiana 69 Ark Little It,,, k
62
MIDWEST
SW Missouri RI. Austin l'eav 61

I,e)ola. Calif 172 Cal /r, is, ile
S Mississippi lilt Ilregon Te. h 72
TOURNAMENTS
Cardinal Varsity Club Classic
First Round
Hall St 91, I Ieloware SI 69
Miss Valley St 74. 11rorlklyn
54

Sunda) Night Couple,,
Team -

1,5,1 C01119,-,
Mt t'arth.,
Striker,
Fearles.
Siargro,e,

Sof, .1.1 a Ito! bcI; & SI
II • 4

Hush Iran, 1.3111.
MO I ram I•ane !III ,
huh111.1111 •erie. !ssal

floyr-

M

High Team .kerle.. III

AY THE BRIGHT SPIRIT OF THE
SEASON ILLUMINATE YOU WITH INNER
WARMTH AND CONTENTMENT
OUR VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL.

- Murray Eiactric
system
401 Olive

5*5

Local Bowling

Murray Store & Lock
641 North
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492
Managed By Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 57. Alabama SI 69
Houston 92' MI' Hawaii 52
Ian American 93. SI& T,-s,,. St 02
FAR WEST
California 67. St Mart,', 1',.,111 62
Georgia 99. 1 .10h St 74
1,os Angeles SI 91 lirand Canyon

753-5312

.9 me•
.

High Ind Som.,.

SPECIAL: Large Bar-B-0 Sandwich
and French Fries

State Fprm
-7 Agency

Bar-B-Q
Burgers.
•
Chestnut St. Murray
753-0045
Special Good Dec 20 26

Order your Holiday
Bar 13 0 Now By the Pound
or Shoulder

Donald E. Henry
N. 4th St.

Phon• 753-1540 or 7S3.993

•tar! 11.9rgrro.•
X trOilloi S9.49.-r

High Ind. thano , it,
Stan Ilargro;e
%IrgInia
High Ind
fft.
'rewires' Mr Clues.
Business

Deductions

Th.4 year may be Ohe
last year so giet4
'•
Investment to. credit
Buy now on 198S

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
S 12th, St Murray 753 2617

4
'
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Louisville 65, Indiana 63

SCOREBOARD

Wagner returns from injury in nick of time
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Louisville coach
Denny Crum has waited
two months for the
return of his team
leader, Milt Wagner.
Against No. 17 Indiana,
Crum's wait ended.
Wagner, who missed
last season because of a
broken foot, had strug- those night
s he's
gled through capable of having
," said
Louisville's early Crum.
season games, shooting
"They really had a
below his pre-injury great last 10-m
inute efpercentage.
fort out of Wagner,"
said Indiana coach BobOn Wednesday nigh. by Knight. "He
made
the 6-5 senior guard the difference
in the ball
asserted his leadership game, scoring
and hitand clutch play and No. ting those free
throws
16 Louisville came up down the stretch
."
with a 65-63 victory.
"I've been saying
With neither team
since the first of able to hang on to a lead
November that Milt was midway through the segoing to have one of cond half, Wagner took

charge, scoring six
points in an 8-0
Louisville run that put
the Cardinals up for
good at 52-47 with 7:03
left.
Indiana, plagued by
foul trouble most of the
second half, came back
behind junior guard
Steve Alford to cut the
lead to 55-53 on two free
throws by Alford.
Wagner then scored
Louisville's final 10
points, eight from the
free-throw line, to
secure the victory. Two
of his shots from the line
gave Louisville a 64-61
edge with 10 seconds
left.
Alford closed the gap
to 64-63 with a 10-footer
with two seconds left,
but Wagner added a
technical free throw at
the one-second mark for

the final margin,
Harris and guard Rick
"I knew it would come Calloway, played sparsooner or later," said ingly in the second half
Wagner, who finished because of foul trouble.
with 22 points. "You
Alford carried Incan't bring something diana, scoring 27 points,
back too quick, and I'd 16 in the second half.
tried to come back too Thomas finished with 13
much.
points, the only other In"Coach Crum started diana player in double
running plays for me, figures.
and it helped me get the
Louisville center Pereasy jumpers and I got vis Ellison had 11 points
fouled a lot."
and 11 rebounds.
"The game went back
and forth, to where we
INDIANA (63) - Harris
k
had a chance to win," Calloway 2-7. 1-3 5-Thomas4-55 Om
1034
13,
Morgan
0-1
0;0
0 Alford II IS 5 6
said Knight. "We didn't
27. Jadlow 1.4 3-4
0-1 11-11
take advantage of a cou- 0. Brooks 0-0, 0-05,0Robinson
Eyl 1 ,3 3.4 5
Totals
24-47 15-21 63
ple of opportunities we
LOUISVILLE 165) - Crook 3 5 0 0 6
had to score and they Thompson
3.9 1.3 7. Ellison 5-7 1 4 11,
did. They played better Wagner 7-12 6.10 22. Hall 2 3 4 7.
McSwain 0-0 3-4 3 Walls 0-0 O.0 U.
than we did to win it."
West 1-3 13 3, Kimbro 3-4 0-0 6
The victory upped Totals 24-48 17.2k 85
- Indiana 34. Louisville
Louisville to 6-2, and In- 32Halftime
Fouled out - I Harris, Rebounds
diana dropped to 5-2.
- Indiana 27 I Ey1 04). Louisville 33
Three Indiana 4EIllson 111 Assists - Indiana 12
Alford 5) Louisville
5,
starters, center Daryl Total fouls - Indiana 1626, Ellison
Louisville
Thomas, forward Andre 19 Technical - Indiana lex' essive
time outs A - 19.493

Chicago tops list of Pro Bowl selections with eight
Eight members of the
Chicago Bears, who
have lost only one game
and clinched a division
title earlier than any
team in history, have
been voted to the National _Football Conference team for the Pro
Bowl game.
The Chicago contingent, five of them
starter,, was led by inside linebacker Mike
Singletary, one of two
unanimous choices in
voting by conference
players and coaches.
Outside linebacker
Lawrence Taylor of the
New York Giants,
selected for the fifth
time in five National
Football League
seasons, was the only
other unanimous
selection.
There were seven Los
Angeles Rams selected,
two as starters, and five

players from the Giants,
three as starters. Every
NFC team was
represented except
Detroit.
The complete lineup
for both NFC and
American Football Conference squads for the
Feb. 2 Pro Bowl game in
Honolulu are listed
below.
AFC Pro Bowl Roster
NEW YORK (AP ) - The 1985
American Conference Pro Bowl
team selected for the Feb 2 National
Football League's all.star game at
Honolulu Is-reserve
OFFENSE
Wide Receivers
Louis Lippe. Pittsburgh Steelers.
Steve Largent. Seattle. x -Wes
Chandler. San Diego Chargers, xMark Clayton. Miami Dolphins
Tight Ends
Ossie Newsome. Cleveland
Browns. s-Todd Christensen, Loa
Angeles Raiders
Tackles
Anthony Munoz, Cincinnati
Bengali, Brian Holloway, New
England Patriots. a-Chris Hinton.
Indianapolis
Guards
John Hannah, New England, Mike
Munchak Houston Oilers. x-Roy
Foster Miami Dolphins
Centers
Dwight Stephenson
Miami

Dolphins: x-Mike Webster, Pittsburgh Steelers
Quarterbacks
Dan Marino, Miami Dolphins, xDan Fouts. San Diego Chargers.
Running Backs
Marcus Allen. Los Angeles
Raiders; Freeman McNeil, New
York Jets. Craig James. New
England Patriots. Kevin Mack,
Cleveland Browns
DEFENSE
Ends
Howie Long. Los Angeles Raiders.
Mark Gastineau. New York Jets.
Rulon Jones. Denver Broncos
Tackles
Joe Klecko, New York Jets. x-Bob
Colic, Cleveland Browns
Outside Linebackers
Andre Tippett, New England
Patriots, Chip Banks. Cleveland
Browns. x-Mike Merriweather.
Pittsburgh
Mode Linebackers
Karl Mecklenburg, Denver Broncos, Steve Nelson. New England
Patriots, Lance Mehl, New York
Jets
Safebes
Deron Cherry, Kansas City
Chiefs. Kenny Easley. Seattle, )(Dennis Smith. Denver Broncos
Cornerbacks'
Mike Haynes Los Angeles
Raiders, Louis Wright. Denver
Broncos. x-Ray Clayborn. New
England Patriots
SPECIALISTS
Placekicker
Gary Anderson, Pittsburgh
Steelers
Punter
Rohn Stark. Indianapolis Colts

Irving
Patriots

Kick-returner
Fryar. New

England

Special Teamer
Fredd Young, Seattle Seahawks
• • •
NFC Pro Bowl Team
NEW YORK Al')- The 1985 National Conference team selected for
the National Football League's Pro
Bowl game at Honolulu Feb 2 is.
reserve I

DE FE NSF
Ends
Richard Dent Chicago Bears
Leonard Marshall
New York
Giants. x•lian Hampton chii ako
Bears
Tackles
Randy White, Dallas Cow boys
Michael Carter. San Francisco
Outside Linebackers
Lawrence Taylor. New York
Giants. Rickey Jai kson
New
Orleans Saints. x.4 4t1, Wilson
Chicago Bears
Inside Linebackers
Mike Singletary Chicago, Bears
Harry Carson. Ness York Giants.
x.E J Junior St Louis Cardinals

OFFENSE
Wide Receivers
Art Monk. Washington Redskins,
Mike Quick, Philadelphia Eagles, aJames Lofton. Green Bay Packers,
x.Tony Hill. Dallas Cowboys
Tight Ends
Cornerbacks
Doug Cosble, Dallas Cowboys. aEric Wright. San Francisco 49ers
Jimmie Giles. Tampa Bay Everson Walls.
Dallas Cowboys. x
Buccaneers •
LeRoy Irvin, Los Angeles
Itanl'
Tackles
Salebes
limbo Covert. Chicago Bears.
Wes Hopkins. Philadelphia
Jackie Slater, Los Angeles Rams, s- Eagles,
Carlton Williamson San
loe Jacoby. Washington Redskins
Francisco 49ers , x Dave I nierson.
Guards
(7
.!licag9 Pears - Kent Hill, Los Angeles "-Rams-.
SPECIALISTS
Russ Grimm. Washington Redskins.
Placekicker
x-Dennis Harrah. Los Angeles
Morten Anderson New Orleans
Rams
Punter
Centers
I'ale Hatcher Los Angeles Rams
JiiklAgenberg_ Chicago Bears. x.
Kick-returner
Doug Smith. Los Angeles Rams
Ron Brown Los Angeles Rams
Quarterbacks
Special learner
Joe Montana, San Francisco
Joey Browner Minn,- t.,
49ers, x-Phil Simms. New York
Giants
Running Backs
Walter Payton. Chicago Bears
Roger Craig. San Francisco 49ers.
x-Gerald Riggs. Atlanta Falcons. x•
Joe Morris, New York Giants

The computer
designed
for business.
Not adapted
to it.
IBM Compatible

The Apricot Xi. 16-bit processor.
256K RAM. MicroScreen.

National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct
PF
111,40.:
II
or
4
733 4110
'44
10 5 I'
667 356
Ne
til 5 II
667 320
4 II
0
267 206
2 ii
0
133 200
Central
. 7
533 277
'air irin.e.;
7 0 6
4417 415
l'iltstrurgn
7 0
ro
467 369
0 144 ir
333 260
West
L.
ttaater
• 11
to
4
733 33h
10-,et
10 5 0
667 303
Seatt.ei
. 7 II
533 325
• 7 44
533 433
Kan:a-Cots
5 10 0
333 279
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
I 6tlia,
10 5 0
667 341
N 1' o
9 6 II
600 371
9
F.
o
600 270
l'hII.,I-IpI 01
s.
9
0
4440 249
141,,
5 111 0
'333 262
Central
14
0
1
933 419
7 s II
or 317

4,444 *MOO

Like a good
neighbor
State Farm is there

4116

Slot• 1.444 Motu.)
•utorac.b.144 Insurance Corn
1.444 Mom. OW,,. 1111444444.44
90.44

.11n44.4

Minnesota
[Petrol(
Tampa Bay

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct
Boston
21 5
808
New Jersey
15 12
556
Philadelphia
14 12
538
Washington
12 12
500
Ness York
7 18
280
Central Division
Milwaukee
10 11
821
Detroit
14 13
510
Atlanta
13 13
500
Cleveland
11 14
440_
-Ctilcagh
10 - 19
345
Indiana
7 10
280
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Houston
18 9
667
Denver
17 . 9
654
tah
16 12
571
San Antonio
15 12
558
Dallas
12 12
500
Sacramento,
9 17 .346
Pacific Division
l. A Lakers
22 3
ft80
Portland
15 13
536
Seattle
11 16
407
I. A Clippers
9 17
346
Phoenix
8 17
320
-20 20
333

729

PA

West

254
267
370
353
257
403
327
375

x 1. A Rams
4
San Francis)o
9
New Orleans
10
Atlanta
% lint:Fled division title
s !inched wild <ar
F r.d
lasia
d apys
,ertr
rtmte
Denser at Seattle S id 8,
Saturday s Games
Pittsburgh at Ness York Oiants I: 'it, F
Washington at St Lows 4 4. n

302
305
276
397
326

302
273
296
'270
34.7
lel
33h

NBA Standings
G8
iPry
•
•
13%

3
34
5 •
8
9

•4
3
410.
8.42
8%.
12
131
,
14
14,
1

-4 ,
24.4
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NFL Leaders
NFL individual Leaders
By The Associated Press
Through Games 01 Monday Dec 16
AMERICAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
Quarterbacks
All COM YDS TO iNT
0 Brien Jet,
4:441
.1,4,7 .4
I.:mason (In
Fouts S
Marino. Mu<
Kenney K
Rushers
Alt YDS AVG
LG TD
Allen Raider,
-;54St, Neil. Jets
12i;:
- I 7
C James. N E
lo.r. 4
. Mack. Clev
;no :074
Warner Sea
Receivers
NO YDS AVG LG TO
James S
Christensen Raidrs
i•
Wooltolk Hou
14rgent Sea
Stallworth Pitt
7; 44. :_ 4
I
NATIONAL FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
Quarterbacks
ATT COM YDS TD INT
Montana. S F'
McMahon. Chi
a :94 .6.0 44440 .2.
•
Brock Ham D White Dail
451 ,
Simms, Giants
Rushers
All YDS AVG
LG TD
Riggs All
Payton. Chi
:107 :47.
I•
1 korsett, Dal!
4,.
TBWilder
Dickerson. Rams
24i7 :1.11
4
4
Receivers
NO YDS AVG LG_ ID
Monk Wash
•7 ;19..
Craig S F
Hill Dail
74
Quick. Phil
11*:: 71 - 1
(71,0-k

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

WU
re
a
r vt4A
,p) 1/•
ISrC

t•S 44*
*
elthizi- 44423

20% OFF
71/4"
Circular Saw

NikAi

$4488
Cordless Screw Driver

Winchester hard disk (10Mb).
31/2"Sony diskette (720K13).
Optional mouse Recehe Lotus 1-2-3
Free uith purchase of an Apricot.

a .alari
rtgingcot

188
$
Glue Gun

now •

American business does business.

Thorobred Computer
& Software Systems
753-7733

Powerful 2'a h.p.
10 amp motor delivers
4600 rpm. Handy scales

and cuttin_g guide and
conyenieffi blade wrench storage.
Sale Price
$27.99
Less Rebate
$5.00

Sale Price
$14.88
Less Rebate
$3.00
Cost After Rebate

Murray

c

e %LOY tar

National Football League

$1997

$2495

314 Main

••
s nal Health in

Our Already Discounted Marked Price.

Unlike most so-called business computers, the
Apricot Xi was designed specifically for business.
By Europe's most successful business computer
company.
As a result, the Apricot Xi is fast, powerful, easy to use, elegant,
compact. And runs thousands of business software programs.
So, why buy a computer that does a great imitation of the Apricot
Xi. When you can buy the Apricot Xi.

kaZ

For health
•
Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.

Soi,d state
heating system with a smooth
trigger fed mechonpsm thot::;:
t:0
:
* more lu
• with-ies's
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Cost
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-
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•

Storage unit is o charging bracket that mounts on
.anY wall near electrical. NOS 80 hose or cord.
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Soviet Union will give consent

Woman hijacks helicopter
PELZER. S.C. AP )
- A helicopter hijacked
by a woman landed in a
prison yard today and
scooped up three inmates, and one guard
was shot in the ensuing
gun battle, officials
said
The helicopter later
landed about 10 miles
away and the inmates
apparently fled in a car.
according to
authorities.
H a I Leslie.
spokesman for the state

Department of Corrections. said the red and
white helicopter with
blue trim landed at 10
a.m: in the yard of the
Perry Correctional Institution. a medium maximum security
prison.
Guards fired several
shots at the helicopter
but were unable to bring
it down. One guard was
wounded in the gun battle. he said.
The name and the con-

dition of the guard were
not immediately
available.
Mitchell Shaw of
Palmetto Helicopters in
Greenville said a
woman arrived at about
10 a.m. to rent a
helicopter. She commandeered the aircraft
with a weapon and took
off alone, he said,
declining further
comment.
The prison is about 15
miles southwest of
Greenville.

FTC asked, stop investigation
ASH1N(TON I AP )
- The Federal Trade
Commission is being
urged to end its investigation of the health
spa industry and drop
the regulations it has
been considering for a

mission interested in
spas. and regulations
first were proposed in
1975.
But the commission
staff on Tuesday recommended dropping the
rules as unnecessary.
liecade
Amanda Petersen. acA spate of spa closings ting director of the Com,ind charges of high- mission's Bureau of
pressure sales tactics Consumer Protection.
:did other problems in told a press briefing that
197ns. got the coin - proposed regulations do

not address the major
problem. and, meanwhile, half the states
have instituted their
own regulations.
The primary consumer problem being
encountered today is the
closing of spas. in many
cases leaving consumers with paid
memberships and no
place to use them or to
obtain refunds.16

Smallest ornament is unveiled
i .! V FP,MORE. Calif.
- .A federal
lear weapons
ratory's latest invent:ion is just the thing
!or: the holidays. It's the
\vorld's smallest
Christmas ornament. .
1 '-veileti ‘Vednesday
: A nce Livermore

National - Laboratory. several human hairs
the bauble is barely visi- can block it from view."
ble to the human eye. A said lab spokeswoman
microscope is needed to Sue Stephenson.
see the tree and the
message that have been
"We do have a proetched on it: "Merry blem." Stephenson said.
Christmas. 1955
"We haven't found a
Target Fab."
hook small enough to
"It's so small- that hang it from a tree."

OBITt ARIES
Mr... Mar, Estelle Turner, 79, dies today
She_wgis a member of Alm°. and W.T. Turner,
Mary Estelle
79. of RI_ 1: Lone Oak Primitive Murray: one brother,
••4!'day at 4:27 Baptist Church in John Richard WeatherCalloway County.
, • Murr a y
ford, Paris. Tenn.
Born May 6, 1906. she
y County
Ten grandchildren
was the daughter of the and six :greatlate Ben Weatherford grandchildren also
and Sarah DeBruce survive.
Weatherford. One son.
The funeral will be
Stanley Lee Turner Jr.. Saturday at 11 a.m. in
died in infancy.
the chapel of Max ChurMrs. Turner is surviv- chill Funeral home. The
ed by her husband. Rev. Gerald Owen will
Mrs. Anna Mae Stanley Turner, to officiate.
Johnson. 60, of 818 whom she was married
Grandsons will serve
• il:sson Rd.. Paris, on Sept. 17. 1927; two as pallbearers. Burial
Tenn . died Wednesday daughters, Mrs. Jerry will follow in the Lone
morning at Baptist Cen- ) Suer Vance. Rt. 6, Mur- Oak Cemetery in
!ril Hospital, Memphis, ray. and Mrs. Johnny Calloway
County.
I Dorothy ) Maness,
Friends may call at
•
'.as a
retired Murray; two brothers, the funeral home after
Edward Turner, Rt. 1, 10 a.m. Friday.
•
;vont are her husind. Milford B.
,r son: four
Mrs P.ebecLONDON ) AP ) - Six novels by Barbara
;44) n. Mrs. Rhonda
Cartland. queen of the romance writers, will be
and Mrs.
:-Ina Brewer. all of turned into a six-part TV series a British filmmaker hopes to show on American television.
Tenn.. and Mrs
Director Lou Grade said Wednesday he'll
Ft.teht-thel Faker,
spend $7 million on "The Barbara Cartland
1,oheivilie.. Tenn : three
Hour" although he has never read anything by
••1
Ronald .Johnson
the 84-year-old novelist, who is Princess Diana's
an:1 Picky Johnson.
step-grandmother.
Memphis Tenn.. and
---1-11»tv Johnson. Murray
LONDON 1AP - Capt. Mark Phillips, hus•,;,;(4.--)irviving are one
band of Princess Anne, has eight stitches and a
-. 'r
Mrs. Mabel
few bruises near his jaw after his horse kicked
itohards. Sikeston. Mo.:
him in the face before- a hunt, a hospital
':)rother. Johnny
spokeswoman said.
Senath, Mo.; 14
"He had a cut on his face and bruising and
nilciren
needed stitches." said a spokeswoman at Derwill be -Fribyshire Royal Infirmary, where Phillips was
:ia \ at 1 p m iii LeDon
treated Tuesday when his horse kicked shortly
of Ridgeyt-ay
before a hunt was due to start near Derby.
Mord» :ans. Paris.
It was a fairly superficial cut and not a deep
Tenn
wound," she said Wednesday. "...His cut was
Burial will follow in
low down on t4 cheek near the jawbone and was
Memorial (.4emetery
not near his eyes."
there
Mrs

Mrs. Johnson
dies: mother.
Murray- man

Names In The News

Settle-Workman's

Fort Campbell memorial

MOSCOW (AP - The
Soviet Union today expressed its readiness to
consent to "certain
measures of on-site
verification" if the
United States agrees to
a comprehensive ban on
nuclear testing.
The Communist Party
daily Pravda said in an
editorial that the Soviet
Union, Which in August
decreed a unilateral
five-month test ban that
expires Jan. 1, was interested in prolonging
the moratorium.
But Pravda reiterated
this could only be done if
the United States followed suit. U.S. officials
have said the ban is onesided, contending the
Soviets have already
completed their atomic
testing program.
Pravaa said the
United States had objected that a test ban
would -be difficult to
verify, and repeated the
Soviet contention that
the superpowers
possess "very
sophisticated national

President and Mrs. Reagan met with relatives of
the Fort Campbell 101st Airborne Air Assault
unit killed in last Thursday's plane crash near
Gander. Newfoundland, during a memorial service at Fort Campbell on Monday. Above First
Lady Nancy Reagan is shown comforting a
relative.

technical means to
enable them to reliably
verif y the
moratorium."
But it said that to
make verifica ion more
effective,..Moscow
would be prepared both
to use "an international
verification system"
and to allow some
means of on -site
inspection.
Pravda did not explain what either of
these measures might
entail. It said it would be
possible to agree that
monitoring equipment
be placed in six countries, but did not specify

which.
In Washington, Kenneth Adelman, director
of the .U.S. arms control
and disarmament agency, said he hoped tile
editorial signaled a
Soviet willingess to accept President
Reagan's invitation to
Soviet experts to visit
U.S. test tests.
At the White House,
spokesman Larry
Speakes welcomed any
advancement that
would lead to reciprocal
visits to nuclear testing
sites, but brushed aside
a connection to a ban on
testing.

ILIA STUMP REMOVAL
We can remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
435-4143 or 435•4319.
We Nov. Haul Pit Gravel

Will sign bill
WASHINGTON
AP
- President Reagan
will sign the 1985 farm
bill early next week.
despite its expense and
the mixed, policy outcomes for the administration,
Agriculture Secretary'
John Block announced
today. .
Block said the'
combined with congressional deficit reduction
efforts, would help -put
this industry back in the
business of prosperity in
the years to come."
.. He said at &news conference that (ht'
measure contains "major policy reform" that
would -make significant strides in moving
agriculture toward a
market -based
economy."

keep That Great
GM Feeling '.11th
Genuine ti M Parts

1984 Chev. Celebrity
1 dr., brown, air.

$6,900
DWAIN
733-2617
641 S. Murray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

RCA'
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II'. hrtlo

-T'u' Gift That Keeps On Giying'" by RCA'

Buy The Best, RCA Is No. 1 In Sales In America!
RCA 131-:Iiagonal
XL-100 Color TV
Sale Priced

248
RCA 25'iagonal
:
4
XL-100 Color TV

Sale Is Still In Progress with

2 off Storewide

• 18-position electronic tuning system

• Automatic fine tuning
• Super AccuFilter 110° COTY picture tube
• Unitized XtendedLife chassis

498

Clothing for the entire family.
Building for rent — Call Fred
I
Workman at 753-2447 or 753-27581
41•111111

Limited Quantities

MM.

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Downtown Murray
Across from the Bank of Murray
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Euutas

MURRAY, KY.
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False reports of
child abuse said
to endanger others

Decorating West Kentucky's Welcome Center
Two small children played in front of the Whiteh
aven Tourist
Welcome Center in Paducah Saturday while more
than a dozen
members of the University of Kentucky Extension
Homemakers
of McCracken County placed 250 luminaries
around
the
grounds of the center. The luminaries, a lighted candle
inside a
small paper bag, were lit after dark. The Homem
akers worked
much of the afternoon despite snowfall
and freezing

Pilot, creN1 put
in long hours
prior to crash

temperatures left from Friday's arctic blast.
The idea of
luminaries is a Mexican custom dating many years.
The tradition stems from placing lighted candles leading
to homes. The
path of the Christ child is symbolized in the candle. Spanis
h Conquistadores brought the custom to the new world. The
paper bags
are modern-day idaptations.
Stetl photo by Gres Travis

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API. —
The pilot and crew of an Arrow
Air jetliner that crashed in
('anada, killing all abbard, had
been on duty more than 23 hours
in - the 38 hours before the
Traaeily a newspaper reported

The amount of on-duty time
was well within legal limits Set
by the Federal Aviation Administration. said Robin Matell.
a spokesman for Miami-based
Arrow Air.
But five experts on aeronautic
performance told The Courier-

Journal that the amount of time
the crew spent in flying and
flight preparation would be
grueling and could lead to
fatigue.
Matell said Arrow officials
believe Griffin's crew received
adequate rest in Germany.
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
American public, overreacting
to graphic news accounts of
beaten, starved or sexually
abused children, is jumping to
conclusions and reporting
suspected child abuse where at
times none exists, an authority
says.
Nationwide, 65 percent of all
child abuse reports eventually
prove to be false, Douglas J.
Besharov, director of the
American Enterprise Institute's
Social Invention Project, said
Tuesday. In 1973. 35 percent of
those reports were deemed
groundless.
"This flood of inappropriate
cases is not just unfair to the
parents who are investigated, it
also creates real danger for
children who are in true jeopardy." he said. "These children
who need to be prolected are
getting lost in the avalanche of
new cases."
People falsely accused of child
abuse are striking back, often
with lawsuits, he noted. The
organization, Victims of Child
Abuse Laws, was formed a year
ago to help wrongly accused
parents protect themselves, and
It now has more than 3,000
members in 38 states.
"We are very angry." said
Mary Lou Bauer of Hampton.
Minn., a co-founder of VOCAL
who said she and her husband
were falsely accused of neglecting their adopted children.
"This could happen to anyone.
Anyone can misinterpret an action as sexual abuse if it's a
caress, physical abuse if it's a
spanking, emotional abuse if it's

a lecture."
False reports put innocent
families through the anguish of
an investigation and also overwhelms the limited resources of
child protective agencies,
Besharov said.
Besharov, whose findings
were published last week in the
Harvard Journal of Law and
Public Policy, said the public
must be educated about what
should be reported. He said people should "be careful — don't
report on flimsy evidence" such
as a single bruise or a brief
change of behavior. He said the
guideline should be, "If you
think the child is in serious
danger, then you should report."
Other recommendations:
—The news media and politicians should cool rhetoric about
child abuse. Besharov said
graphic news stories about
children beaten, starved or sexually assaulted make people too
eager to "40 something" about
the problem.
—Hotline workers should
screen calls. Half the states prohibit hotline workers from making judgments about suspected
abuse, so all reports are treated
as true. "Anyone can report and
trigger an investigation," he
said.
•
— Federal and state laws must
be modified to discourage
reports without basis. He said in
all but six states it is a crime not
to report suspected child abuse.
To prbtect themselves, doctors
and social workers are overreacting and reporting even
marginally suspicious cases.
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Famous designer
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prints! Choose from
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Showtime

Growth of United Way supported with
record $2.33 billion in contributions
WASHINGTON
AP
—
Robinson, chairman and chief
Americans are giving a record
executive officer of American
$2.33 billion to the United Way
Express Co.. also said."Some of
this year, capping the charity's
the best stories of heartfelt
best three years &n more than a
generosity came in towns that
quarter century, officials
are fighting uphill economic
estimated today.
battles."
The projected 1985 increase of
Specifically, he noted big
9 percent over 1984 for the nagains in the industrial Midwest.
tion's 2.200 local United Ways
including increases of about 21
t011OWS gains of,10 percent and
percent in Green Bay, Wis.; 18
9 5 percent the previous two
percent and 17 percent in Ann
years. And the money conArbor and Flint. Mich., respectributed in the three years was
tively: and 10 percent in Detroit.
!.elatively undiluted by inflation.
Since the year isn't over yet,
.n contrast to dollars given durthe figures are still only
:rig much of the previous
estimates.
iecade. officials noted.
Through its independent local
The significant fund-raising
United Ways. the agency says it
story is that the $2.33 billion raisgives financial support to about
ed this year comes when infla37.000 groups providing human
tion is weighing in at just a little
care services for tens of millions
ver 3 percent.' said James D. of people.
Hobinson Ill, volunteer chairAccording to a survey of
man of United Way of America.
members. 25.8 percent of the
•'The years 1983. 1984 and 1985
money goes for family services,
represent the best fund-raising
19.1 percent for health-related
rov..t h against the inflation rate
programs. 18.5 percent for
tinted Ways have experienced
social development, 7.7 percent
in more than 25 yearS.•' he said "for neighborhood and communiin a statement.
ty development. 7.1 perepro

protection and safety, 6.6 percent for recreation, 5.3 percent
for day care. 4.4 percent for jobs
and income, 2.6 percent for
education and 2.9 percent for
other services.
As distribution patterns
change, a United Way information sheet said. "the highest
growth areas in the past three
years have been women's crisis
centers, child welfare services,
vocational services, rehabilitation centers and services to the
elderly."
The idea of combined
charitable drives dates back to
the late 1800s, but United Ways
as they are known today evolved
in the 1920s. 1930s and 1940s, the
agency said.
National contribution totals
have risen at a fairly steady
pace, passing the $1 billion mark
in 1975 and $2 billion last year.
Prior to the big gains of the
past three years, contributions
rose 6 percent in 1982, when the
national economy was mired in
recession.

•

The Woodmen of the World Lodges 170.911 and 810 at Kirksey presented checks totaling $1,000 to
.A.T.C.H. ;Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped). The money will be used for the purchase of a canopy to cover the front entrance of the center so clients can be protected from inclement
weather when loading and unloading from busses. Shown here are Jamie Washer, W.O.W. Field
Representative; W.A. Erwin, secretary of Men's 1..nit 170; Carolyn Paschall, treasurer of Lodge 911;
Peggy Williams. W.A.T.C.H. Executive Director; Don Paschall, treasurer of Lodge 170; Phyllis
Tucker. president of-Lodge 911:
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By BOB THOMAS
AP Writer
Beware the movie sequel._ It promises, gold,
and aelivers dross. Only
"The Godfather, Part
11" has ever broken the
sequel jinx.
A follow-up to
"Romancing the Stone"
was inevitable. It was a
surprise 1983 hit, a bouncy adventure with attractive leads (Michael
Douglas, Kathleen
Turner). a bumbling
villain (Danny De Vito),
gorgeous tropical settings and the intriguing
situation of a romance
novelist who finds
herself in real-life
danger.
For "Jewel of the
Nile," Douglas, also the
producer. has shifted
the locale to the French
Riviera and North
Africa with the same
leads, a cast of
thousands and a $20
million budget. All that
is lacking is the airy innocence of "Romancing
the Stone."
The new filth begins
six months later.
Novelist Turner and
adventurer Douglas,
still unmarried, have
landed on the French
Riviera aboard his
_yacht on a six-month
world cruise. Bored and
stricken with writer's
block, she seeks adventure with a shadowy
potentate named Omar
(Spiros Focas. a ringer
for Omar Sharif ). He
spirits her off to his embattled North African
kingdom. Douglas
trails, along with De
Vito. still apoplectic
over losing the treasure
in South America.
De Vito is dissuaded
from murdering
Dougla out of expectation of another rich
prize. But the jewel- of
the Nile turns out to be
not a precious stone at
all. It is something quite
different — politically
valuable, b u t
dramatically

disappointing.
The filmmakers try to
overcome the
-vagueness of the plot
with constant action —
sword fights, explosions, gun battles, etc.
One scena of a wingless
jet fighter thundering
through a bazaar goes
on and on. creating
work for stunt men and
special effects crews
but scant laughter.
The script seems to
consist of shouted
dialogue and descriptions of action scenes.
Lewis Teague's direction doesn't help; the extreme closeups seem
aimed for the cassette
audience.
It is mainly the

characters who have rating
definitions:
suffered in "Jewel of the
G — General auNile." The bouncy rela- diences. All
ages
tionship between Turner admitted.
and Douglas has been
PG — Parental
lost; she appears guidance
suggested.
mindlessly headstrong. Some material
may not
he devotes his time to be suitable for
children.
extricating her from
PG -1
— Special
trouble. A superior comic. DeVito has a one- parental guidance
note role of constant strongly suggested for
children under 13. Some
choler.
The only endearing material may be inapcharacter is the native propriate for young
sage as played with ec- children.
centric charm by Avner
R — Restricted.
Eisenberg.
Under 17 requires acRated PG for companying parent or
language and adult guardian.
excitement.
X — No one under 17
———
admitted. Some states
Motion Picture may have higher age
Associatinn nf A n,n,^jrn restrictions.
moments.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Job hunters will receive encouragement. Home is the center of
activity now. Last-minute Christmas
preparations are a plus.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
A partner has an interesting proposal that you should go along with.
This is the perfect day for furthering
heart interests and enjoyable times.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Chances are, you'll receive a gift
from a co-worker. Job developments
today are quite positive. Capitalize on
chances to improve income.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Not only does good news come via
phone or letter, but romantic prospects are excellent today. Fun and
laughter come with recreation.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
The homebody in you comes to the
fore today as you make plans for an
old-fashioned Christmas. Evening
accents family life and good times
with close friends.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
di
h
It's a busy day with visits to friends
on your agenda_ Career progress may
be thwarted by delays. Evening hours
spell romance.
PISCES
MOP
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•aiot
Business developments work in
your favor. Ignore the negativism of
jealous types. Higher-ups are favorably disposed towards you.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 20, 1985
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Some receive a present from afar.
Relations are 'extra special with
Mends from whcim you'll gain benefits. Evening,accents romance. .

GE

TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Fit
You'll be making holiday preparations today, though some take a
breather from activity. A career
interest begins to take fire.
GEMINI
(May 21 t.o June 20)
Both friends nearby. and _ afar
contribute to your happiness now.
Things are also humming for you in
romance. Dating is special tonight.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
New business developments are to
your liking. An office party brings you
admiration and good times. Your
stock continues to rise.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22)
One of your Christmas presents
may be a hip!. Partners are lucky for
you now. The night is perfect for
romance, entertainment and special
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Federal prisoners won't he allowed Christmas gifts
from home this year; gifts to come from commissary
WASHINGTON (AP) - For
the vast majority of the nation's
federal prison inmates,
Christmas gifts will come not
from relatives and friends this
year, but from penitentiary
commissary.
Even then, the inmates will
have to shop for themselves.
The Bureau of Prisons, trying
to prevent packages containing
weapons, drugs or other contraband from getting inside
penetentiary walls, has for the
first time given prison wardens

the option of banning Christmas
patkages from the outside.
The heads of all but one of the
46 federal prisons have decided
to discontinue the practice of
allowing relatives and friends to
send Christmas gifts to the
about 37,000 federal inmates.
However, inmates will be given
a one-time sum of $40 to shop at
prison commissaries during
December. Bureau of Prisons
spokeswoman Kathryn Morse
said Monday.
During the month of

December only, she said, the
prisoners' monthly $90 commissary allowance will be increased to $130.
Only in Morgantown, W.Va.,
where the federal penitentiary
houses some 380 minimum security prisoners, will inmates
be permitted to get gifts.
R.J. Verdeyen, the warden at
Morgantown, said,"We saw this
as a very Important part of the
rehabilitation process, so we
opted to continue. This is just
one touch that might make their

lives a little more pleasant. But I
don't want it to sound like the
others TOrison wardens are being Scrooges."
"We are not Scrooges," Ms.
Morse said.
She said,"We had a lot of problems" with Christmas gift
packages, including narcotics
and other .contraband hidden in
packages, the perishable food in
many packages and the timeconsuming task of inspecting the
packages.

•

Radio/bac*
Tandy' 1000 With Monitor!

ell 8881118

##eittrein,

Low As $46 Per Month on CitiLine*

IBM' PC compatible! Includes DeskMate• 6-in-1 software package
with text processing, electronic filing, telecommunications, spreadsheet analysis and electronic mail. #25-100011021

,
16K Color Computer 2

,

By Radio Shack
- - —..

Save $3195

I/EAR ABBY:Please settle a disagreement between me and my mother. If a friend or relative is being
married and I'm invited to both the
bridal shower and the wedding,

DEAR F.C.J.:(1) You are right.
(2) A wedding gift is a wedding
gift, and a shower gift is a
shower gift, and they're not one
and the same.(3) Your mother
owes you a dinner.

_
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DEAR INTERESTED: I don't
know whether the boy is working up to his potential or not, hut
I do know that children should
never be compared with their
siblings.
Praise and encouragement will
do more for a 10-year-old than
punishment. I think grounding
the boy for. six weeks is five
weeks too long.
•••

you hate to writer letters because
you don't know w hat to say? Thank you notes, sympathy letters, congratutwffims.-Irtiir tO dertfttrinttrfrets,t
illations and how to write sm interesting
letter are included in Abby
booklet.
"Howe° Welty betters- for--A tt -Hem slum'. • Send your name and addrcss
clearly printed with a check or mimes
order for $2.311 and a long. stamped COI
centsi self-addressed ens elope to: Itear
Abby, Letter Wallkill.
Hos 18923.
Hollywood.
0003#1.1

Reg. 599.00
Low As $23 Per Month on CitiLine.
Five programs and modem built in' Includes
word prOCessOr. BASIC #26-3802
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PortaVision' by Realistic

Save $60

Reg. 99.95
Hear worldwide shortwave, hams, police.
weather, fire, trains. AC/battery operation,
#12-779 Batteries ###ira

13995 25995

Reg. 319.95
Low As $20 Per Month 1 ----- _ ,
On CitiLine a
Has 210t more viewing area than regular 5'
sets' AC/battery operation. *16-107
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39

28%
Off

Reg. 17.95

Buy one to give and one to
keep!''Hangs up- on any flat
surface. Pulse' dial. White,
#43-501. Brown, #43-502
FCC recpstered
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Save $60

Reg. 199.95
-;;. . Low As S20 Per Month
•
On CitiLine*
Dual decks let you copy tapes, record off
radio, phono, or "live" with optional mikes.
Matching 17"-high speakers #13-1223
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51/2" Color TV/Monitor

Clarinette•-119 by Realistic
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A gift they'll appreciate!
ec
All controls are in handset. Pulse' #43-545 p4e_

Dual-Cassette Stereo

$40 Off

Each
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Save $80 on a pair! Tunedport design, 8" woofer, 2'/2"
tweeter. Genuine walnut veneer. 19" high. #40-4034
.

Reg. 14.95

Santas!Shop Our Exciting Electronics Toyland!
Fun Radios
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DEAR ABBY: Do you think
grounding a l0-year-old boy for six
weeks is a just punishment for
getting C's on his report card'? I
could understand this kind of punishment for D's, but I always
thought-a C was a passing mark.
The boy's parents think he has
the potential to do better because his
sisters get A's and B's.
What do you think?
INTERESTED PARTY
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Patrolman' SW-60

By Abigail Van Buren

F

Lowest Price
Ever!
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Save $30 Save $100
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Six-Band Portable Radio

Hindsight Leads to Foresight
In Couple's Own Funeral Plan

DEAR J.T.: You were very
wise, I hope you were wise
enough to have your' "prepaid
contract" examined by your attorney. Although death is a fact
of life, you have no guarantee
that you will not move to another state and die there. If you
do, what happens to your contract? Also, what happens to
your contract if your mortician
goes out of business, or sells it
to another mortician?
At the risk of sounding like a
broken record. I repeat: Never
sign any kind of contract without the approval of Lsiliawyer.

tt L 1_t

Incredible value! 16K memory #26-3134
64K. #26-3127 Reg_ 219.95, Sale 159.95
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Above with CD-2000 Compact
Disc player #42-5001, $799
or low as $37 per month on
CitiLine*

Cordless Phone 24K Model 100 Computer
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should I buy one gift or two?
Mother says I should buy one nice
gift to be given at the bridal shower.
I say buy two gifts: a small household item for the shower, and
another gift-a, more important
one-as a wedding gift.
Every time there's a wedding this
discussion comes up. We are both
loyal readers and agree to let you
settle it. If Mother is right, I take her
to dinner. And vice versa.
F.C.J. IN
SAN FRANCISCO

Add a CD Player & Save!

18hAfTM International Business Machines Corp

litp%

•
)EAR ABBY: I am writing out of
concern for others who may have to
go through What I have. I lost both
my parents recently in an automobile accident. The shock was hard
enough to deal with, but on top of
that, I had to take care of all the
funeral arrangements. My parents
had never discussed the subject with
me, and I had absolutely no idea
where to start, what kind of arrangements to make or how I was
going to pay for it.
I am newly married and the oldest
of their children, so the entire responsibility fell on me. Having to
handle all this while under so much
emotional stress was traumatic. I
still wonder if I made the right
decisitins.
Some good did come out of this.
however. After it was over, my
husband and I arranged our own
funerals by making a prepaid contract with a local mortician. Now we
have the peace of mind of knowing
that everything will be the way we
warn it, and that terrible chore will
not fall on either one of us or our
children.
I hope you put this in your column.
It might start people to thinking so
they won't continue to put off this
unpleasant task. After all, death is
natural and comes to all of us.
J.T. IN W.VA.

531 +lop ••40•1100 542 1,00
Sao*,.nrr, oca•ortal CD 'player
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Reg. Separate Items 1298.95
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and to extend it beyond January
1," Gorbachev said. "To miss
this chance, which paves the
way to a final ban in a treaty
form on all tests of nuclear
weapons. would be'
unreasonable, to say the least.
"A solution to this question is
in the hands of the U.S. government," he said, according to the
official Soviet news agency
Ta sq

Reg'
799.00

Low As $28 Per Month on CitiLine.
• Walnut Finish Rack With Glass Door
• LAB-6(X) Turntable•SA-600 Amp'
•TM-600 AM/FM Stereo Tuner
• SCT-600 Stereo Cassette Deck
•Optimus*-600 3-Way Speakers

as
seen
on TV
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Gorbachev tells Nobel winners a
test ban is novs up to Washington
MOSCOW tAPe - Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev
Wednesday told the American
and Soviet presidents of a Nobel
Peace Prize-winning physicians' anti-war group that the
Kremlin ,would extend jts
nuclear test freeze if the United
States reciprocates.
"A unique chance is still there
to make the moratorium mutual

Most Stores Open Late
Nights Until Christmas!

Matched Stereo Rack System

Get Our CM-4 Color Monitor at No Charge
When You Purchase a Tandy 1000 Computer!

Visitors to the Murray State University ('urns Center have the
opportunity to view this Christmas Tree. The tree stands in the
rocking chair lounge on the main level of the center. The
Christmas season at Murray State was officially opened by the
Hanging of the Green ceremony.

CHARGE ST (MOST STORES)

Radio-Controlled
Vehicles for Kids

Battery extra

Cat AM. #12-983
11.95
Snoopy AM. Kids will
love him' #12-991
14 95
Fox AM/FM.
112-990
21.95
1958 United Features Syndicate Inc

AM Flavorados`. 112-166.
Reg 788
Sale 5.99
AM Robot. #12-901
9.95
AM Bike. #12-197.
Reg 19 95
Sale 14.95
Batterres extra

Lamborghini Speedster. It's a highspeed race to the finish line! 9" long
#60-4051
11.95
Porsche 944 Racer.Pot it through its
paces! Authentic styling. 11" long
#60-3096
29.95

Penny Racer- 160-1069
Bump •n Go Bug. /60-2381
FM Mike. #60-2109
Space Robot. 160-2389
Show 'n Learn. #60-1021
Galactic Man". 160-1065
Armatron'. #60-2364

Bartehes extra
Both operate on 2' MO:

as seen
on TV

Space Crusher. Help save the world'
#60-2198. Reg 14 95
Sale 12.95
AstroThunder. Alien shoot-ern-up'
#60-2197 Reg 39 95
Sale 27.88
Sea Battle Game. #60-2193
29.95
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.
:
41

New medication
may be of help
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOT!' — I am 74 years
old. I am taking 25 mg. of Sinequan
each night for depression. It helps me
eat and sleep better, but it has done
nothing for my depression. I cry as
much as ever. Should I continue to
take this medicine?
DEAR READER — Some patients
respond more satisfactorily to some
antidepressants than to others. The
doctor who prescribed Sinequan for
you is the best judge of whether this
'GIVING TREE A SUCCESS — The First United Methodist Church's "Giving Tree" was again this drug is the most effective for you. If a
year a big success, according to Barbara Shores, one of the sponsors of the tree. Each year the church change in medication is indicated.
erects a tree with names of needy children in the county and church members are asked to purchase there are many available compounds
gifts for the children. Above. church members and Need Line workers gather the more than 200 gifts that could be substituted. It sounds to
donated to the tree. Pictured above,from left are,Cortez Byers, church custodian; Katie Outland, Need
Line volunteer; Barbara Shores; Groover Parker, Need Line treasurer; and Ricky C. Dye, associate
minister.

me as though an alteration in your
treatment is in order.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Please discuss
lipoma. Mine seems to be mostly below and behind my left armpit; occasionally there is a similar enlargment
on the other side. Would the relatively
new "fat-suction" technique be a
workable solution. My doctor advises
(a)cut it out;(b)ignore it. What do you
say?
DEAR READER — Lipomas, benign fatty growths affecting many
people, are harmless and ordinarily
require no treatment. Certain specialists have been encouraged by the use
of suction lipectomy, so your options
should include this technique, as well
as surgery and the leave-it-alone
viewpoint.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Since I was a
young girl (I am now 56) I have been
able to just lie in water without moving a muscle and not sink. I can do it
horizontally and vertically. None of
my children, grandchildren and
friends can do it. L truly enjoy it! Why
can I do it and not them?
DEAR READER — You are obviously a buoyant person in many ways.
Your ability to float is due to the
amount of lighter-than-water tissues
in your body. For example, fat people
can usually float with ease, whereas

youngsters who have low body-fat
contents have difficulty floating. However, even normal-weight people are
sometimes extremely buoyant. The
reasons for this are not completely understood. Continue to enjoy your talent as you effortlessly paddle around
those of us who sink like stones — and
continue to buoy up your family with
your sense of humor and enjoyment of
the water.
DEAR DR. GOT!' — Please explain
night sweats. Do these occur only in
older people and do they warrant seeing my doctor?
DEAR READER — Although any
normal person may perspire at night,
depending on environmental temperature and humidity, true night sweats
may indicate infection or disease.
Doctors are ordinarily suspicious if
the patient experiences repeated
drenching night sweats on cool nights.
Night sweating used to be a common
symptom of tuberculosis and other
lung infections; now we often see it occur with lymphoma and other generalized illnesses. Older people do not normally have night sweats. Both young
and old persons with night sweats
should have medical checkups.
c1985, NEWSPAPER ENIERPRISE AN

TVA approves temporary chief
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FRIDAY NIGHT
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. nuclear program has can prove safety quesEmergency Manage(API — The Tennessee produced no power tions, especially those
ment Agency, which
Valley Authority has ap- since August when Se- pertaining to welding,
helps it develop radiaproved spending $23,500 quoyah Nuclear Plant have been resolved.
tion emergency plans.
a month for temporary joined Browns Ferry on
Under an initial phase The suppleme
nt is for
nuclear plant chief a shutdown basis. TVA of the plan. DOE's Idaho
current fiscal 1986.
while a search continues couldn't demonstrate National Engineering
And board members
for a permanent both plants would Laboratories would
voted to allow
replacement.
operate safely during an evaluate TVA's welding
Shamrock Coal ComTVA's three-member accident.
program at Watts Bar pany. of Kentucky,
mine
board on Tuesday forOn another matter, and then offer technical
some of the coal
mally approved a the board members help.
reserves at TVA's Red
$23.500 monthly con- agreed to a $1.92 million Willis would be
Bird mine. TVA would
tract which was begun a interagency plan that authorized to approve
be authorized to apmonth ago with would allow TVA to tap supplementary funds up
prove any company
Management Analysis into U.S. Department of to $3 million for addiplans for drilling or
Company of San Diego Energy laboratories for tional help.
other outside disturfor the services of information on how to
bances. under a new
"This
all
would
enable
William Bibb.
meet federal safety
lease agreement, power
us
to
respOiid
very
Bibb took over ohmstandazds at the Watts
and engineering
Nov. 25 as temporary Bar Nuclear Plant near quickly to the welding
manager Robert Steffy
situation
at
Watts
Bar,"
site director for the idl- Spring City.
Jr. told board members.
Willis
said.
"It's
a
ed Browns Ferry
The unfinished twin.
Nuclear Plant near reactorplant has been significant issue with
"Shamrock has found
Athens. Ala.. one of fraught with safety and us. and (the plan)
some bad geological
three TVA nuclear personnel problems allows us to get our
conditions and it applants which aren't throughout its conitruc- hands very quickly- on a
pears they can't mine
lot Of resources."
operating.
Lion. The Nuclear
much any More." Steffy
"We're very pleased Regulatory Commission
The board also ap- explained. "It had gotwith Mr. Bibb so far," has denied licensing ap- proved a $592,240
sup- ten to the point where
said William F. Willis, plications for the plant's plement to TVA's
con they had to quit
TVA general manager. Unit 1 reactor until TVA tract with the Tennessee
mining."
"He's demonstrated
we've made a wise
choice."
Bibb will direct plant
activities until either a
permanent site director
is hired or an assistant
COLUMBUS. Ohio brain injury from the resuscitation.
site director is trained
AP i — A 9-year-old near-drowning, said
"I was very impressfor the position. Willis boy, who clung to life nursing supervisor
ed with the way they
said. The contract is not late Wednesday, was Susan Cunninghman.
worked on him." he
expected to last more listed in "very. very
Ms. Cunningham said said. "They weren't
than two years. he critical" condition after. the boy's condition was
there just to do a job;
added.
rescuers pulled his "very, very critical," they were there to save
TVA also voted seemingly lifeless body and that doctors were
a boy's life. The way
unanimously to pay up from the icy farm pond not available for
they worked ... they did
to $175,000 a year to where he had been comment.
their best.
Paul R. Ray Co. Inc, of under water for about 45
She said some doctors
"They worked on him
Atlanta. to find a per- minutes.
who worked on the boy like he was their own
manent site director.
"He could go either stayed with him during son."
The placement fee is way right now, but we'll the night to monitor
Mike Packham,one of
standard'for the utility all pray to God that he him. Jeremy's parents
two firefighters who
industry, he said.
turns for the better." — Monica and Thomas pulled Jeremy from the
TVA's $12 billion Jeremy Ghiloni's unclec Kasner — also were at
pond. said rescuers
Tim Ghiloni, said Tues- the hospital and were detected a pulse and
day night.
expected to stay over- took the boy to Licking
"His heart's beating night, the uncle .said.
Memorial Hospital in
on its own now, and he's
Jeremy was pulled Newark.
still in pretty bad shape, from the pond in
When he was taken to
but that's a lot better Newark. Ohio, about 30 Children's Hospital
than it was," Ghiloni- miles to the northeast. about 12:20 p.m., his
said.
about 9:20 a.m. Tues- body temperature was
Jeremy was in the in- day. Ghiloni, 32. said he about 75 degrees, said
tensive care unit at reached the scene as hospital spokeswoman
Children's Hospital in a rescue workers tried to Pam Barber. Normal
drug-induced coma to revive the boy with body temperature is 98.6
prevent any further cardio-pulmonary degrees.

Doctors watch boy rescued
after 45 minutes underwater

,
HOLIDAY
SWEATER SALE
Take an extra

20% OFF
Entire stock of

SWEATERS

Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men & Women At

Man with new heart progressing
CINCINNATI ( AP ) —
A Kentucky man who
received a new heart
from an Alabama donor
was making good progress at University of
Cincinnati Hospital
after undergoing a
three-hour operation

that ended Wednesday,
officials said.
Charles Ashcraft. 41,
of Cold Spring. Ky.,
across the Ohio River
from Cincinnati, was in
serious but stable condition this morning after
receiving the heart,

MAU RI ES

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

Shark nerds always ran the proarctor

hospital spokesman
David Bracey said.
"He is on a ventilator,
but there's a possibility
that he might be off the
ventilator later this
afternoon or tomorrow." Bracey said.
"The progress has been
very good. They're very
happy."
It was the first heart
transplant performed at
the Cincinnati hospital
under a newly formed
statewide hospital coalition coordinated by the
Ohio Department of
Health to regulate organ
transplants.
Ashcraft's transplant
began with arrival of
the heart from Alabama
shortly after 10 p.m.
EST and ended at
around 1 a.m. today.
"We are very pleased
at this point. The patient
is off the heart-lung
machine," said Dr.
Josef E. Fischer, head
of surgery at the
cnt011711" "o'•
Bracey said the
hospital has another
candidatewailing for a
heart transplantand is
prepared to perform the
operation as soon as a
suitable donor heart can
he toratPd
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Monday thru
Saturday

a.m.until
10 p.m.

PAGE 5-B

Sunday
12 Noon
until
7 p.m.

EXTENDED STORE HOURS

•
Tissue Paper\

35 Light Set

Lorus Watches

White 72 sq ft Red or green,
36 sq ft Reg 69c each

Multi-color, with end connector
Reg Price $2 99

Men s and Ladies
Reg $1995 to $4995

3,0R$

25 Holiday Bows

Russell Stover
Boxed Candy

Or

12 Large Holiday Bows

Ai Variet,es

1.99 Sale Price
1.00 Mfg. Rebate
AFTER
0 REBATE

(D Begley

(ED Begley

Offer valid with coupon
thru December 23 1985

tD Begley

BAGS FOR
Otter valid with coupon

Otter vatid with coupon
thru December 23, 1985

)
Begley

Begley thru December 23, 1985

1

Otter valid with coupon
thru December 23 1985

KA AN
MUSK iK
FOR
klEN

Kodak Film
Kodacolor:
•CP135-24
VR-100

Wooden
Jewelry
Boxes

sn95

to

Assorted styles
Reg $1295
$19
95
to V7 95

Jovan
Evening Edition
•For Men 1 7 oz
Cologne Spray
Reg S900
9
$8 For
-For Women 1 7 oz
EDT Spray Reg '1250
Women

•CL126-24
VR-200
•Disc 15-2
2 Pack

ALL
Oil
Paintings g9

$2.99

Framed,assorfed `vir
scenes, sizes from
4" x 5" to 12" x 14"

$4.99

SAVE 5.00

Musical

99 Bear
EACH

Touch Me Bear
Plays 16 Tunes
Reg. $19.99

Duracell
Batteries
MN 1300 B-2 Size D Alka
MN 1400 B-2 Size C
2 Pack

•MN 1604 B
9 Volt Single

Coty
$I97Musk

.Musk for Men
2 5 oz Spray
$1075 Value $
-Wild Musk
for Women
$12 50 Value

•MN 1500 8-2
AA Alkaline 2 pack

FOR MEN

•MN 1500 8-4
AA 4 pack

FOR WOMEN

$1.99

Die-Cast

$1.79

Vehicle
Set
$

$2.99

20 Piece
Gift Set
Reg $1199

Alkaline

Go-Bot
Ro Gun
Converlable
Rifle
Reg $9 99

Aries
TM 62

Curling Iron
Reg $4 99

$4.00
$4.00

SalePrice
Rebate

STEREO

UM 62

Ronson
Shavers

•Micro Foil Men s
RFS2 Singlehead
-Lady Ronson
$999 After
LT2 Twin Head
Rebate
Deluxe Shaver

SAVE 2.00

Curling Brush

Sale
$1499 Price Beard
5'Rebate Trimmer
Ronson MTI

Stereo
Radio $1

Reg $5 99

500Rebate

Beard 8. Moustache
$999After
Trimmer
Battery operated
Rebate

$5.00
$5.00

Sale Price
Rebate

Westminster
MPX 003
Slimline AM FM
Reg $1695

Aries
Pro Junior Dryer
CL 1250 1250 Watts
Reg $9 99

$7.99 Sale Price
$6.00 Rebate
$1 99After Rebate
Pro Hair Dryer

Remington
Razor
XLR-3000
Micro Screen
Deluxe
Rechargeable
Reg $64 95

CM 1250 1250 Watts

$9.99
$8.00

HP 1320
Rotatract
Rechargeable
Reg $41 95

5 Roll
Gift
Wrap
30 .
1 50 Sq ft
package

Cassette
Player $29

Reg $1199

Norelco
Razor $3

Sale Price
Rebate

Westminster
ST-86 AM FM
Stereo
Reg $34 99

$1 99 After Rebate

Denton
Gift Items

Gift
Wrap
26

*Great
Gift Ideas!

SAVE 3 00

traditional

io4roll 25 sq ft
Cartoon characters
to old fashion

3 Roll
Gift
Wrap
30", 100 Sq ft
package

prints

5e0 Off
'
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ti,t 6K
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has
received a request to rezone a tract of land
located on Southwood Drive from AG
( Agriculture to B-2 (Highway Business).
A public hearing will be held on Monday,
December 30, 1985 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers. City Hall Building, Fifth and
Poplar Streets. All interested persons are invited to attend. A property description
follows:
A 2.5± Acre tract of land proposed to be
rezoned from AG ( Agriculture 1 to B-2
i Highway Business I. located immediately
east of the property known as 1200 North
Twelfth Street ( proposed site of the Quality
Inn and south of Southwood Drive in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky and
being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of the
herein described tract of land (now zoned AG)
and the northeast corner of a tract of land
owned by Thanos Karvounis and leased by
Murray Enterprises (now zoned B-21, said
point being located on the south right-of-way
of Southwood Drive approximately 431 feet
east of of the centerline of Highway 641 1North
Twelfth Street) as shown on Kentucky Department of Transportation Plans dated and
received by the City of Murray Engineering
Department on April 15, 1985: thence South
17°37'41" East - 54.44 feet lArt Travis Survey
dated March 14, 1985) along the south rightof-way of Southwood Drive to a point at the
northwest corner of the John Randolph Property: thence south 03°41'50" West - 765.54
feet with the Randolph Property to a point in
the centerline of Bee Creek: thence in a
westerly direction approximately 300 feet
along the centerline of Bee Creek to a point
on the existing B-2 zoning line: thence North
04°52'00" East - 110.00+ feet with the existing B-2 zoning line and parallel to the old
Highway 641 right-of-way to a point on the
Thanos Karvounis Property: thence North
17°33'43" East - 535.00+ feet I from Kentucky
Department of Highways Drawings 1985 with
the existing B-2 zoning line and across the
Karvounis Property.to the point of beginning.
If further information is needed please-contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 753-4321.
Bob Dunn. Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
T Seargent. Jr . Director
I '!anning and Engineering

!...•
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Notice
BR.APF7.1.1" House For
Brides and Reidland
Clothing wedding.
(tresses
prom dresses.
tuxedos 5100 Reidland
Rd Paducah Ky 5412•9S-7620

1'5 THE
CHORU5 5.
.EVERYONE
IS 5TANCAN6 UP...

1

Leg

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates.should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification
Martin E. Robinson, HC Box 169-R.
New Concord. Ky.
Deceased.
42076
Robert
Michael
Rogers.
1510
Claysture Drive. Murray. Ky 42071 Administrator. John A.
Gregory, Jr., 204
South Sixth Street.
Murray. Ky 42071
Attorney.
Rex Earl Ramsey.
Route #1. Almo, Ky•42020 Deceased. Mary
Lee Ramsey, Route
#1, Almo. Ky 42020 Administratrix. Dennis
L. Null, P.O. Box 696,
Mayfield, Ky 42066
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEG AI. N OTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Beverly Ann White
Wyatt & Frank White.
Co-Executors, of the
estate
of James
Seiburn
White,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before
December 30, 1985.
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Mary Zuchowski. Administratrix. of the
estate of Opal Moody.

1 .Legal

1

deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before
December 30. 1985.
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Alberta Chapman and
Maxine Burkeen, CoAdministratrix, of the
estate of Hollie Orr
Paschall, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
the
in
Calloway
District Court on or
before December 30,
1985, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Sonya Ashley Smith,
Administratrix, of the
estate of Mark Edward Smith, deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before December 30.
1985. the date of
hearing.
'
•
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Charles David Gibbs,
Administrator, of the
estate of Angie Dale
Gibbs. deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before
December 30, 1955.
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway_
District Court by
Mary Beth Harp. Administratrix, of the
estate of Murl Robertson, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
tile Calloway District
Court on or before
December 30. 1985.
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk

YIPEP.

Legal

(CALL Ma A
C)AICKEN IF 'IOU
WANT TO , BUT
\ I'VE MADE UP
MY MIN

Hand crafted doll cribs,
wood duck planters,
gift towels, much much
more. 104 S. 9th St.

White Pine
$1.50 a yd.
Western Cedar
$3.50 a yd

Last Minute
Gifts

Hoffm
i an's
94E.759-4512

Bike plates,
license plates,
t-shirts &
sweatshirts.
With lettering
and transfers

MII••••••

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

50% Off

Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

In Store Specials
Dog Grooming
Home Owned
1 101 Story
Murray, Ky
759-1322

Faye's

'29"

ciiSNIETOLOGY by
La Dora . Perms in.
formulated.
753-0ti TiN or 733-1161 1
losed
lii rn.•5p ill

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.
12 Months
Interest Free
Financing

514 Main

Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.
733-6001

753-7743
Still taking
monograms for
Christmas

GET ready for winter'
Standard size storm
windows- $21.25. Storm
Doors- . $49.95 and up.
Mid -South Wholesale
Building: 342 East
1Vashington: Paris: 901642-2552.
•
INTRODUCING PAMS
CAKE HUT specializing
in decorated cakes for
all occasions. We put
that. little extra effort
into our cakes which
makes .them something
to remember. So. the
next time you need a
cake that you would like
to be 'remembered for
just call us at 759-4492
Open Mon.-Fri.
sa.m.-3p m Located at
410 Main St. After 3p.m.
and weekends call 4374455. We promise you'll
be glad you called.

Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox TV's,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR
753-0595

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
509 N. 7th
753-9280
Dr Rainbow can make your
next birthday party hassle
free' The clown will bring
cake balloons & entertain
the kids All you have to do
is relax take pictures and
enjoy the fun

Murray
Christmas
Sweatshirts
Buttons

Faye's
514 Main
753-7743

Jane's
Tanfastic
Tan

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only '175

1 mile on
121 South
Give a Tan for
Christmas.
Great Specials.
Call 753-6649
Jane McCuiston

8x10 Only $395
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

\

PROCESSING

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE!
Call
753-1916

67." Gal.

250 Tnk. - S300
\500 Ink. -$500
LAKEIs.REGjON LP GAS
mow,.114;11GT
CALL MEI
3544011

With Individual
And Peisonal
Attention

ONE HOUR PHOTO
Inside

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd
Downtown Murray
733 3621

YOU MAY NOT KNOW THi5,
GARFIELD, BUT I'M SOMEWHAT
OF AN EXPERT AT READING
TEA LEAVES

AH,YES,IT SAYS HERE YOU WILL
HAVE A LONG AND FRUITFUL
LIFE. YOUR OWNER IS KiND
AND GENEROUS, AN(7 YOU WILL
TRAVEL SOON

ANY
QUESTIONS

MAY I
HAVE /MY
COCOA
SACK?s.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
fish
35 Verve
36 Vigorous
39 Parisian
season
40 Brook
41 Energy
43 Bone
44 Forenoon
45 Part of flower
47 Ward off
50 Buddhist
dialect
51 Night bird
54 Mature
55 Street show
56 Ocean
57 Speck
58 Wire nails
59 Spread for
drying

ACROSS

OH, THEyIL GO BY
10, PERFORMANCE
RECORDS,&OOP
EHAVoR

1 Turkish cap
4 Ancient
chariot
9 In favor of
12 Former boxer
13 Gravestone
14 Electrified
particle
15 Sunburn
16 Hike
17 Poker stake
18 Choice part
20 Spanish
article
21 Unit of
weight: abbr.
23 Encountered
24 Inclined
28 High
mountain
30 Working
devices.
collectively
32 Piece for two
34 Long, slender

1
12
is

2

3

1 Obese
2 Guido's high
note
3 Bluish-white

hl
mail

5

6

7

12IGI

0 cs[IQ

8

3

BO

UIMi M000 0000
0000M0 001) OM
DUO POO 0OU
el0 Dj pp D
000 MOO 001100
DJ pompom DO
0000D 001M MOU
OM 000 0000
000 000 MOO
110 000 OODDOU
0000 OU00 003
0000 DOOM OM
metal
4 Regard highly
5 Trick
6 Appear
7 Antlered
animal

DOWN

4

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

ill 18

11

mil

MN IA
il
Milli
* ill Id 111
illmil
maid
"
.
41 WI il
ME 11111111111111111
ill
WEI
il i
MI
Id
WI
0 1985 urinal feature Syndicate

8 Prefix: down
9 Metal
fastener
10 Decay
11 Dollar bill
17 Solitary
19 Reichsmark:
abbr.
20 Yale man
21 Loads
22 Dull
24 Shrunk and
formed
corrugations
25 Brazilian
soccer great
26 Muse of
poetry
27 Units of force
29 Equal
31 Household
pet
33 Walk on
37 School of
whales
38 Municipalities
42 Mother
45 Brazilian
_
arestuary
46 Misplaced ..
47 Novelty.' .
48 The self
49 Seine '
50 Equality
52 Tiny
53 Young boy
55 Rubidium
symbol

Notice

We Rent
Heaters

753-8201
Murray Rental
& Sales

TIL
CHRISTMAS

Beautiful Natural
Christmas Roping

Just in time
for Christmas
Sweaters &
Dog Toys

2

Wicker Sale
up to 60% Off
beginning 12 noon
Sat.. Dec. 14
until Christmas
at Uncle Jeffs

901-644-9999.

PET PEN

Notice

2

No credit check. Call
Paris, ask for Shirley.

20 lb. - $5.00
30 lb. - $7.50
100 OD. - $20.00
LP-GAS 8. TANKS

WELL
GLAD THAT'S
SETTLED '

Notice

MONEY TO LEND
'25-'300

Notice

2

aff
THIS HILL IS TOLD
STEEP AND I
(
DONT WANT TO
GO DOWN IT

2

200 E. Main

5 Lost and Found
12 MONTH old Siberian
Husky. Goes by the name.
Cocoa. Mostly white with
silver gray and dark
gray. Lost in area of Oak
Grove Church Rd. and
Tucker Rd. off Penny
Airport Rd. Call 489-2878
or 753-9209.
LOST a 10 month old
white male setter,
wearing brown nylon
collar, no tags,vacinated. Johnson
Blvd. Phone 753-1490.
6

Help Wanted

American Republic
Insurance Company
Licensed
Needs
Sales People. Phone
(502) 554-2217
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 tit
11:00.
COMPUTER Operator
needed. Local firm.
daytime, some programming knowledge
helpful. prior experience
beneficial but not . nec•
cessary. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040M. Murrt.y.
EASY ASSEMITLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience no
sales. - Details• send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd . Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
RESPONSIBLE person
to care for toddler. References required Call
753.114i31

GRILL COOK
Must be able to
work quickly &
correctly in a high
volume area with
verbal grill orders.
Apply at Personnel
Services, Murray
State University,
EOE/MF.

9. Situation Wanted

Job Watch:
msu is participating
in a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This
project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet for
Human
Resources.
Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through no
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title III
JTPA Federally funded
program.
The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participants, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
program from
an
employers view: OnThe-Job Training-The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•••
Male - sef king full-time
employm mt, has experiencr, in project
engineering, startup of
power plants, marketing
and sales of compressors,
rotating
machinery applications
for industrial and petro
chemical
plants,
technical writing and
training. Fluent in three
languages.
•••

P-5

Female - seeking
employment in food services or any related
field. Hard worker, willing to learn.
C-6
•••
Male - seeking management
position
in
restaurant, has three
years experience, willing to start at the bottom
with
hope
for
advancement.
C-7
• • •

Phone 71124471
between
a.rn.•4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.
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CLASSIFIEDS
6

Help

Wanted

TYPIST- $500 weekly at
home! Intd-rmatiori•
William Norman, 116
Indian Oak.' Dept. D.
Paducah. Ky. 42001

9. Situation

Wanted

15. Articles for

Sale

W ILL do sitting with
elderly. experienced.
Call 753-8916.

WHIRLPOOL 17 .cu. ft;
refrigerator with textured steel door. only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
14. Want to Buy
WHIRLPOOL heavy
%%ANT to buy raw furs. duty washer with 4
9. Situation Wanted
McClellan Furs, cycles. only $6.00 per
EXPERIENCED. de- Stanley
Owen Mc. week. Rudolph
pendable. with excel- Clellan.
Pulaski. III. Goodyear, 753-0595.
lent references wants 618-342-6316.
16 Home Furnishings
general cleaning 1 or 2
WANT to buy lot or small
days a week. 759-11s1.
acreage within 10 miles of CHRISTMAS is almost
I will stay with elderly
Town, also would like to here! Check our stock of
Call for information days buy used refrigerator
or vanities, marble tops,
753-4590.
stove. Call 753-2887 after 6 and kitchen cabinets.
MR. Employer-- I am a pm.
Mid-South Wholesale
disabled American
Building, 342 East
veteran- also having my 15. Articles for Sale
Washington; Paris: 901next 'Iwo- brothers
ASHLEY fireplace in- E42-2552.
killed in Vietnam. In a
sert, almost new, $375. COUCH and matching
212 year period I "have
Storm door for glass chair. Good condition.
not" received any job
sliding door, $50 50 ft. $40. Call 492-8566 after
referrals from The
T.V. tower, antenna and 5p.m.
Dept. of Human Re.
rotary. Call 489-2704 GENERAL Plectric
sources Manpower
stove. 4-eye oven works.
after 6p.m.
Service in Murray.
Timer. Can be seen at 403
FIBERGLAS
S
Panels•
although I have asked
South 8th St.
for their help. To me great for underpinning.
JUST
8'.
in time for
$4.75;
10'$5.85:
12'•
this seems to be an
Christmas! Lots of new
ineffective
method of $6.95. Mid -South
running a dept. that we Wholesale Building; 342 and used furniture
lamps, and crafts. Mid.
pay taxes for' I have an East Washington;
South Wholesale
extensive background Paris; 901-642-2552.
Building: 342 East
in purchasing & man- RIDING toy tractor, porufacturing. I am bon- table manual typewriter, Washington: Paris; 901dable, dependable & cassette tape recorder 642-2552.
knowledgeable-- I will with microphone. Excel- LOVE seat, like new,
earth tones, $100. Call
consider anything re- lent condition. 753-6870.
lated or un-related-• USED hide-a-bed. like after 5p.m. 489-2643.
Resume furnished upon new $175. Call 753-2753 or WATERBED, queen
size with head board
753-2922.
request- 345-2036.
and heater. plus 2 sets
of sheets; Call 489-2275.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
** FARM MACHINERY **
Goodyear. 753-0595.

LAND AUCTION

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1985
1000 AM. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MR. & MRS. LONNIE WARD
NEAR PARIS, TENNESSEE
Sale Location: From Paris. Tenn. Take Hwy. 69
North West 6 Miles To Sate Site. SIGNS POSTED!!
John Deere 4440. C& A, Clued., 2 Valves, 18.4x38 Duals,
Wts , Quick Hitch, SN017861•John Deere 3020 Diesel,
Roll Guard, Wts., SN117599•John Deere 6620 Hydrostatic Combine, 1041 Hours,4 Wheel Mud Assist, CifiA
w Monitors. 216 Flex Platform, Chopper,30.51-32 Rubber. SN502790,"A Real Nice Outfit"•John Deere 543
Cornhead. 5 Row 30" • 1979 International S 1800
Series, DT 466 Diesel Engine, 562 Transmission, Electric Over Hydraulic Tandem Axle, 20' Parkhurst Grain
Bed w Twin Hoist, Roll Over Tarp, 10.00-20 Rubber•
1964 Dodge 1',Ton w Grain Bed And Hoist, 2 Speed•
1969 Chevy Spreader Truck Equipped w Twin Fan
Stainless Steel Fertilize And Lime Bed•1969 V-W Bea-tle Car • John beers 1408 3 Pt. Rotary Cutter• John
Deere 220 Black Gang Center Fold Dist•John Deere
8300 Grain Drill, 21x7 Double Disc Openers • John
Deere 2600-5x20" Auto-Matic Reset Plow•John Deere
1210A Grain Cart w Hyd. Folding Auger•John Deere
7100 Plateless 6 Row Planter, Lill Assist Wheel,Insecticide Boxes, 2 Extra Units To Make Into An 8 Row
Planter• Big Ox 8' Hyd. Adjustable 3 Pt. Blade• Hale
16 -2 Axle Stock Trailer•New Holland Twine Tie Baler
•150 Gallon 3 Pt. Spray Rig w Hyd. Pump•Eversman
2',Yard Dirt Pan w Front Steering Dottie•W&A 7 Tine
3 Pt. Ripper w Gauge Wheels• 1000 Gallon Tank w 3
Horse Pump•Graham 13 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow•13'
Manual Fold Culti Packer•IHC 3 Pt. 4 Row Rotary Hoe
• 4 Wheel Rubber Tire Manure Spreader • PTO Post
Hole Digger • Huskee 400 Gallon Saddle Tanks And
Racks•Ford 2x14" Plow•Forrest City 6 Row Hyd. Fold
Do-All • John Deere 13' Wheel Disc • 2 Row Spring
Shank Cultivator • 30' Hay And Corn Elevator •
Superior 8"-52' Transport Grain Auger • 14' Grain
Auger For Gravity Wagon •550 Gallon Fuel Tank w
Pump•1000 Gallon Fuel Tank w Pump•Craftsman 230
Amp Welder • Large Assortment Of Botts • Various
Shop Tools•16 Pieces Of Metal Siding, Strong Panel,
30" Wide x 27' Lengths•Several Hog Feeders.
For Information Concerning This Auction
Contact Mr Ward At 901-782-3474
CONSIGNED BY A NEIGHBOR
1981 International S 1900 Series, DT 466 Diesel Engine.
Allison Transmission, Rayco Equilizer Tandem w Air
Bag And Tni Axle, 22' Omaha Grain Bed w Twin Hoist,
Roll Over Tarp. Swing Out Tall Gate, 11R 22.5 Rubber,
Air Conditioning, Step Fuel Tanks, Air Ride Seat,
"Super Outfit".

This Will Be An Open Sale To Area Farmers!So Come
Prepared To Find More Equipment Consigned By Sale
Day Bring Your Trucks And Trailers, James R. Cash
Loading Facilities Will Be Available At No Charge!
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
42.4 Acres ± Of North West Henry County, Tenn. Farm
Land Selling By Deed. Located 6 Miles North West Of
Paris, Tenn. On The Stewart Road. The Farm Will Be Offered In Two 21.2 Acre ± Tracts Then As A Whole
Adopting The Highest Saks Price. The Entire Tract Is All
Tillable And Lays Well With Past Yields Proving The
Land To Be In A High State Of Cultivation. The West
Boundry Of The Farm Fronts The Stewart Road And
Has Good Building Sites Look This Farm Over And Be
With Us Saturday, December 21st, Ready To Bid And
Buy.
TERMS: 10*. Down Day Of Sale Balance Due
Within 30 Days And Delivery Of Deed.

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
(502)623-8466 or (502) 623-6388
Tenn. Firm s806. Tenn. Auc Luc "930

20. Sports Equipment
RALEIGH Bicycle, 10
speed, blue. paid $165.
Will seH $120. 753-7231.
WINCHESTER 410 red
letter shot gun, $175.
Winchester Commemorative 30-30. gold
plated. $400. Winchester
low wall 22 US Army gun.
$250. Will trade. 436d25013.
22

Musical

BALDWIN organ
Syntha-Swinger 1100
with entertainment II
and beginner music,
$950. Call 753-2880'.
PEAVY T-15 guitar
with power Amp case
$200: Casio keyboard
$75. 753-1966.
PIANOS, organs, new,
used. Baldwin. W'urlitzer, Hammond. Fantastic savings. Friday.
Saturday to 8p.m.
Lonardo Piano Co. next
to JC Penney,
Paris TN
24

Miscellaneous

1975 CHEVROLET Monte
Carlo Landou. $400. Well
built utility trailer made
to drive on, will tilt. $350.
Chevrolet Motor Home.
$3.000. Refrigerator with
large freezer. Will trade.
436-2506.
ANTIQUES for
Christmas. Golden oak
pool table with all
accessories, perfect
restored condition.
$1500. Walnut upright
Columbia wind-up record player. Perfect
condition with lots of old
records, $185. Oak
treadle sewing
machine, beautiful
shape. $100. Old wooden
childs sled. $75. 100 yr.
old one horse open
sleigh, excellent condition. $650. Walnut Victorian reupholstered
couch, $1100. Several
other antiques too
numerous to list. Call
753-1222 days or 753-6620
evenings.
A Sharp VCR. brand
new, must sell. $275.
Call 436-2668.
CAMOFLAUGE Army
pants and shirts. Herman
-suevivers Jerry's Sporting Goods. 6th and
Walnut. Mayfield Ky. 1247-4704.
CLEARANCE sale. Wood
heater with thermostat,
deluxe cabinet, has lift-up
cook surface top. 25"
brick lined fire box, cast
iron grates and doors,
supply limited. $199.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Tn.

32. Apts for

CAR batteries. 60
month guarantee.
Series 24. 24-F & 74E29.99. Series 27 & 27-F$32.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris. Tn.

THREE_ ,beciroom, two
bedroom and one bed
room Apts. Lease and
deposit. Adults only, no
pets. 753 9208 after a pm
UPSTAIRS apt, 2 BR
water furnished, de
posit required
Call
after 6p.m 753 0087

MILITARY Supply.
Complete arey surplus,
adult & c'hildrens
camouflage clothing.
2647 B.C. Mathis Dr..
Paducah. Ky. 443-2266.
MUST sell New Chamberlain garage door
opener, 1/2 h.p cwon
in contest). List $180.00
will sell for $125.00. Call
435-4390. ,
PULL time live in
housekeeper to care for
my home and 3 elementary age children. References required. Cotta g e Grove Tn
901-782-3442.
WE service all makes of
sewing machines and
vacuum cleaners at reasonable rates. For more
information call 354-6521
ask for Martha Hopper.
RAILROAD ties. S
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
REIDIAND Clothing
and West Paducah
Mens Store. Large
selection of big & tall
clothes... Reidland Clothing, 5100 Reidland
Rd.. Paducah 502-898E981 West Paducah
Mens Store, Hwy. 60
west- 3 1/2 miles west
of 1-24 502-442-2421.
SANTA suit rentals.
Call 759-4073.
SEASONED firewood- oak, hickory, mixed'
hardwoods $30.• rick
delivered. MM. order 2
ricks. Call John Bower
753-0338.
SEASONED oak &
hickory firewood delivered. All tree trimming & removing. ,Call
753-5476.
STEEPLETON pool
table, regulation. size, 1
inch slate top with all
accessories, for sale or
trade. 753-7161. THEY are here! Rubber truck bed mats. Fit:
S-10, Ranger, Mazda.
Toyota, El_ Camino,
Nissan. Also, full size
Fords & full site
Chevys. Until Christmas. $55. See Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.
753-1319.
WHIRLPO 0 L
microwave oven with
700 ,watts cooking
power. only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
WHIRLPOOL, white
stack washerdryer Call
753-9674.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x50 TRAILER. .1 BR
with 18x20 add-on BR.
deck, tie downs. underpinning. Ca11153-417L
28. Mobile Homes for Rent

Dan Miller
Darrell Beane
1 Terry Paschall
Jean Miller
Dana Beane
Sheri Paschall
Sandy Miller Brittany Beane
Lindsey Rene Paschall

Thank you for
your Business

33. Rooms for

Rent

Real Estate
GOVERMENT homes
from $1 U repair , also
delinquent tax property
Call N05-687.6000 Ext GH8155 for information
REAL estate home
study courses covering
, buying, no money
dOW n. equity
sharing.
govt loans. etc , up to
75', savings Call 1-3765646

Rent

34. Houses for

38

Pets-Supplies

2 HAMSTERS and a
plastic cage. Also' 12
guage pump shotgun 7594412 after 4:30p.m.
ARC Chihuahua pup:
pies and adults. long &
short hair, males &
females. Call 901-7523268.
ARC Toy Poodle puppies. Call 753-0904.
BEAUTIFUL ..ARC registered Siberian Husky
puppies. 901-587-9262.
CHIHUAHUA puppy.
weeks old. ARC registered, black female.
$50. Call 502-436-2901.
DOG obedience training.
Hobby, career or just a
well mannered companion. Boarding and ARC
German Shepherds. 4362858.
REGISTERED purebred
Arabian colt and filly
sired by 1985 National
Top Ten Competitive
Trail Horse. Proven halter and performance
bloodlines. Terms
available or might trade
for horse traitor. Ron and
Connie Talent 1-502-7539894.
'REGISTERED beagle
puppies for Christmas
Call 753-4109
SMALL AKC registerea
Yorkshire Terrier 'puppies, great Christmas
gifts. Call 753.5565 or
753-5108.
STUD service for toy
poodles, red & silver_
Also, stud service for
chihuahuas. Call 4362901.

29. Heating and Cooling

Business Rentals

Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Indoor Outdoor
All Week
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
41
/
2 miles on
Hwy. 94 East

SMAUL commercial
building on college caGifts, salvage,
mpus Call 753-2967
HENDON mini storage plain old junk.
self storage units, business or personal use. 24
hour easy access,
,S4
lights, assorted sizes sta
753-7818.
Rent

Hit BR furnished apt. 1
block from campus
1606 la Miller $155 per
month. No pets
Available Dec
19th
Call 753-5980.
2 BEDROOM un
furnished apt with
appliances. 1 BR fur
nished apt , couples
preferred 492-8662.
BR duplex. 1 bath.
kitchen, den. storage
area, W D hookup
Call 753-9240
2 BR duplex. 1300 Peggy
Ann. 1 BR duplex. 414 S
10th. Murray Call 492
8225.
FURNISHED. extra
nice. large, 3 room aeit
near hospital & Un
iversity. Couple or grad
student preferred. Heat
& water furnished No
pets or children Priv
ate. 753 3415 or 753 8756
FURNISHED Apts ef
Adults
ficiency apt
only, no pets Zim
merman Apts.-, S. 1618
St Call 753 6609
TAKING applications._
for Section 8 Rent s
Subsidized apt 1. 1 or 3
Apply Hilldale
BR
Apts., Hardin. Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity

45

Farms for Sale
35 ACRE tract which
includes 30 acres of
highly productive farm
land plus lovely 5 ac-re
tract with stocked pond.
tobacco barn. orchard &
several large oak trees
Beautiful building site
Located only 2 miles
north of town Phone
Kopperud Realty 753122'2

Rent

2 BR home, partially
furnished. Pine Bluff
Shores. Available after
Dec. 28. $140 per month
Call 753-4055.
2 BR house, wood and
electric heat. $165 per
month. Panorama
Shores. 753-5094.
MODERN 3 BR -brick
home located in Kirksey,
Ky. References and deposit required. Call 4s92402. 489-2554, 489-2467.
NICE 2 bedroom home.
economical gas heat.
fenced backyard. Rent
$285-.. deposit $150
Couple preferred. Call
753-6275.
SMALL '2 BR house
near University Also, 2
BR house near downtown. 9225 Call 753-6429
after 4p.m.
SMALL house furnished.
161112 College Farm Rd.
Not room for any other
furniture. $150 per month.
$50 deposit. No pets.
Electric heat Other
utilities furnished. 7535263.
UNFURNISHED 3 BR
house in Murray. No
pets. Call 753-2831.

SAVE those heating
dollars! Insulation, pipe
wrap, caulking.
weatherstripping. In
stock at Mid -South
Wholesale Building, 342
East Washington:
Paris; 901-642-2552.

Apts for

43

ROOM for rent I block
from University Kitchen
available
Cable
ICinem.ax and HBO , and
utilities are furnished
$125" month Available
now for spring semester
759-9645.

2 OR 3 BR. furnished,
AC-'natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
MOBILE home for rent.
near Croppie Hollow.
$150 per month plus
deposit. Call Linsey 41
Beane 436-2582

32

To the many customers
and friends of the Dan
Miller Auction Company. We wish you a
Merry Christmas and
Prosperous New Year.

Business Services

ALL types commerical
Construction. Preengineered metal;
masonary or wood
buildings. We furnish
blueprints approved by
the Ky State Building Inspectors. Emerson Construction Co Inc. General
Contractors. P.O. Box
130. Paris Tn. 38242. Call
day or night, 901-644-9840.

30
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24. Miscellaneous

25

THI RSDAV. DECEMBER 19, 1985

Every Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5 p.m.

At:
North 641
Flea Mkt.
2 miles north
of Murray
Former Wiggins
Furniture
Building

Hatchback, one owner.

46

Homes for Sale
3 BR 2 bath
home with full basement plus this areas
largest private indoor
horseback riding arena
with 15 stalls & tack

RICK

room, Situated on 91,
acres Ideal for horse
boarding & riding
lessons The total
package offered at $69.
000 through Kopperud
Realty. Phone 753-1222..
BY owner Brick home
Lynnwood Estates, 3
BR. 1 12 bath, family
room, utility room,
large kitchen & living
_room.. Fenced, in yard.
deck TVA insulation.
wood stove, central air.
S44.000. Call 753-609* or
753-9786.
ENJOY beautiful Lake
view from this 4 Br, 2
bath brick home in
Panorama Shores 2
kitchens, fireplace in
den UnDelievable low
price. $35.000. owner
says make offer. Contact Kopperud Realty
/53-1222.
HOUSE for sale to settle
estate." 3 BR on 2 acre
lot on Hwy. 50. 1 mile
west of tis and SO
'junction. 474-2708.
THREE bedroom, 1 acre
lot, newly decorated, office, garage, carport.
satellite. Must see. Lynn
Grove. 6 miles West of
Murray on Hwy 94. $42.
000. Call 435-4583 after *
pm.
47

Motorcycles

1953 HONDA 110 3wheeler, less than 50 hr
.S695. Call 753-5640.
1955 SUZUKI GS 550 LF.
excellent condition. 9000
miles. $2000. Call 4748055_
1986 HONDA Big Red
3-wheeler with reverse,
3 mOnth old. $1500 Call
753.s965.
'52 YAMAHA 3 wheeler
125 with 175 kit and
header, excellent
shape. $500. with trailer
$900. Call days 753-3514.

49

Used

Cars

A
1986 Audi 4000
4 door, automatic
sedan with sun
roof, cassette,
metallic paint for
268.82
per
month, 60 month
closed end lease
through
December
31,
-1985.

Carroll
Audi

49. Used Cars
.1871 GRAND Prix. Best
offer Call 49'2-8792 •
1978 BUICK 'Electra
station wagon. extra
'clean, new tires. price
$1450 Call 436-2427
1977 CUTLASS Call 753.
1520
19.7 FORD LTD 4-door
ps. ph. air. new radial
tires, $1500 Cali 459'2425.
1977 LTD Landau 2 dr .
nice car, 86,000 miles
well equipped $1*00
Call 753-6267 after 5p m
1978 MALIBI 4.door
1980 Chevette 4-door
Call '753-6973
1975 TOYOTA Ceiica
with all service records
30 mpg, super condition
Call 753.1299
19'79 CHRYSLER, New
Yorker 2 tone gray,
loaded Call 436-5692 after
5 pm
1951 MONTE Carlo. ttops tilt, cruise new
tires, good miles. AM-FM
cassette. extra nice 7534199 or 753-4129 after
lip m
19 5 1 MI STANG 4.
speed. good condition.
air. ps, 40,000 miles
Must sell $4500 Call
753.4617 anytime
1954 T-BIRD, 61,000
miles. black & silver
$4200 or best otter_
753.5352 or 759-9555
1955 BLACK Trans AM.
excellent condition Call
753-6260, 759-4905 or 401
S 12th & Mulberry St
'83 OLDS Delta 88
Royal, V-5. 4 dr . cruise,
tilt. AM -FM cassette.
light blue vinyl top.
$5.900 Call 753-7489 or
'53 1396.
NICE 1979 Cutlass
new white letter tires,
factory wheels Excellent
condition. Call 753-9872
50. Used Trucks
1976 CHEYENNE pickup
SWB. rails and Louvers.
Call 1-345-2636.
1976 JEEP CJ7. needs
motor work. 4-a heel
drive unit & transmis
sion in excellent condition. no top. Call after
5p m
ask for Chris
436-2289.
1979 CHEVROLET Luv
pickup. 4 wheel drive
753-0725.
1981 CHEN Y Luv 4
wheel drive. ac-: $5200 or
trade. Call 436-2240.
DATSUN pickup.
Good mechanical condition. $600. Call 7538823
5 1

594;!",

repairs septic tanks.
Also pump tanks.
Licensed by the
Health Dept. You've
called the rest, now
call the best.
753-8416.9 .

Irreaation Reselent6el

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenze In
Cell Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352,5704
Free Estimates

Services

Offered

erriunrs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
14 CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•

1Vi

ALL type masonr
NI VI ARS
•
SOLID W000 CABINETS &
work, block. brick
I XVI DII NCI
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
concrete, driveways,
Birch • Oak • VValnut • Cherry•
sidewalks, patios, house
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
foundations, nevi
KITCHtN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
chimneys or chimney
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE A FURNITURE REFINISHING•
COMINTITIVI PRICES Drop Sy £S. Our Display
repair 25 years ex
perience Free es
•
•
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
timates Call Charles
i•
Barnett 753-5476
•••6 eallit••••••••••••.•
.APPLIANCE
SERVICE Kenmore
Westinghouse
Whirlpool 23 years
experience Parts and
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
service Bobby Hopper.
OFFERING
Bob's A pplraIrce SerAutomobile
vice, 202 S 5th St
Guaranteed Issue
Homeowners
Business 753-4572. 436Senior Citizens
5545 home
Fire
Cancer
APPLIANCE REPAIR .
Life
IRA's
Factory authorized for
Term
For
Free
Analysis & Quotes
Tappan. Kelvmator and
Universal
Brown Service on gas
115 S. 13th
and electric ranges.
Co
microwaves, dis.
Murray, Ky.
haashers. re42071
frigerators. etc Earl
Life(502)75
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753.
5341

Hopkins Insurance Agency

ACTION SIiLç

800 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

©
1965 4 DOOR Datsun
1979 Ford Mercury
Marquis Call 753-3073

Aluminum
Service Co.

Campers

Is 1 • 2 FT Smokes
self-contained, camper
trailer $1000 Call 753
53

53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
114. WE sales at Sears LICENSED Electrician
nov Call Sears 753-2310 ,,for
residentiltl. and
ir
for free ,
1 stimate for commercial Heating
and air condition gas
your needs
GENERAL H 0 M r. installation and repair
REPAIR 15 years ex- Phone 753-7203.
perience Carpentry. MOBILE HOME REPconcrete, plumbing. AIR and preventative
roofing, siding NO JOB maintenance. Roofs,
Ti) SMALL Free es- floors, plumbing wiring.
timates Days 753-6973. hurricane straps Sc) job
too small. 759.4850
nights 474-2276
NEED work on your
Gt'll'ERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut- trees" Topping. prunters installed for your ing, shaping, complete
spec ifications Call removal and more Call
Sears 753.2310 for free BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Proestimate.
HENDON mini storage fessional tree care
753-033*
self storage units, bus
messor personal use. 24 ODD job specialist.
hour easy access. ceiling fans electrical
plumbing. fencing You
lights assorted sizes
name it. I do it You
753-7615.
INSULATION blown in buy. I install. You
by Sears. TVA ap- break. I fix Call 436proved. Save on those 2868
high heating and cool- PAINTING Paper
ing bills Call Sears hanging, commerical or
753.2310 for free residential. Free estimates. References 25
estimate.
J L McKnight & Sons years experienct-.
Sawmill on Poor Farm Tremon Farris 759-1987
Rd Buyer of standing
timber Call 753.7525
JOINER'S complete
tree service. 32 yrs
experience
Also.
Aluminum and vinyl
stumps mechanically
siding. Custom trim
removed 10" belois
work. References.
surface. Call 753-0366.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
L EE'S CARPET
753-0089
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholst- STUMP REMOVAL
ery cleaning For a free
SERVICE Mechanically
estimate • call 753-5527
removed 10 inches below
Satisfied r4ferences.
the surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn Larry
ROOFING. Plumbing.
Wood' 753-0211 or 1-443Concrete work. Ad- 8682.
ditions. Paintin`g. TREES trimmed
or
General Carpentry
removed. Also yard
P A. Molony Co
work
Experienced
753 8628 . Free Free estimates
Call
Estimates.
436-2690.
SEWING Machine ReWET BASEMENT" We
pair. All makes and
make wet basements
models. Home & In dry Work completely
dustrail. and bag closguaranteed Call or
ing machines Also
write Morgan Conscissor sharpning.40 struction Co.
Rt 2 Box
yrs. experience. All 409A. Paducah
Ky .
work guaranteed. Ken- 42001 or
call 1-442-7021;
neth Barnhill, _753-2674.
WILL haul white ro, k.
•
Ky
sand, lime, rip rap and
nary sand. c
d
rI
gravel, fill sand
John Lane Back Hoe
Call Roger Hudson.
Service installs and
753-4545 or 753-6763

-t

7!al rE
io 4.4r/21

Lease A 1986
Audi 5000-S
4 door automatic
sedan with electric sun roof,
cassette, metallic
paint and other
standard equipi
ment features for
$306.07
per
month for 60
month closed end
lease.

Carroll
Audi
800 Chestnut
:urray, Ky.
=

753-4566
'eok
soe

41.

SALE CONTINUED
"CHRISTMAS BUYING" Ott
ABSOLUTE AUCTION 13
30
"
Youngblood Bros. Furniture
Due to recent expansion and warehouse move
Youngblood Bros. Furniture's old warehouse must be
completely vacated. East Broadway, Mayfield
FURNITURE (New & Used)'MISC. ACCESSORIES AND
FIGURIES 'GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 'TRADE-IN AP
PLIANCES AND AIR CONDITIONERS 'MICROWAVE
CARTS 'DESKS 'JEWELRY .WATERBEDS
Some items have been brought in from another store in
order to be sold during this Christmas auction
CONDUCTED INSIDE HUGE WAREHOUSE BEHIND
YOUNGBLOOD BROS FURNITURE - TICE ROAD

111:112131ZINEW AND USED FURNITURE

SAT. DEC. 21ST, 1985 - 10:00 A.M.
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 320 70
Opened
324.90
Today
420
Up

SILVER PRICES
Silver
•
Closed
Yesterday
5 76
Opened
5 86
Today
.10
Up
Compliments of:
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
1 3 S. 1 2th Murray. Ky. 42071
753 7113
Wi• buy Gold

SALE CONNIFF° BY

LARRY SEAY'S
AUCTION COMPANY
Nlla field. hl -,Larr) Sea ..kuclirincer
Any anhouniiMents made day of sale take precedence over printed matter.

Licensed & Bonded in Kentucky & Tennessee •
Not Responsible for Accidents'
382-22497
247-9949
247-7807

Silver / Diamonds

Hours, 10 6 Doily. Closed Sundial"

I.
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THL MURRAli LEDGER & TIMES

THt KSDA1. DF:CEMBER 19, 1985

GPSETING5
From all of Lis to all of you, our dearest friends and kind patrons,
"May you enjoy a very happy, healthy holiday season."
From the Staff of

PARKER FORD, INC,
701 Main St., Murray
753-5273
RENT-A-CAR

i
,--. c.
"E—ja•

LIFETIME
SERVICE
GUARANTEE

,

i-v1ANik6EMENT
L to R -David Parker, Jae Parker. John Parker and James Parker.

SALE$M EN
L. to R.-Glenn Card. Ron Wright, T.C. Jones, Nick Ryan, Joe Rowland. Bill
McCoart, Keith Williams and Carlos Jones.

BODY SHOP

SERVICE DEPARTMENT

L. to R. Back Row. Steve Cunningham. Johnny Beard. Sam Spiceland, Gary
Miller. Harold Fones Front Row Sammy Tucker. Michael Darnall, Mark Free
and Jody Griffin (Manager)

L. to R.-First row: Tim Blake, Rodney Hounshell, Rodger Mayer, Jackie Kimbro, Jennifer Outland, Pat Watkins, Larry Poyner. Second row: Glen Barnett.
Doug Harrell, Randell Miller, Donnie Birdsong, Brian Wilkerson. Steve Sammons (Manager).

PARTS
DEPARTMENT
L. to R.-Back . Jimmy
Morris and Jerry Don
Morris. Front. David
Sawyers and Jerry
Graham (Manager).

OFFICE STAFF
L to R ,Jill Houston Linda Ford and Sue Thurmond

HAVE YOU DRIVEN A FORD LATELY?

• 4.

4

